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1 INTRODUCTION
The idea of provability logic seems to originate in a short paper [G�odel,1933]. K. G�odel was motivated by the question of providing Brouwer'sintuitionistic logic, as formalized by Heyting, with an adequate semantics.According to Brouwer, intuitionistic truth means provability. Here is asummary from Constructivism in Mathematics ([Troelstra and van Dalen,1988], p. 4):

\A statement is true if we have a proof of it, and false if we canshow that the assumption that there is a proof for the statementleads to a contradiction."
An axiom system for intuitionistic logic was introduced by Heyting in 1930;its full description may be found in fundamental monographs [Kleene, 1952;Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988]. In 1931{34 A. Heyting and A.N. Kol-mogorov made Brouwer's de�nition of intuitionistic truth explicit, thoughinformal, by introducing what is now known as the Brouwer{Heyting{Kol-mogorov (BHK) semantics ([Heyting, 1931; Heyting, 1934; Kolmogoro�,1932]). BHK semantics suggests that a formula is called true if it has aproof. Further, a proof of a compound statement is described in terms ofproofs of its components:
� a proof of A ^B consists of a proof of A and a proof of B;� a proof of A _B is given by presenting either a proof of A or a proofof B;� a proof of A ! B is a construction transforming proofs of A intoproofs of B;� falsehood ? is a proposition which has no proof, :A is a shorthandfor A! ?.
The BHK semantics is widely recognized as the intended semantics forintuitionistic logic. In [G�odel, 1933] an attempt was made to formalize theBHK semantics. K. G�odel introduced a modal calculus of classical provabil-ity (essentially equivalent to the Lewis modal system S4) and de�ned theintuitionistic propositional logic IPC in this logic. G�odel's provability cal-culus is based on the classical propositional logic and has the modal axiomsand rules2F!F ,
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2(F!G)!(2F!2G),2F!22F ,` F ) ` 2F (necessitation rule).G�odel considered a translation t(F ) of an intuitionistic formula F into theclassical modal language: \box each subformula of F" apparently regardingsuch a translation to be a fair formalization1 of the Brouwer thesis

intuitionistic truth = provability:
G�odel established that

IPC ` F ) S4 ` t(F );
thus providing a reading of IPC-formulas as statements about classical prov-ability. He conjectured that the converse (() also held and concludedin 1938 (see [G�odel, 1995], p. 100{101): Intuitionismus ist daraus ableit-bar2. The (() conjecture was proved in [McKinsey and Tarski, 1948]. Theultimate goal, however, of de�ning IPC via classical proofs had not beenachieved because S4 was left without an exact intended semantics of theprovability operator 2:

IPC ,! S4 ,! : : : ? : : : ,! CLASSICAL PROOFS:
Here, CLASSICAL PROOFS refers to systems based on a proof predicateProof(x; y) denoting \x is the code of a proof of the formula having a codey" for a classical �rst order theory containing Peano arithmetic PA. G�odel in[G�odel, 1933] identi�ed a problem there and pointed out that a natural read-ing of 2F as the formal provability predicate Provable(F ) = 9xProof(x; F )did not work.

Let ? be the boolean constant false and 2F be Provable(F ).Then 2?!? corresponds to the statement Con(PA) expressingconsistency of PA. An S4-theorem 2(2? ! ?) expresses theassertion that Con(PA) is provable in PA, which is false accordingto the second G�odel incompleteness theorem.
Thus, [G�odel, 1933] showed that S4 was a provability calculus without an ex-act provability semantics, whereas the interpretation of 2F = Provable(F )was an exact provability semantics for modality without axiom systemknown. G�odel's paper left open two natural problems:

1. Find the modal logic of the formal provability predicate Provable(F ).1This translation appeared earlier in a paper by I.E. Orlov [Orlov, 1928], who appliedit to a system di�erent from S4.2Intuitionism is derivable from this.
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2. Find an exact provability semantics of S4 and thereby of IPC.

It was already clear that solutions to 1 and 2 led to essentially di�erentmodels of Provability, each targeting its own set of applications. The twoparts of the present paper | \Part I, Logic of Provability" (Sections 2{10)and \Part II, Logic of Proofs" (Sections 11{16) | roughly correspond tothe developments around these two questions. Here in the Introduction webriey review main achievements in both directions.
Logic of ProvabilityThe �rst signi�cant step towards a solution of Problem 1 was made byM.H. L�ob [L�ob, 1955] who formulated, on the basis of the previous workby D. Hilbert and P. Bernays from 1939 (see [Hilbert and Bernays, 1968]),a number of natural conditions3 on the formal provability predicate (nowa-days known as Bernays{L�ob derivability conditions) and observed that theseconditions were su�cient for the proof of G�odel's second incompleteness the-orem. Moreover, under the same conditions he found an important strength-ening of the G�odel theorem. He proved that the following is a valid principleof the logic of the formal provability predicate:
2(2F ! F )! 2F:

This powerful principle, taken together with the axioms and rules of themodal logic K4 turned out later to provide a complete axiomatization ofthe logic of formal provability. This system currenly bears the name GL forG�odel and L�ob4.M.H. L�ob's work, followed by signi�cant advances in general understand-ing of formalization of metamathematics particularly in the hands of S. Fe-ferman [Feferman, 1960], inspired S. Kripke, G. Boolos, D. de Jongh andothers to look into the problem of exact axiomatization of the logic of prov-ability. Independently, the same notion appeared in an algebraic context inthe work of R. Magari and his school in Italy (see [Magari, 1975b]). A dra-matic account of these early developments can be found in [Boolos and Sam-bin, 1991]. As an important early result on provability logic stands out a the-orem by D. de Jongh, found independently by G. Sambin, who establishedthat the system GL has the �xed point property (see [Smory�nski, 1977b;Smory�nski, 1985] and some details below).3These conditions were essentially expressed by the last two axioms and the necessi-tation rule of the above mentioned system S4, in other words, by the modal logic K4. So,their validity must have been known to G�odel.4This logic was alternatively denoted by G, L, K4.W, PrL. Neither G�odel nor L�obformulated the logic explicitly, though undeniably they established the validity of theunderlying arithmetical principles. Presumably, it was T. Smiley in whose work on thefoundations of ethics [Smiley, 1963] the axioms of GL appeared for the �rst time.
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H. Friedman formulated the problem of decidability of the letterless frag-ment of provability logic as his Problem 35 in [Friedman, 1975a]. Thisquestion, which happened to be much easier than the general case, wasimmediately answered by a number of people including G. Boolos [Boolos,1976], J. van Benthem, C. Bernardi and F. Montagna. A breakthrough camein 1976 when R. Solovay published a solution of the general problem show-ing that the system GL axiomatizes the provability logic for any su�cientlystrong and sound formal theory [Solovay, 1976]. He also showed that theset of modal formulas expressing universally true principles of provabilitywas axiomatized by a decidable extension of GL, which is usually denotedby S and is called the truth provability logic.Solovay's results and his novel methods opened a new stage in the devel-opment of provability logic, with several groups of researchers, most notablyin the USA (R. Solovay, G. Boolos, C. Smory�nski), the Netherlands (D. deJongh, A. Visser), Italy (R. Magari, F. Montagna, G. Sambin, L. Valen-tini), and USSR (S. Art�emov and his students), starting to work intensivelyin this area. Textbooks by G. Boolos [Boolos, 1979b] and C. Smory�nski[Smory�nski, 1985], the �rst of which appeared very early, played an impor-tant educational role.The main thrust of the research e�ort went into the direction of gen-eralizing Solovay's results to more expressive languages. Here we brieymention some of the probems that received prominent attention. Most ofthem (though not all) are covered in greater detail below and roughly cor-respond to the sections in this paper.

First order provability logics. It was soon discovered that the �rst or-der version of GL is not arithmetically complete. G. Boolos formulated inhis book the problem of axiomatizing the full �rst order provability logic.Improtant partial results in this direction were obtained by F. Montagna[Montagna, 1987a]. A �nal negative solution was given in the papers by S.Art�emov [Artemov, 1985a] and V. Vardanyan [Vardanyan, 1986]. In par-ticular, V. Vardanyan showed that this logic is �02-complete, thus not e�ec-tively axiomatizable. Earlier S. Art�emov showed that the �rst order truthprovability logic is not even arithmetical. Independently but somewhatlater similar results were obtained by V. McGee in his Ph.D. Thesis, theywere never published.5 The later joint publication with G. Boolos [Boolosand McGee, 1987] contained a certain strengthening of Art�emov's theorem.Even more dramatically, [Artemov, 1986] showed that the �rst order prov-ability logics are sensible to a particular formalization of the provabilitypredicate and, thus, are not very robustly de�ned.The material on �rst order provability logic is extensively covered in a5We are grateful to A. Visser for providing us with this information and with a copyof V. McGee Thesis.
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later textbook by G. Boolos [Boolos, 1993] and in survey [de Jongh andJaparidze, 1998], therefore we chose not to include any further details inthe present survey.
Intuitionistic provability logic. The question of generalizing Solovay'sresults from classical theories to intuitionistic ones, such as Heyting arith-metic HA, proved to be remarkably di�cult. This problem was taken upby A. Visser, D. de Jongh and their students. In [Visser, 1981] a num-ber of nontrivial principles of the provability logic of HA were found. In[Visser, 1985] a characterization and a decision algorithm for the letter-less fragment of the provability logic of HA were obtained, thus solvingan intuitionistic analog of the Friedman's 35-th problem. Some signi�cantfurther results were obtained in [Visser, 1985; Visser, 1994; Visser, 1999;Visser, 2002b; de Jongh and Visser, 1996; Iemho�, 2001a; Iemho�, 2001b;Iemho�, 2001c] but the general problem of axiomatizing the provabilitylogic of HA remains a major open question. It is consistent with our presentknowledge, though in our opinion not very likely, that this logic is �02-complete. See below for an overview of related results.
Classi�cation of provability logics. Solovay's theorems naturally ledto the notion of provability logic for a given theory T relative to a metathe-ory U , which was suggested by S. Art�emov [Artemov, 1979; Artemov, 1980]and A. Visser [Visser, 1981]. This logic, denoted PLT (U), is de�ned as theset of all propositional principles of provability in T that can be establishedby means of U . (Thus, the provability logic of T corresponds to U = Tand the truth provability logic corresponds to U being the set of all truesentences of arithmetic.) The problem of describing all possible modal log-ics of the form PLT (U), where T and U range over extensions of Peanoarithmetic, has become known as the Classi�cation problem for provabil-ity logics. Partial results were obtained in [Artemov, 1980; Visser, 1984;Artemov, 1985b; Japaridze, 1986] who, in particular, discovered four mainfamilies of provability logics. The classi�cation was completed by L. Bek-lemishev in [Beklemishev, 1989a] who showed that all relative provabilitylogics occur in one of these four families.The Classi�cation can be extended to a broader class of theories. In fact,the same result holds for extensions of rather weak elementary arithmeticEA (see below). However, it remains an intriguing open question whetherSolovay's theorems can be extended to bounded arithmetic theories, such asS12 or S2. Partial results were obtained in [Berarducci and Verbrugge, 1993].
Provability logics with additional operators. Theorems by Solovayhave been generalized to various extensions of the propositional languageby additional operators having arithmetical interpretation.
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The most straightforward generalization is obtained by simultaneouslyconsidering several provability operators corresponding to di�erent theo-ries. Already in the simplest case of bimodal provability logic, the axioma-tization of such logics turns out to be very di�cult. The bimodal logics formany natural pairs of theories have been characterized in [Smory�nski, 1985;Japaridze, 1986; Carlson, 1986; Beklemishev, 1994; Beklemishev, 1996].However, the general classi�cation problem for bimodal provability logicsfor pairs of r.e. extensions of PA remains a major open question.There were also interesting bimodal logic studies of provability relatedconcepts di�erent from the standard provability predicates, such as Mostow-ski operator, Rosser, Feferman and Parikh provability (see [Smory�nski, 1985;Visser, 1989; Shavrukov, 1991; Shavrukov, 1994; Lindstr�om, 1996]). In anumber of cases arithmetical completeness theorems �a la Solovay have beenobtained. These results have their origin in an important paper [Guas-pari and Solovay, 1979] (see also [Smory�nski, 1985]). They considered anextension of the propositional modal language by witness comparison oper-ator allowing to formalize Rosser-style arguments. Similar logics have laterbeen used in [de Jongh and Montagna, 1989; Carbone and Montagna, 1989;Carbone and Montagna, 1990] for, e.g., the study of the speed-up of proofs.

Interpretability and conservativity logics. A. Visser, following V.�Svejdar, formulated another important extension of the language of prov-ability logic. He introduced a binary modality '� to stand for the arith-metization of the statement \the theory T + ' interprets T +  ". Inter-pretations here are understood in the standard sense of Tarski. This newmodality allows (in a classical logic context) to express provability 2' by:'�?, and thus is more expressive than the ordinary 2.It turns out that the resulting interpretability logic substantially dependson the basis theory T . For two important classes of theories T this logichas been characterized. For �nitely axiomatizable6 theories such as I�1or ACA0 this was done by A. Visser [Visser, 1990]. For essentially reex-ive theories, such as Peano arithmetic PA, this was done independentlyby V. Shavrukov and A. Berarducci [Shavrukov, 1988; Berarducci, 1990].These results substantially relied on a previous work of A. Visser, D. deJongh and F. Veltman who, in particular, developed a suitable Kripke-stylesemantics for the interpretability logics.These results remain, so far, the main successes in this area. A numberof principal questions are still open. For example, interestingly enough, anaxiomatization of the minimal interpretability logic, that is, of the set ofinterpretability principles that hold over all reasonable arithmetical theoriesis not known. A excellent survey of interpretability logic is given in [Visser,6To be more precise, one also requires here that the theories are su�ciently strongand sequential.
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1998], see also [de Jongh and Japaridze, 1998].The � modality has a related conservativity interpretation, which leadsto conservativity logics studied in [H�ajek and Montagna, 1990; H�ajek andMontagna, 1992; Ignatiev, 1991]. Logics of interpolability and of toleranceintroduced by K. Ignatiev and G. Japaridze [Ignatiev, 1993b; Dzhaparidze,1992; Dzhaparidze, 1993] have a related arithmetical interpretation, but aformat di�erent form that of interpretability logics. These developments falloutside the scope of the present paper, see [de Jongh and Japaridze, 1998]for an overview.
Magari algebras and propositional second order provability logic.An algebraic approach to provability logic was initiated by R. Magari andhis students [Magari, 1975a; Magari, 1975b; Montagna, 1979; Montagna,1980]. The provability algebra of a theory T , also called the Magari alge-bra of T , is de�ned as the set of T -sentences factorized modulo provableequivalence in T . This set is equipped with the usual boolean operationsand the provability operator mapping a sentence F to ProvableT (F ). Mag-ari algebras in general are all the structures satisfying the identities of theprovability algebra of PA.Studying Magari algebras revealed many interesting properties of prov-ability. Some of them can also be reformulated in purely logical terms,but for many other questions an algebraic context is the most natural one.An early re�nement of Solovay's theorem is its so-called uniform versionthat was discovered independently in [Montagna, 1979; Artemov, 1979;Visser, 1980; Boolos, 1982; Avron, 1984]. In algebraic terms this resultmeans that the free Magari algebra on countably many generators is em-beddable into the provability algebra of any sound theory T . [Shavrukov,1993b] proved a far-reaching generalization by characterizing all r.e. subal-gebras of the provability algebra of T .Using the notion of provability algebra one can give a provability seman-tics to a considerable subclass of propositional second order modal formulas,that is, modal formulas with quanti�ers over arithmetical sentences. Theseare just the �rst order formulas over the provability algebra. For severalyears the questions of decidability of the propositional second-order prov-ability logic, and of the �rst order theory of the provability algebra of PA,remained open. [Shavrukov, 1997a] gave a negative solution to these ques-tions. His result was proved by one of the most ingenious extensions ofSolovay's techniques. We note that the di�cult question of decidability ofthe 89-theory of this algebra remains open.
Applications in proof theory. The logic of formal provability was de-signed with a hope for applications in proof theory. It considerably deep-ened our understanding of the behavior of formalized provability predicates.
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However, memorable applications of these methods to the study of concreteformal theories were lacking for a long time. The challenge here was to �ndapplications to existing problems that were not a priori formulated in termsof formalized provability.The situation changed in the recent years. It turned out that methodsof modal logic can be useful in the study of fragments of Peano arithmetic,where the model theoretic methods were the most successful, so far. Itwas an open question what kind of computable functions could be provedto be total in the fragment of PA where induction was restricted to �2-formulas without parameters. Using provability logic methods [Beklemi-shev, 1999a] showed that these functions coincide with the primitive recur-sive ones. In general, provability logic analysis substantially clari�ed thebehavior of parameter-free induction schemata.Later results [Beklemishev, 2004; Beklemishev, 2003b] revealed a deeperconnection between provability logic and traditional proof-theoretic ques-tions, such as consistency proofs, ordinal analysis, and independent com-binatorial principles. [Beklemishev, 2004] gives an alternative proof of thefamous theorem by G. Gentzen on the proof of consistency of PA by trans�-nite induction up to the ordinal �0. In [Beklemishev, 2003b] and in this pa-per we present a simple combinatorial principle, called the Worm principle,which is derived from the provability logic analysis of PA and is independentfrom PA.At the moment this area seems to be a promising direction for futureresearch. The provability logic techniques used here combine several of theabove mentioned concepts such as provability algebras and polymodal logics�a la Japaridze [Japaridze, 1986; Boolos, 1993].

Logic of ProofsThe problem of formalizing BHK semantics even for propositional languagewas not solved until the middle of 1990s (cf. surveys [Weinstein, 1983;van Dalen, 1986; Artemov, 2001] and Section 11 of this article). The sourceof di�culties in provability interpretation of modality lies in the implicitnature of existential quanti�er 9. This phenomenon is sometimes calledthe 9-sickness of the �rst-order logic: an assumption of 9xF (x) in a givenformal theory does not necessarily yield F (t) for some term t.Consider, for instance, the reection principle in PA, i.e. all formulas oftype 9xProof(x; F ) ! F . By the second G�odel incompleteness theorem,this principle is not provable in PA, since, the consistency formula Con(PA)coincides with a special case of the reection principle 9xProof(x;?)! ?.Formula 9xProof(x; F ) does not yield any speci�c proof of F , since this xmay be a nonstandard natural number which is not a code of any actualderivation in PA. For proofs represented by explicit terms the picture isentirely di�erent, e.g. the principle of explicit reection Proof(p; F )! F is
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provable in PA for each speci�c derivation p. Indeed, if Proof(p; F ) holds,then F is evidently provable in PA, and so is formula Proof(p; F ) ! F .Otherwise, if Proof(p; F ) is false, then :Proof(p; F ) is true and provable,therefore Proof(p; F )!F is also provable.This observation suggests a remedy for the 9-sickness here: representingproofs by a system of terms t in the proof formula Proof(t; F ) instead ofimplicit representation of proofs by existential quanti�ers in the provabil-ity formula 9xProof(x; F ). In particular, it means a return to the origi-nal format of BHK after failed attempts to �nd a constructive provabilitysemantics for IPC directly via a simpler language of modal logic. G�odelsuggested using the format of explicit proofs for the interpretation of S4as early as 1938, but that paper remained unpublished until 1995 ([G�odel,1995]). In a modern terminology the format of explicit proof terms is aninstance of Gabbay's Labelled Deductive Systems (cf. [Gabbay, 1994]).
The logic of proofs. In [Artemov and Strassen, 1992a; Artemov andStrassen, 1992b; Artemov and Strassen, 1993] the �rst systems of logics ofproofs in format t :F denoting t is a proof of F were introduced. These �rstlogics had no operations on proofs and were too weak for representing themodality in full.Even before the publication of G�odel's paper of 1938 [G�odel, 1995],S. Artemov came up with a system of logic of proofs capturing the wholeof S4. In the fall of 1994 during his visit to the University of AmsterdamS.A. found the logic of proofs (which later got the name LP) and proved atheorem about realizability of S4 by proof terms of LP called proof polyno-mials. These results were reported at the end of 1994 in Amsterdam andM�unster. The �rst paper with complete proofs was issued as a technical re-port of the Mathematical Sciences Institute, Cornell University, [Artemov,1995]. A follow up paper [Artemov, 2001] contained simpli�ed proofs and acomprehensive survey.Since proof polynomials enjoy a natural semantics in classical proofs, thisgave a desired provability semantics to G�odel' provability calculus S4. Com-bined with the above mentioned results by G�odel, MacKinsey and Tarski,the logic of proofs LP can be viewed as a formalization of the BHK seman-tics for intuitionistic propositional logic IPC completing a project initiatedby Kolmogorov and G�odel. These developments resulted in the followingpicture of the foundations of intuitionistic logic:

IPC ,! S4 ,! LP ,! CLASSICAL PROOFS ;
where all embeddings are exact.
Models of the logic of proofs and complexity issues. The logic ofproofs LP is sound and complete with respect to the natural provability
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semantics [Artemov, 1995; Artemov, 2001]. Still, having convenient ar-ti�cial models could be very important for a successful study of LP andits applications. The �rst abstract models for LP (called here M -models)were introduced in [Mkrtychev, 1997] where LP was shown to be sound andcomplete with respect toM -models. Mkrtychev models proved to be a con-venient tool for studying the logic of proofs. In particular, they helped toestablish in [Mkrtychev, 1997] the decidability of LP.[Kuznets, 2000] obtained an upper bound �p2 on the satis�ability problemfor LP-formulas in M -models. This bound was lower than known upperbound PSpace on the satis�ability problem in S4. One of the possibleexplanations, why LP wins in complexity over closely related to it S4, isthat the satis�ability test for LP is somewhat similar to the type checking,i.e. checking the correctness of assigning types (formulas) to terms (proofs),which is known to be relatively easy in classical cases.M -models were further explored in [Krupski(jr.), 2003], where the min-imal model of LP was constructed, which completely describes derivabilityin LP of \modalized" formulas (i.e. formulas of type t :F ). This yielded abetter upper bound (NP) for the \modalized" fragment of LP. The minimalmodel is also used in [Krupski(jr.), 2003] to answer a well-known questionabout the disjunctive property of the logic of proofs:LP ` s :F _ t :G , LP ` s :F or LP ` t :G:[Fitting, 2003b] gave a description of the canonical model for LP as a Kripke-style model. An interesting and unexpected application of the canonicalmodel was suggested in [Fitting, 2003a], where an alternative \semantical"proof was given for the realizability theorem of S4 in LP, whereby clarifyingthe role of operation \+" in this realization.[Fitting, 2003b] gave a general de�nition of Kripke-style models for LP(we call them F -models here) and established soundness and completenessof the logic of proofs with respect to F -models. As it was noted by V. Krup-ski, completeness with respect to F -models can be attained on one-elementF -models, which are M -models with the so-called full explanatory prop-erty (cf. Section 12). It is reasonable to expect to �nd applications of F -models in epistemic logics containing both proof polynomials and the usualS4-modality, since Kripke models do not degenerate to singletons for suchlogics.A tableau system for the logic of proofs was developed in [Renne, 2004]where completeness with respect to M -models and cut-elimination for thewhole of LP was proved, though cut-elimination in LP with empty constantspeci�cations was demonstrated in [Artemov, 2001].
Joint logics of proofs and provability. The problem of �nding a jointlogic of proofs and provability has been a natural next step in this direc-tion since there are important principles formulated in a mixed language
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of formal provability and explicit proofs. For example, the modal princi-ple of negative introspection :2F ! 2:2F is not valid in the provabilitysemantics. Neither does a purely explicit version of negative introspection:(x :F ) ! t(x) ::(x :F ) hold in the logic of proofs LP. However, a mixedexplicit-implicit principle :(t : F ) ! 2:(t : F ) is valid in the standardprovability semantics. Finding a complete axiomatization of such principlesin a joint language of GL and LP has also been important for building anepistemic logic with justi�cations based on provability semantics.The �rst joint system of provability and explicit proofs without operationson proof terms, system B, was found in [Artemov, 1994]. Arithmeticallycomplete system BGrz of strong provability operator �F = F ^ 2F andproofs without operations was found in [Nogina, 1994; Nogina, 1996].In [Sidon, 1997; Yavorskaya (Sidon), 2002] the �rst arithmetically com-plete system of provability and explicit proofs, LPP, containing both LP andGL was found. Along with natural extensions of principles and operationsfrom LP and GL, LPP contains some additional operations. The arithmeti-cally complete logic, LPGL, in the joint language of LP and GL was foundin [Artemov and Nogina, 2004], where it was also used for building basicsystems of logic of knowledge with justi�cations (cf. Applications belowand Section 13).
Logic of single-conclusion proofs. The primary use of LP is to realizemodalities by proof terms (proof polynomials) thus providing a semantics ofexplicit proofs for modal logic S4 and for intuitionistic logic IPC. It turnedout that with respect to realizability semantics, modal logic corresponds tomulti-conclusion proofs, i.e. proofs each of which can prove several di�erenttheorems (cf. Section 11). One could see easily that the set of modalprinciples realizable by single-conclusion proofs (so called functional proofs),is not compatible with any normal modal logic. For example, x :> ! :x :(> ^ >) is valid for functional proofs, and its forgetful projection 2> !:2(> ^>) contradicts even the basic modal logic K.However, the problem of �nding the logic of functional proofs presenteda signi�cant interest since many proof-like objects (e.g. typed �-terms andcombinatory terms or references in databases) correspond to single-conclu-sion proofs. The �rst step in the development of the logic of functionalproofs was made in [Artemov and Strassen, 1992b] where the operation-freelogic of functional proofs was axiomatized. The full scale logic of functionalproofs FLP was built in ([Krupski, 1997; Krupski, 2002]) and then enhancedby new operations in [Krupski, 2005], system FLPref.
The logic of the standard proof predicate. The logic of proofs LP ax-iomatizes all properties of propositions and proofs expressible in the propo-sitional language and invariant with respect to the choice of a proof system
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([Artemov, 2000; Artemov, 2001]). For a speci�c proof system some ad-ditional identities may hold. For instance, the standard \textbook" proofpredicate is based on G�odel's numbering of syntax, which is monotone.In particular, the code of a given proof (a �nite sequence of formulas) isgreater than the code of any formula in that sequence (including the codesof theorems proven by that sequence). This property of coding prohibitsself-referential assertions of sort t :A(t) and in general yields the followingmonotonicity axiom introduced in [Artemov and Strassen, 1993]:

:(t1 :A2(t2) ^ t2 :A3(t3) ^ : : : ^ tn :A1(t1));
where ti has to occur in Ai(ti). This axiom is valid for the standard proofpredicate7 but is not derivable in LP. It was shown in [Artemov and Strassen,1993] that the basic logic of proofs supplied with the monotonicity ax-iom (system M) is complete with respect to the standard proof predicate.In [Artemov, 1994] this result is extended to a system in a richer languagecontaining both M and the provability logic GL. A full axiomatization ofthe propositional logic of the standard proof predicate in the language ofLP was found in [Yavorsky, 2000].
Proof polynomials for other modal logics. Systems of proof poly-nomials for other classical modal logics K, K4, D, D4, T were describedin [Brezhnev, 2000; Brezhnev, 2001]. The paper [Brezhnev, 2001] shouldalso be mentioned for its introduction of proof polynomials for Gentzen-style proof systems. The case of S5 = S4 + (:2F ! 2:2F ) was specialbecause of the presence of negative information about proofs. The paper byArtemov, Kazakov and Shapiro [Artemov et al., 1999] introduced a possiblesystem of proof terms for S5, established realizability of the logic S5 bythese terms, decidability, and completeness of the resulting logic of proofs.However, the existence of alternative natural systems of proof terms for S5suggests that the problem of describing negative knowledge by operationson witnesses is far from solved.
Quanti�ed Logics of Proofs. The arithmetical provability semantics forthe logic of proofs may be naturally generalized to the �rst-order languageand to the language of LP with quanti�ers over proofs. Both possibilitiesof enhancing the expressive power of LP were investigated. In [Artemovand Sidon-Yavorskaya, 2001], techniques originating from [Artemov, 1985b;Vardanyan, 1986] were used to establish that the set of tautologies in thelanguage of the �rst-order logic of proofs was not recursively enumerable. Itwas shown that a complete axiomatization of the �rst-order logic of proofs7This holds for the usual \call-by-value" provability semantics for LP presented in thisarticle. However, this does not necessarily hold for the \call-by-name" semantics from[Artemov, 1995] (cf. also [Artemov, 2001], Comment 6.8).
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is impossible. An interesting decidable fragment of the �rst-order logic ofthe standard proof predicate was found in [Yavorsky, 2000]. Propositionallogic with quanti�ers over proofs was studied in [Yavorsky, 2002]. It wasestablished that the corresponding set of formulas valid under the naturalprovability interpretation is not recursively enumerable, therefore proposi-tional logic with quanti�ers over proofs is not axiomatizable.
Applications. 1. We start with a discussion of a contribution to seman-tics of modal logic in general made by the provability logic and logic ofproofs. Initially G�odel regarded the modality 2F from a provability pointof view as

there exists a proof (witness, justi�cation) for F
According to this interpretation, modality contains an informal built-inexistential quanti�er over proofs. Existential understanding of modalityis also typical of \naive" semantics for a wide range of epistemic logics.Nonetheless, before the logic of proofs LP was discovered, major modallogics lacked an exact semantics of existential character. The �rst exactexistential semantics of modality is given by the arithmetical provabilitymodel for system GL, which, however, does not extend to other major modallogics. Proof polynomials and the logic of proofs provide existential seman-tics for S4, S5 and other systems [Artemov et al., 1999; Brezhnev, 2000;Brezhnev, 2001].Decades after the above mentioned works by G�odel a semantics of adi�erent nature was formalized for modalities, namely Kripke semantics.Modality there is similar to a universal quanti�er: 2F is read as

in all possible situations F holds.
Semantics of this sort will be called here a universal semantics. Such a read-ing of modality naturally appears in dynamic and temporal logics aimed atdescribing computational processes, states of which usually form a (possiblybranching) Kripke structure. To some extend, Tarski's topological seman-tics for S4 can be regarded as a universal semantics as well ([McKinsey andTarski, 1946; Rasiowa and Sikorski, 1963]).Universal semantics has been playing a prominent role in modal logic.However, it is not the only possible tool for approaching speci�c problemsinvolving modal languages. In particular, universal semantics alone did notlead to a solution of the G�odel provability calculus problem because of anexistential nature of the latter.2. As we have already discussed above, a perspective area of applica-tions of the logic of proofs is the area of logics of knowledge. A need for alogic of knowledge with justi�cations has been discussed in [van Benthem,1991]. Such a logic along with the usual knowledge operators 2F (F is
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known) should contain assertions t :F (t is an evidence of F ), thus bring-ing explicit and quantitative components to the logic of knowledge. Theexplicit character of judgments signi�cantly expands the expressive powerof epistemic logics. Because of the logical omniscience e�ect (cf. below),the original epistemic modality 2F should be regarded as \potential knowl-edge", or \knowability" rather than actual knowledge, cf. [Fitting, 2003b;Fitting, 2005]. An evidence operator t : F provides a justi�cation that Fis true in all situations and hence represents a real knowledge of the agent.[Artemov and Nogina, 2004] used the provability logic with justi�cationLPGL for building logics of knowledge with justi�cations. Provability logicGL itself is not compatible with the epistemic logic, mainly because arith-metical provability is not reexive. However, S4 can be modelled in GL byusing the strong provability operator. S4 is sound with respect to the strongprovability semantics, the extension S4Grz of S4 by Grzegorczyk schema2(2(F ! 2F ) ! F ) ! F provides a complete propositional axiomatiza-tion of strong provability [Kuznetsov and Muravitsky, 1977; Goldblatt, 1978;Boolos, 1979b; Kuznetsov and Muravitsky, 1986]. Kripke models corre-sponding to S4Grz have S4-frames which do not distinguish possible worldsmutually accessible from each other. [Artemov and Nogina, 2004] con-structed basic logics of knowledge with justi�cations: LPS4, consisting ofS4 combined with LP and t :F ! 2F , and LPS4�, which is LPS4 augmentedby the principle of negative introspection :(t :F )! 2:(t :F ).3. The language of proof carrying formulas of the logic of proofs alsosuggests an approach to the logical omniscience problem [Parikh, 1987;Moses, 1988; Parikh, 1995; Fagin et al., 1995]). Logical omniscience meansthe unrealistical assumption of epistemic logic that an intellectual agentknows all logical consequences of her data. According to this assumptioneach person who knows the rules of chess should also know whether ornot White has a winning strategy (an example from [Fagin et al., 1995]).The logical omniscience problem is to develop a mechanism in the logic ofknowledge for distinguishing facts that are \easy to establish" from thosewhich are \hard to establish." The size of a proof polynomial (possibly ina richer basis tailored to speci�cs of the problem) gives information aboutthe amount of work needed to establish the given fact.4. Another promising area of applications for the logic of proofs is the areaof typed theories and programming languages. The usual typed �-calculusand the typed combinatory logic equivalent to it served as a theoreticalprototype for a certain class of programming languages (cf. a survey [Con-stable, 1998]). The logic of proofs along with the reexive �-calculus andthe reexive combinatory logic based on it (cf. [Alt and Artemov, 2001;Artemov, 2004] and Chapter 15) have more expressive power, including aricher system of types and self-referential methods of constructing and usingthem. It is natural to expect these new capabilities to �nd their applicationsin programming languages like did previous major theoretical developments
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in �-calculi.5. Yet another area of applications of methods raising from the logic ofproofs is reection in arti�cial intelligence, automated deduction and veri�-cation. Reection is a general term describing an ability of a formal deduc-tion system to formalize its own meta-reasoning. This normally includesinternal representation of formulas, axioms, rules and derivations, seman-tics, etc., and ability to represent properties of those objects by formulas ofthe system. The problem of building reection in automated deduction hasbeen discussed, e.g. in [Allen et al., 1990; Constable, 1994; Constable, 1998;Harrison, 1995]. The explicit representation of proofs by proof polynomialsrather than their implicit speci�cation by quanti�ers o�ers a new promis-ing approach to building reection. In particular, since explicit reection isinternally provable, this new approach allows us to avoid undesirable \re-ection towers" of extensions of a theory of an increasing metamathematicalstrength [Artemov, 1999], which are unavoidable in the traditional theoryof veri�cation [Davis and Schwartz, 1979]. According to [McCarthy, 2004],self-awareness is the principle advantage of human intelligence over arti�cialintelligence. Logical reection apparatus and the logic of proofs in particu-lar could contribute to building self-aware arti�cial intelligence systems. Inprogramming languages reection can be used to naturally formalize RunTime Code Generating, RTCD. About logic analysis of RTCD cf. [Wicklineet al., 1998].6. Among applications one should mention a joint paper [Artemov andKrupski, 1996] introducing a logical system for the description and the de-sign of reference databases based on the logic of proofs. This line of researchhas been further pursued in [Krupski, 2005].
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Part I, Logic of Provability

2 G�ODEL{L�OB PROVABILITY LOGIC: THE MODAL LOGICALTRADITION
When formulating a new (modal) logic a number of standard questionsimmediately present themselves. For example, one would want to knowhow the logic behaves w.r.t. the following properties:(i) Adequate semantics (completeness, �nite model property);(ii) Decidability, complexity;(iii) Gentzen-style formulation, cut-elimination, subformula property;(iv) Craig interpolation, Beth de�nability;(v) Normal forms of (some classes of) formulas.Now that so many systems of nonclassical and modal logic have beenstudied, such questions have become commonplace and are perhaps lackingcertain amount of appeal. Rather, one is more interested in the other, morespeci�c, features of the logics in question. However, the answers to thesetraditional questions help us to understand the system we are dealing withand provide some useful standard techniques. For the case of basic G�odel{L�ob provability logic GL the answers to these standard questions constituteearly work in this area. Most of them are discussed at length in the article byC. Smory�nski in this Handbook [Smory�nski, 2004]. We quickly recapitulatethem in this section, mostly to �x the terminology.
2.1 Hilbert-style (Frege) proof systemThe language of GL has propositional variables p0, p1, . . . ; boolean connec-tives !, ?, >, and unary modality 2. A Hilbert-style proof system for GLis given by the following axiom schemes and rules of inference.Axiom schemes:1. Boolean tautologies2. 2('!  )! (2'! 2 ) (normality)3. 2(2'! ')! 2' (L�ob's axiom)Rules of inference: '; '!  = (modus ponens); '=2' (necessitation).It is well-known that GL proves the transitivity axiom 2' ! 22' andtherefore extends the system K4 (see [Smory�nski, 1985]). On the otherhand, GL is incompatible with the reexivity axiom 2'! ' and thereforewith the system S4.
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2.2 Kripke modelsA Kripke model for GL (or simply a model) is a triple K := (K;�;), where
� � is a converse well-founded strict partial ordering on K. The poset(K;�) is called the frame of K. Elements of K are called nodes. Weassume, unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, that every model hasthe minimal node, which is called the root of K.
�  is a forcing relation on K, that is, a binary relation between thenodes of K and modal formulas, which satis�es the following condi-tions for any x 2 K and any formulas ';  :

1. x 1 ?, x  >;2. x  '!  () (x 1 ' or x   );3. x  2' () 8y 2 K(x � y ) y  '):
By Conditions 1{3 the forcing relation on K is uniquely determined by itsrestriction to propositional variables. We say that a formula ' holds or isvalid in a model K (denoted K  ') if it is forced at the root of K. K; x  'means x  ' in K. K � ' means x  ', for all x 2 K.A model K is treelike, if so is the ordering (K;�), that is, if a; b � cimplies a � b or b � a or a = b.

2.3 Gentzen-style proof systemWe consider sequents of the form � ) �, where � and � are �nite setsof formulas. (Thus, contraction and permutation rules are built in thede�nition of a sequent.) W� means the formula '1 _ � � � _ 'n, if � =f'1; : : : ; 'ng, and ?, if � = ?. V� is de�ned dually. 2� is the set f2' :' 2 �g. As usual, we also write �; ' for � [ f'g and ) ' for ?) '.A Gentzen-style proof system GLG is given by the following axioms andrules of inference.
Axioms: ? ); ) >; p) p, for any variable p;
Rules of inference:

�;  ) � �) �; '�; '!  ) � (! l) �; ')  ;��) �; '!  (! r)
�) ��;�) �;� (weak) 2�;�;2') '2�) 2' (L�ob)

As usual, the weakening rule (weak) can be eliminated at the cost ofadding side formulas �, � to all the axioms and the conclusion of the rule
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(L�ob). First, we observe the obvious subformula property of the Gentzen-style proof system.PROPOSITION 1. Any formula occurring in a GLG-derivation of a sequent�) � is a subformula of a formula from � [�.Theorem 2 below implies that the rule of cut�; ') � �) ';��) � (cut)
is admissible in the system GLG.
2.4 Joint completeness and cut-elimination theoremK. Segerberg [Segerberg, 1971] gave the �rst Kripke completeness proof forGL. A correct Gentzen-style cut-free system for GL has been suggestedin [Leivant, 1981], but his (syntactic) proof of cut-elimination containeda gap. Later a correct syntactic proof has been found in [Sambin andValentini, 1982; Sambin and Valentini, 1983]. Below we present a di�erent(semantic) proof following [Avron, 1984]. A corresponding system of naturaldeduction for GL was given in [Bellin, 1985].THEOREM 2. For any formula ' the following statements are equivalent:
(i) GL ` ';
(ii) K  ', for all models K;
(iii) K  ', for all �nite treelike models K;
(iv) GLG ` ) ';
(v) GLG + (cut) ` ) '.

Proof. The implication (i))(ii) is the soundness of GL w.r.t. converse well-founded Kripke models cf. [Smory�nski, 2004; Smory�nski, 1985]. The impli-cations (ii))(iii) and (iv))(v) are obvious.The implication (v))(i) is the adequacy of the Gentzen-style formulationof GL. We have to show that all inference rules of GLG are admissible inGL under the standard translation of sequents � ) � as the formulasV� ! W�. This is easy for the propositional rules and the cut-rule (thelatter corresponds, in a sense, to modus ponens). We derive (L�ob) by thefollowing reasoning in GL:
1. V� ^V2� ^2'! ' (assumption)2. V� ^V2�! (2'! ')
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3. 2(V� ^V2�)! 2(2'! ') (by normality from 2)4. 2(V� ^V2�)! 2' (by L�ob's axiom from 3)5. V2�! 2(V� ^V2�) (a theorem of K4)6. V2�! 2' (from 4,5)The central part of the proof of the theorem is (iii))(iv); here is a sketch.Assume a sequent �) � is not provable in GLG. Then it can be extendedto an unprovable saturated sequent, that is, a sequent �1 ) �1 satisfying:(i) ('!  ) 2 �1 implies ' 2 �1 or  2 �1;(ii) ('!  ) 2 �1 implies ' 2 �1 and  2 �1;(iii) � � �1, � � �1 and any formula in �1 [ �1 is a subformula of aformula from � [�;(iv) GLG 0 �1 ) �1.Consider the (�nite) set of all such unprovable saturated sequents. Supplyit with a partial ordering � as follows: (�1 ) �1) � (�2 ) �2) i�(i) 2' 2 �1 implies ';2' 2 �2;(ii) There is a 2' 2 �2 such that 2' 62 �1.Let (K;�) be the restriction of this ordering to the set of all sequents above�1 ) �1. De�ne an assignment of propositional variables p on K by setting(�) �)  p () p 2 �:This gives us a Kripke model K = (K;�;) with the root �1 ) �1. Now itis a matter of routine checking, for any sequent (�) �) 2 K and formula' 2 � [�, that(i) ' 2 � implies (�) �)  ';(ii) ' 2 � implies (�) �) 1 '.Therefore, we conclude: (�1 ) �1) 1 V�! W�:Notice that (K;�) is a �nite strict partial ordering, which may not yet betreelike. However, K can be transformed into an equivalent treelike modelby the standard unravelling procedure (see [Bull and Segerberg, 2001]). �COROLLARY 3. GLG is closed under the cut-rule.COROLLARY 4. GL is decidable and enjoys the �nite model property.We also mention without proof that by a result of A.V. Chagrov [Chagrov,1985] the set of theorems of GL is PSpace-complete. See [Chagrov et al.,2001; �Svejdar, 2003] for more details.
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2.5 Interpolation and de�nabilityAs an expected corollary of cut-elimination we obtain the Craig interpola-tion theorem for GL.THEOREM 5 (Craig interpolation). If GL ` '!  , then there is a � suchthat Var(�) � Var(') \Var( ) and

GL ` '! � and GL ` � !  :
Proof. Using the so-called Sch�utte{Maehara method we prove the followingstatement by induction on the depth of the GLG-derivation: If

GLG ` �1;�2 ) �1;�2;then there is a formula � such that Var(�) � Var(�1 [�1) \ Var(�2 [�2)and GLG ` �1 ) �1; � and GLG ` �;�2 ) �2:For the axioms and each of the rules the construction of � is straightforward.Now put �1 = f'g, �2 = f g, �2 = �1 = ?. �
This theorem has been proved independently by C. Smory�nski [Smory�nski,1978] and G. Boolos [Boolos, 1979b] by semantical arguments. The readercan �nd this proof in [Chagrov et al., 2001]. As a standard corollary weobtainCOROLLARY 6 (Beth de�nability). Assume GL ` '(p) ^ '(q)! (p$ q),where q does not occur in '(p) and the formula '(q) is obtained from '(p)by replacing all occurrences of p by q. Then there is a formula  such thatVar( ) � Var('(p)) n fpg and GL ` '(p)! (p$  ):
Proof. We are given a formula ' satisfying GL ` '(p) ^ p ! ('(q) ! q).Let  be an interpolant for this formula. �

An interesting corollary of this general result is the Fixed Point Theoremfor GL, which was thoroughly discussed in [Smory�nski, 2004]. We sketch ashort alternative proof due to C. Smory�nski.THEOREM 7 (Fixed points). Let '(p) be a formula in which p only occurswithin the scope of a 2. Then there is a formula  such that Var( ) �Var(') n fpg and
GL ` �(p$ '(p))$ �(p$  ):

Here �� is an abbreviation for � ^ 2�. The reader is invited to con-vince him/herself that this formulation implies both the existence and theuniqueness of �xed points, as stated in [Smory�nski, 2004].
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Proof. Let '(p) be given. First we obtain the following lemma [Bernardi,1976]: GL ` �(p$ '(p)) ^�(q $ '(q))! (p$ q);where q is a fresh variable not contained in '(p). For a proof of this lemmasee [Smory�nski, 2004] or a simple Kripke-model argument in [Boolos, 1993].Then apply Beth's de�nability theorem to the formula �(p$ '(p)). �

The Craig interpolation theorem has various extensions and strengthen-ings. The most well-known ones are the so-called Lindon interpolation andthe uniform interpolation. Whether the Lindon interpolation holds for GLstill seems to be an open question.THEOREM 8 (Uniform interpolation). Let a formula ' and a subset S �Var(') be given. Then there is a formula � such that GL ` '! �, Var(�) �S and for every formula  such that Var( )\Var(') � S and GL ` '!  ,we have GL ` � !  .This theorem was discovered by V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1993b] inde-pendently from (and essentially simultaneously with) a similar result by A.Pitts [Pitts, 1992] on intuitionistic propositional logic. Shavrukov's proofwas semantical rather than syntactical and relied upon the techniques ofcharacters. Later A. Visser [Visser, 1996], building on the work [Ghilardiand Zawadowski, 1995], gave a more transparent semantical proof. No syn-tactical proof of this theorem for GL is known.
2.6 Admissible rulesA propositional inference rule'1; : : : ; 'n (R)
is admissible in a logic L, if whenever L ` �('i), for i = 1; : : : ; n, thereholds L ` �( ), where � is any substitution of formulas for propositionalvariables. Typical examples of admissible rules in GL are2p 2q2(p ^ q) (R1) and 2pp (R2):

Admissible rules must not be confused with the derivable rules in a con-crete proof system P for L. A rule R as above is called derivable in P, ifthere is a derivation in P of the formula  from the assumptions '1; : : : ; 'n.This notion depends not just on the set of theorems of L, but also on thechoice of speci�c basic inference rules. Typically, all the basic rules of P,and hence all the derivable rules, are admissible. The converse need not bethe case, and is not the case for GL.
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For the standard Hilbert-style proof system for GL given in Section 2.1,which we temporarily denote GLH , the derivable rules can be easily char-acterized by means of the following version of Deduction theorem (see[Smory�nski, 2004] or [Boolos, 1993]).PROPOSITION 9 (Deduction theorem). A rule (R) is derivable in GLH i�

GL ` �'1 ^ � � � ^�'n !  :
Thus, we see that the rule (R1) is derivable and admissible, whereasthe rule (R2) is admissible but not derivable. (If it were, GL would prove�2p ! p and hence 2p ! p, which is not the case.) The reader can alsoeasily check that, in contrast with (R2), L�ob's rule2p! pp

is derivable in GLH .V. Rybakov [Rybakov, 1989] obtained the following important results.THEOREM 10 (Rybakov). The property of a rule being admissible in GLis decidable.THEOREM 11 (Rybakov). The admissible rules in GL do not have a �nitebasis, that is, they cannot be described as derivable rules in a proof systemgiven by �nitely many axiom schemes and inference rules.Similar results hold for the propositional intuitionistic logic and manyother modal logics. See [Chagrov et al., 2001] for more details on the topicof admissibility of rules and a sketch of a proof of Rybakov's theorem. Seealso [Rybakov, 1997] for an in-depth monograph on admissible rules.An alternative proof of Rybakov's theorem was obtained by methods ofS. Ghilardi [Ghilardi, 1999]. Ghilardi's techniques proved to be especiallyuseful in the study of intuitionistic provability logic (see [Ghilardi, 1999;Iemho�, 2001b; Iemho�, 2001c] and Section 9).
2.7 Letterless formulas and tracesA modal formula is letterless, if it contains no propositional variables andis thus built up from >, ? using ! and 2. Letterless formulas have nicenormal forms in GL. This fact was discovered by G. Boolos [Boolos, 1976]and independently by J. van Benthem, C. Bernardi and F. Montagna. Weobtain these normal forms using the techniques of traces of modal formulasdeveloped in [Artemov, 1980].Let K be a (possibly in�nite) model. The depth function on K is a map-ping d from K to the ordinals uniquely de�ned by the following condition:

8x 2 K d(x) = supfd(y) + 1 j x � yg;
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where we assume sup? = 0. Recall that all models are converse well-founded, so d is a well-de�ned function. The height h(K) of K is the depthof its root.Let ' be a (not necessarily letterless) formula. Trace tr(') of ' is the setof all numbers n 2 ! such that there is a (�nite) model K of height n suchthat K 1 '. Clearly, theorems of GL and only them leave no trace.We de�ne: Fn = (2n+1? ! 2n?). It is easy to see that tr(Fn) = fng.LEMMA 12. For any formula ', tr(') is either a �nite or a co�nite subsetof !.
Proof. Assume tr(') is in�nite and let 2'1; : : : ;2'm enumerate all sub-formulas of ' of the form 2 . There is a model K such that K 1 'and h(K) > m. By Lemma 26 below there is a node r 2 K such thatr  2'i ! 'i for each i. Using this property we can `insert' in our model alinear chain of elements at the node r without changing the forcing at thenodes of K. Formally, for each n a new model Kn is de�ned such that Knis the disjoint union of K and the set f0; : : : ; ng. The ordering �n on Knis the transitive closure of the orderings � on K, < on f0; : : : ; ng, and thefollowing relations:
(i) x �n y, for all y � n and x � r;
(ii) y �n x, for all y � n and r � x.

The forcing relation for propositional variables on f0; : : : ; ng coincides withthat at r and is the same as in K everywhere else. It is then not di�cultto show that this property extends from atomic to all subformulas of ' andhence Kn 1 '. This holds for any n, so tr(') is co�nite. �
LEMMA 13. If F and ' are modal formulas such that tr(') � tr(F ) andF is letterless, then GL ` F ! '.
Proof. Consider the structure N = (!;>) as a converse well-founded (root-less, in�nite) Kripke frame. The depth function d maps any �nite model Kto N . Moreover, for any x 2 K and any letterless formula  we have

K; x   () N ; d(x)   ;
as can be easily seen by induction on  . Hence, n 2 tr( ) i� N ; n 1  forletterless  .Assuming GL 0 F ! ' take any �nite model K such that K  F andK 1 ' and let n = h(K). Obviously n 2 tr('), but we have N ; n  F bythe previous observation. Hence, n 62 tr(F ), contradicting our assumption.�
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As a corollary we obtain that any letterless formula is determined by itstrace up to provable equivalence:COROLLARY 14. Let ',  be letterless. Then

tr(') = tr( ) () GL ` '$  :
The following corollary provides normal forms for letterless formulas.THEOREM 15 (Normal forms). Let ' be a letterless formula and S =

tr(').(i) If S is �nite, then GL ` '$ Vn2S Fn;(ii) If S is co�nite, then GL ` '$ Wn 62S :Fn.
Proof. By the previous corollary we must only notice that tr(Vn2S Fn) = S,if S is �nite, and tr(Wn 62S :Fn) = S, if S is co�nite. �

We also remark that by the proof of Lemma 12 one can e�ectively deter-mine whether tr(') is �nite or co�nite, as well as �nd an upper bound tothe elements in tr(') (respectively, ! n tr(')). Testing n 2 tr(') is e�ectivebecause, by Lemma 13,
n 2 tr(') () GL 0 '! Fn:This means that the trace of a formula ', together with the normal form of' if ' is letterless, can be determined e�ectively.

3 THE INTENDED PROVABILITY SEMANTICS
R. Solovay originally formulated his completeness theorems for Peano arith-metic PA. It was immediately clear that his results applied to a wider rangeof theories. Applications of provability logic also required working with dif-ferent systems some of which are much weaker and some much stronger thanPeano arithmetic. Therefore, we will have to extend the approach taken in[Smory�nski, 2004]. It will be important for us not to �x one particulartheory but rather keep the possibility of di�erent interpretations of 2 open.We shall deal with formal theories T \su�ciently strong to be able toreason about themselves." This is usually achieved by specifying a G�odelnumbering, that is, an assignment of a numerical code p�q to every syn-tactic object � in the language of T | variable, term, formula, proof, etc.(We shall freely identify these codes with numerals, that is, the terms rep-resenting numbers in T .) Then, if T knows enough about numbers and hasthe power of coding and decoding, T will be able to reason about its ownsyntax. Thus, one usually restricts the attention to theories T containing
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(a su�ciently strong fragment of) Peano arithmetic. The standard choiceof such a fragment is primitive recursive arithmetic PRA. Its formulationcan be obtained from that of PA in [Smory�nski, 2004] by restricting theinduction schema to quanti�er-free formulas. A somewhat more economi-cal choice is elementary arithmetic EA, which is also the weakest theory todate for which Solovay's theorems have been veri�ed8. There are, however,yet weaker theories for which an adequate formalization of syntax has beendeveloped. The most important among them is Buss' feasible arithmetic S12(see [Buss, 1986]). It is open, if Solovay's theorems hold for S12. Therefore,we choose EA as our basic system. Readers who feel insecure about reason-ing in weak arithmetics may freely read PA instead of EA for most of thischapter.
3.1 Elementary arithmeticThe language of arithmetic is a �rst order language containing binary pred-icate symbols = and �; binary function symbols + and �; unary functionsymbols S and exp; and a constant 0. The standard model of arithmeticis a model with the universe N = f0; 1; 2; : : : g such that all the symbolshave their usual interpretation: = is the equality relation; � is the orderingrelation; + and � are the addition and multiplication operations; S is thesuccessor function S(x) = x+ 1; exp is the base 2 exponentiation functionexp(x) = 2x.Formulas in the above language are called arithmetical. The expressions8x � t '(x) and 9x � t '(x) abbreviate the formulas 8x (x � t ! '(x))and 9x (x � t^'(x)), respectively, where t is any term (not containing thevariable x). Occurrences of quanti�ers of this kind are called bounded, and�0 or elementary formulas are those, all of whose quanti�ers are bounded.Notice that, by de�nition, quanti�er-free formulas are elementary.Obviously, predicates de�nable by �0-formulas in N are decidable. Arough estimate of the complexity of the evaluation procedure shows thatsuch predicates are decidable in multi-exponential number of steps. Theconverse is also true (see [Cutland, 1980; Rose, 1984]).Arithmetical formulas are classi�ed according to their logical complexityinto the arithmetical hierarchy. For n � 0 the classes of �n- and �n-formulasare inductively de�ned as follows. �0- and �0-formulas are elementaryformulas. �n+1-formulas are those of the form 9x1 : : : 9xmA(x1; : : : ; xm),where A is a �n-formula. �n+1-formulas are 8x1 : : : 8xmA(x1; : : : ; xm),where A is a �n-formula.From the prenex normal form theorem we know that every arithmeticalformula is logically equivalent to a �n-formula, for some n. By extension8In various modi�cations this theory is also known under the names EFA (H. Fried-man), ERA (W. Sieg), I�0 + exp (A. Wilkie, J. Paris), I�exp0 (exp) (P. H�ajek and P.Pudl�ak).
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of terminology, we shall often call �n any formula logically equivalent to a�n-formula in the sense of our o�cial de�nition. Modulo logical equivalence:1. The classes �n and �n are closed under _;^.2. A 2 �n () :A 2 �n, and dually.3. The class �n is closed under the universal quanti�cation,the class �n is closed under the existential quanti�cation.From the computational point of view, the most interesting class of for-mulas is �1. It follows from the work of G�odel and Kleene that a relationon N is de�nable by a �1-formula i� it is recursively enumerable (r.e.).Elementary Arithmetic EA is a �rst order theory with equality formulatedin the arithmetical language and having the following mathematical axioms:P1. :S(a) = 0P2. S(a) = S(b)! a = bP3. a+ 0 = aP4. a+ S(b) = S(a+ b)P5. a � 0 = 0P6. a � S(b) = a � b+ aP7. exp(0) = S(0)P8. exp(S(a)) = exp(a) + exp(a)P9. a � 0$ a = 0P10. a � S(b)$ (a � b _ a = S(b))and the induction axiom schema for bounded formulas '(x;~a):

(Ind) '(0;~a) ^ 8x ('(x;~a)! '(S(x);~a))! 8x'(x;~a):
Peano arithmetic PA can be axiomatized over P1{P10 by the inductionschema for arbitrary formulas '(x;~a). One also often considers intermediatefragments of arithmetic. The restriction of the induction schema to �n-formulas '(x;~a) over P1{P10 is denoted I�n. See Section 10.1 for a moredetailed picture of the fragments of PA.In many respects EA is as good as PA. For example, the usual codingmachinery works in EA, and EA is capable to adequately formalize syntax.On the other hand, one can show that, unlike Peano arithmetic, EA is a�nitely axiomatizable theory. Moreover, the arithmetical complexity of allaxioms of EA is �1: all occurrences of universal quanti�ers in the induction
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axioms, except for the outer ones, can be bounded. This property putssevere constraints on the strength of EA. E.g., by a version of a theoremof [Parikh, 1971], EA cannot prove the totality of any computable functionthat grows faster than exp(n)(x), for a �xed n (see also [H�ajek and Pudl�ak,1993]).The situation is best explained in terms of the notion of provably totalcomputable function introduced in Section 10.2. The provably total com-putable functions of EA are precisely those de�nable from the basic functionsand predicates of our language and projection functions by composition andbounded recursion. Another name for this class of functions is Kalmar el-ementary functions (see [Rose, 1984]). These functions can be conserva-tively introduced as new function symbols into the language of EA, whichparallels the usual process of de�ning primitive recursive functions in PA.Such a de�nitional extension respects the arithmetical hierarchy, that is,bounded formulas in the extended language can be equivalently translatedinto bounded formulas in the original language of EA. Thus, the classes �nand �n for n � 0 are also preserved.
3.2 Formalizing syntaxBy a theory we shall mean a �rst order theory with equality formulated inthe language of EA and containing the axioms of EA. A theory T is soundif all theorems of T are true (hold in the standard model N). T is �n-soundif all its theorems of logical complexity �n are true.Most important for us is the formalization of the notions of proof andprovability. Following G�odel and Feferman [Feferman, 1960] this is done intwo stages. First, a theory is called elementary presented, if a �0-formulaAxT (x) is speci�ed that is true if and only if x codes a (non-logical) axiom ofT . All the usual theories such as EA or PA are elementary presented; more-over, by the so-called Craig's trick one can show that any r.e. theory hasan equivalent elementary presentation (see [Feferman, 1960]). From AxT (x)one constructs in a standard way a �0 proof predicate PrfT (y; x) express-ing \y codes a T -proof of the formula coded by x." The correspondingprovability predicate and consistency assertion are then de�ned by

ProvT (x) := 9y PrfT (y; x) and Con(T ) := :ProvT (p?q):
The formula ProvT (x) satis�es the three derivability conditions of Bernaysand L�ob [Hilbert and Bernays, 1968; L�ob, 1955]:
L1. T ` ' () EA ` ProvT (p'q)L2. EA ` ProvT (p'!  q)! (ProvT (p'q)! ProvT (p q))L3. EA ` ProvT (p'q)! ProvT (pProvT (p'q)q)
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Property L3 is a corollary of a more general fact known as provable �1-completeness:PROPOSITION 16.
(i) For any �1-sentence �, EA ` � ! ProvT (p�q):
(ii) For any �1-formula �(x1; : : : ; xn) with all the free variables shown,

EA ` �(x1; : : : ; xn)! ProvT (p�( _x1; : : : ; _xn)q):
Here p�( _x1; : : : ; _xk)q denotes a (Kalmar elementary) de�nable term for thefunction that, given a tuple n1; : : : ; nk, outputs the code p�(�n1; : : : ; �nk)q ofthe result of substitution of the numerals �n1,. . . ,�nk for variables x1; : : : ; xkin �.We will also refer to the following formalized version of the Deductiontheorem [Feferman, 1960].PROPOSITION 17. For any sentences ' and  ,

EA ` ProvT+'(p q)$ ProvT (p'!  q):
Here we assume that T + ' is elementary presented by the formulaAxT+'(x) := AxT (x) _ x = p'q. Formalized Deduction theorem can alsobe formulated and proved with ' and  being free variables ranging oversentences.As a corollary of the derivability conditions one obtains the importantL�ob theorem [L�ob, 1955].THEOREM 18. T ` ProvT (p'q)! ' () T ` '.In view of the formalized Deduction theorem, this statement can beviewed as a version of G�odel's second incompleteness theorem for the theoryT + :'. Vice versa, G�odel's theorem can be obtained from L�ob's theoremby setting ' = ?. It does not hurt to repeat the most celebrated theoremin mathematical logic, so here it comes.THEOREM 19 (G�odel). Let T be an elementary presented theory contain-ing EA.
(i) If T is consistent, then T 0 Con(T ).
(ii) If T is �1-sound, then also T 0 :Con(T ).
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3.3 Arithmetical interpretation and its soundness
A mapping from the set of propositional letters to the set of arithmeticalsentences is called an (arithmetical) realization. Let T be an elementarypresented theory. A T -interpretation fT (') of a modal formula ' under arealization f is de�ned inductively as follows:

1. fT (?) = ?; fT (>) = >;
2. fT (p) = f(p), for any propositional letter p;
3. fT (� !  ) = fT (�)! fT ( );
4. fT (2 ) = ProvT (pfT ( )q):
The set of formulas ffT (') : f a realizationg will be denoted 'T . Wewrite U ` 'T if U proves every formula from the set 'T . If ' is letterless,'T consists of a single formula that will also be denoted 'T . Similarly, forany set X of modal formulas, XT will denote the set of all T -interpretationsof formulas from X.The three derivability conditions together with L�ob's theorem essentiallymean that GL is sound with respect to the arithmetical interpretation.PROPOSITION 20. If GL ` ', then EA ` 'T .A fundamental theorem of R. Solovay tells us that GL is also completewith respect to the arithmetical interpretation, that is, the converse im-plication also holds, provided theory T is �1-sound. (In fact, the Solovaytheorem holds under some yet weaker assumptions on soundness that willbe introduced later.)Before stating this theorem we would like to discuss some applicationsof provability logic in arithmetic that only rely on its soundness part. Thesoundness of GL expressed by Proposition 20 does not seem to be a verydeep result. How can it be useful at all?Modal logic provides a convenient language which, together with Kripkesemantics, allows to e�ciently calculate with certain kinds of arithmeticalstatements. This could in some sense be compared with what mathemati-cians do by applying a few simple rules | but sometimes in a very inge-nious way | to symbolically compute, say, integrals. Our `numbers' hereare arithmetical sentences, and L�ob's theorem is an `equation' that yieldssometimes remarkable unexpected consequences. We do not pursue this linetoo far right now, but give a few basic examples concerning reection prin-ciples. Deeper applications and further uses of such results will be discussedin Section 10.
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4 A MODAL VIEW OF REFLECTION PRINCIPLES

First we introduce a useful notion of characteristic of a theory. In somesense, this characteristic measures how close the theory is to being incon-sistent. In the literature several other names have been used for it, includingrank, credibility extent, and height of a theory. We stick to the present ter-minology because from the algebraic point of view this notion is a directanalog of the notion of characteristic of a �eld. The connection will beexplained in Section 7.
4.1 Iterated consistency and characteristicLet T be an elementary presented theory. Extensions of T by iterated con-sistency assertions are de�ned as follows.

T0 = T; Tn+1 = Tn + Con(Tn); T! = Sn�0 Tn:Notice that all these theories are naturally elementary presented, too.LEMMA 21. EA ` Con(Tn)$ (:2n+1?)T .
Proof. By induction on n using L�ob's derivability conditions and formal-ization of Deduction theorem. �

Con(Tn) is called n times iterated consistency assertion for T . Wheneverthe initial theory T is �1-sound, the theories Tn form a strictly increasingsequence of �1-sound extensions of T . However, if T is not �1-sound, then itis possible that T! is inconsistent. The characteristic ch(T ) of T is the leastn 2 ! such that Tn is inconsistent, if such an n exists, and 1, otherwise.All �1-sound theories have in�nite characteristic. It is not di�cult to seethat the theory T +(2n?)T has characteristic n+1, if T has characteristic1. Inconsistent theories and only them have characteristic 0.
4.2 Local and uniform reectionSome early applications of provability logic in arithmetic concerned thestudy of reection principles. Reection principles were introduced in the30's as unprovable statements generalizing G�odel's consistency assertions[Rosser, 1936; Turing, 1939]. They have later been used in proof theory forestimating the complexity of axiomatizations of formal theories [Feferman,1960; Feferman, 1962; Kreisel and L�evy, 1968] and for obtaining conserva-tion results and other kinds of proof-theoretic information [Schmerl, 1979;Beklemishev, 1998b; Beklemishev, 2003a]. Mostly the uniform reectionprinciples have been used. Provability logic was instrumental in deepeningour understanding and �nding applications of the local reection principles.
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The local reection principle for T is the schemaRfn(T ) : ProvT (p'q)! ';for all arithmetical sentences '. The uniform reection principle is theschemaRFN(T ) : 8x1 : : : 8xn (ProvT (p'( _x1; : : : ; _xn)q)! '(x1; : : : ; xn));for all formulas '(x1; : : : ; xn). Both schemata represent di�erent ways ofexpressing the soundness of T . One cannot formulate the soundness of Tas a single arithmetical formula because there is no de�nition of truth forthe whole arithmetical language in the language itself. �n-soundness ofT is expressed by restricting of these principles to formulas ' of complex-ity �n. These restricted schemata are denoted Rfn�n(T ) and RFN�n(T ),respectively. The corresponding schemata for the classes �n are similarlyde�ned.LEMMA 22. Over EA,(i) RFN�1(T ) � Con(T );(ii) RFN�n+1(T ) � RFN�n(T ), if n � 1.

Proof. The inclusions from right to left in each case are clear. For theopposite inclusions reason in EA.(i) Let '(x) 2 �1. If ProvT (p'( _x)q) and :'(x), then ProvT (p:'( _x)q),by �1-completeness. Hence, ProvT (p:'( _x) ^ '( _x)q) and ProvT (p?q).(ii) Let '(x; y) 2 �n and ProvT (p8y'( _x; y)q). Then, 8yProvT (p'( _x; _y)q)and using �n-reection we obtain 8y '(x; y). �Restricted uniform schemata RFN�n(T ) are �nitely axiomatizable overEA, which follows immediately from the existence of partial truth-de�ni-tions. We also have the following theorem [Kreisel and L�evy, 1968].THEOREM 23 (Unboundedness). Rfn�n(T ) is not contained in any con-sistent r.e. extension of T by �n-sentences.Proof. We only prove it for extensions of T by �nitely many �n-sentences.The general case can be reduced to the �nite case by a trick, akin to Rosser's,which we omit. Let � be a �n-sentence such that T + � is consistent andT + � ` Rfn�n(T ):We have T + � ` ProvT (p:�q)! :�;whence T ` ProvT (p:�q)! :�;and, by L�ob's theorem, T + � is inconsistent. �
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REMARK 24. A dual statement holds for Rfn�n(T ) with a similar proof.COROLLARY 25. RFN�n(T ) is not contained in any consistent extensionof T by �n+1-sentences.
Proof. This follows from �nite axiomatizability of RFN�n(T ) and the factthat it contains Rfn�n+1(T ), by Lemma 22. �
4.3 Axiomatization resultsProofs of the results in this section are based on the following lemma from[Beklemishev, 1989a].LEMMA 26. GL ` �:Vmi=1(2pi ! pi)! 2m?.
Proof. Rather than exhibiting a proof of the formula above we shall arguesemantically using the Kripke model characterization of GL.Consider any model K such that K 1 2m?. Then there is a sequence ofnodes in K such that

r = xm+1 � xm � : : : � x1;
where r is the root of K. We notice that each formula 2pi ! pi can befalse at no more than one node of the chain xm+1; : : : ; x1. Therefore, by thepigeonhole principle, there must exist a node z among the m + 1 nodes xisuch that z  Vmi=1(2pi ! pi):In case z coincides with r = xm+1 we have

K 1 :Vmi=1(2pi ! pi):
In case z = xi for some i � m, we have r � z by transitivity of � and thus

K 1 2(:Vmi=1(2pi ! pi)):
This proves the claim. �

As our �rst application we derive the following result found in [Boolos,1979a] and [Artemov, 1979; Artemov, 1982]. For the sake of readability wewrite 2T' instead of ProvT (p'q).THEOREM 27. Con(Tn) is not derivable from any n instances of the localreection schema for T , provided ch(T ) > n.
Proof. Assume

T ` Vni=1(2T'i ! 'i)! Con(Tn):
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Then, by Lemma 21 and contraposition

T ` 2n+1T ? ! :Vni=1(2T'i ! 'i);
and by the derivability conditions

EA ` 2n+2T ? ! 2T:Vni=1(2T'i ! 'i):
By the arithmetical soundness of GL, from Lemma 26 we obtain

T ` 2n+1T ? ! 2nT?:By L�ob's theorem, T ` 2nT? and Tn is inconsistent. �
We remark that it is not di�cult to �nd particular n+1 instances of thelocal reection schema that imply Con(Tn): one can take all formulas (Fi)Tfor i � n. As a corollary we obtainTHEOREM 28. Neither Rfn(T ), nor any of the schemas Rfn�n(T ) for n � 1is �nitely axiomatizable over T , provided ch(T ) =1.

Proof. By the previous theorem, any m instances of these schemata areinsu�cient to prove the formula Con(Tm). However, Con(Tm) is provable inT!, which is already contained in T + Rfn�1(T ). �
4.4 Conservation resultsAnother striking property of local reection principles is the following the-orem.THEOREM 29. T together with any n instances of local reection principlefor T is �1-conservative over Tn.
Proof. Let � 2 �1 and

T ` Vni=1(2T'i ! 'i)! �:
Then, by the derivability conditions,

T ` �T:� ! �T:Vni=1(2T'i ! 'i):
From Lemma 26 we obtain T ` �T:� ! 2nT?; whence T ` :� ! 2nT?; byprovable �1-completeness. Thus T ` :2nT? ! � and Tn ` �. �

The following immediate corollary is known as Goryachev's Theorem[Goryachev, 1986].THEOREM 30 (Goryachev). T + Rfn(T ) and T! prove the same �1-sen-tences.
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By Goryachev's theorem all schemata Rfn�n(T ), in contrast with the uni-form reection principles, prove the same �1-sentences. By [Beklemishev,1997b] an even stronger conservation result holds.THEOREM 31. Over any elementary presented theory T ,(i) Rfn(T ) and Rfn�1(T ) prove the same boolean combinations of �1-sentences.(ii) For n > 1, Rfn(T ) and Rfn�n(T ) prove the same �n-sentences.

Proof. This requires a generalization of Lemma 26. Let modal formulas Qibe de�ned as follows:
Q1 = p; Qi+1 = Qi _2Qi;where p is a propositional variable.LEMMA 32. GL ` �(Vmi=1(2pi ! pi)! p)! (Vmi=1(2Qi ! Qi)! p):A proof is rather similar to the proof of Lemma 26, so we omit it. Alsonotice that Lemma 26 follows from Lemma 32, if one substitutes ? for p.Theorem 31 is now proved as follows. Assume
T ` Vmi=1(2T'i ! 'i)! �:

By derivability conditions,
T ` �T (Vmi=1(2T'i ! 'i)! �):

Considering an arithmetical realization f that maps the variable p to thesentence � and pi to 'i, by Lemma 32 we conclude that
T ` Vmi=1(2T i !  i)! �;

where  i denotes fT (Qi). Now we observe that if � 2 �n for n > 1, then i 2 �n, for all i. Hence, T + Rfn�n(T ) ` �;which proves (ii).Let B(�1) be the set of boolean combinations of �1-sentences. By a sim-ilar argument, B(�1) consequences of Rfn(T ) are contained in RfnB(�1)(T ).It is not di�cult to verify using provable �1-completeness that RfnB(�1)(T )is equivalent to Rfn�1(T ). �
These conservation results have been used in [Beklemishev, 1999b] tocharacterize the classes of provably total computable functions of fragmentsof Peano arithmetic with parameter-free induction and to solve some otherproblems in this area. See Section 10 for more details.
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5 SOLOVAY THEOREMS

A central result in provability logic is the following theorem.THEOREM 33 (Solovay). Assume ch(T ) =1. Then GL ` ' i� T ` 'T .For the proof of this theorem R. Solovay [Solovay, 1976] invented thetechniques of \embedding" Kripke models into arithmetic, which is currentlyknown under the name Solovay construction. Variants and generalizationsof this construction have been applied to obtain arithmetical completenessresults for various logics with provability and interpretability semantics. Weare going to describe this important construction below.Let T be an elementary presented theory and K = (K;�;) a �niteKripke model. We assume without loss of generality that K = f0; : : : ; ngand 0 is the root of K. An elementary function h(x) can be de�ned with theaid of the arithmetical �xed point theorem to satisfy the following equationsprovably in EA:
h(0) = 0;

h(m+ 1) = � z; if z 2 K, h(m) � z and PrfT (m; p` 6= �zq);h(m); otherwise:
Here ` = z denotes the arithmetical formula 9m 8n > m h(n) = z and ` 6= zis :(` = z). Formally speaking, a �0-formula expressing the relation h(x) =y is de�ned in terms of its own G�odel number (from which the G�odel numberof ` = z is obtained in an elementary way).Informally, the behavior of the function h can be illustrated by the follow-ing story.9 Imagine a refugee who is admitted from one country to anotheronly if he/she provides a proof not to stay there forever. If the refugee isalso never allowed to go to one of the previously visited countries, he/shemust eventually stop somewhere. So, an honest refugee will never be ableto leave his/her country of origin. . . Think about h(m) = z as the statementthat the refugee is in country z at the moment m. Some basic facts aboutthe moves of the refugee are expressed by the following lemma.LEMMA 34. The following statements are provable in EA:
(i) Wz2K ` = �z;
(ii) 8u; v (` = u ^ ` = v ! u = v);
(iii) ` = �z ! ProvT (pWw�z ` = �wq), if z 2 K and z � 0;
(iv) ` = �z ! :ProvT (p` 6= �uq), if z; u 2 K and u � z.
9We were not able to trace the origins of this story, which seems to belong to the loreof provability logic.
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Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that (provably in EA)values of h belong to K and h is weakly increasing in the sense of theordering �.To prove (iii) we reason within EA as follows:

If ` = z, then for some m, h(m) = z. By �1-completeness, T `
9m h(m) = �z. Since h is provably monotone, we have T ` 9m8n >
m h(n) � �z and hence T ` Ww�z ` = �w:
On the other hand, if ` = z and z � 0, then there is the least m such
that h(m+ 1) = z, and by the de�nition of h this implies T ` ` 6= �z.
Thus, we obtain T ` Ww�z ` = �w.To prove (iv) we formalize the following argument in EA:
If ` = z and T ` ` 6= �u, where u � z, then for a su�ciently large m
there holds 8k � m h(k) = z and PrfT (m; p` 6= �uq). But then, by the
de�nition of h, one has h(m + 1) = u. Since h is weakly increasing
this implies ` 6= z, a contradiction.This completes the proof of Lemma 34. �

We call Solovay realization the following function:
f(p) = _

z2K; zp ` = �z:
LEMMA 35. For all formulas ' and for all z 2 K; z � 0,(i) If z  ', then EA ` ` = �z ! fT (');(ii) If z 1 ', then EA ` ` = �z ! :fT (').
Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) are proved simultaneously by induction on'. We consider the most important case when ' has the form 2 .(i) If z  2 , then 8u � z u   . Hence, by the induction hypothesis,

EA ` Wu�z ` = �u! fT ( ):Using Lemma 34 (iii) we then obtain
EA ` ` = �z ! ProvT (pWu�z ` = �uq)! ProvT (pfT ( )q)! fT (2 ):(ii) If z 1 2 , then 9u � z u 1  . By the induction hypothesis

EA ` ` = �u! :fT ( );
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whence EA ` :ProvT (p` 6= �uq)! :ProvT (pfT ( )q):Using Lemma 34 (iv) we obtain

EA ` ` = �z ! :ProvT (p` 6= �uq)! :ProvT (pfT ( )q)! :fT (2 ): �
Proof of Theorem 33. If GL 0 ', then there is a �nite Kripke model K0such that K0 1 '. We may assume that K0 = f1; : : : ; ng and 1 is the root ofK0. We extend K0 by a new node 0 stipulating K = K0[f0g and 0 � z, forall z 2 K0. The forcing of propositional variables is de�ned at 0 arbitrarily.Applying Solovay construction to K yields an arithmetical realization ffor which EA ` ` = 1! :fT ('):If T ` fT (') we then would have T ` ` 6= 1. By Lemma 34 (iv) this implies` 6= 0, so ` = �z is true, for some z 2 K0. For n = d(z) we have z  2n+1?and therefore EA ` ` = �z ! (2n+1?)T . Hence, (2n+1?)T is true, that isch(T ) � n, a contradiction. �

Solovay's theorem characterizes modal schemata provable in a theory T .What about the modal schemata true in the standard model of arithmetic?The answer is provided by so-called second Solovay theorem and the logicS. The system S is de�ned as the closure of GL together with the (modal)reection axiom 2' ! ' under modus ponens. Necessitation rule is notadmissible in S because one can easily derive a contradiction from L�ob'saxiom and the necessitated reection axiom: 2? ! ?, 2(2? ! ?), 2?,?.Let S(') denote the following modal formula:Vni=1(2'i ! 'i);where 2'1; : : : ;2'n enumerate all subformulas of ' of the form 2 . Anode x in a model K is called '-reexive, if x  S(').THEOREM 36 (Solovay, II). Let T be a sound theory. The following state-ments are equivalent:(i) S ` ';(ii) GL ` S(')! ';(iii) N � 'T .
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Proof. Implication (ii))(i) is obvious. (i))(iii) follows at once from thesoundness of T . We prove (iii))(ii) by contraposition. Assume GL 0S(') ! '. Then there is a �nite model K with K = f0; : : : ; ng and theroot 0 such that K  S(') and K 1 '. Apply the Solovay construction toK. Lemmas 34, 35 obviously carry through. In addition we haveLEMMA 37. For any subformula  of the formula ' there holds:
(i) If 0   , then EA ` ` = 0! fT ( );(ii) If 0 1  , then EA ` ` = 0! :fT ( ).

Proof. We argue by induction on  . Statement (ii) is proved similarly toLemma 35 (ii). For the proof of (i) notice that if  has the form 2� and0   , then 8x 2 K x  �, by the '-reexivity of the node 0. Hence, bythe induction hypothesis and Lemma 35 (i),
EA ` �Wu2K ` = �u�! fT (�):

By Lemma 34 (i), EA ` fT (�) and therefore
EA ` ` = 0! ProvT (pfT (�)q):

�
From this lemma we conclude that

EA ` ` = 0! :fT ('):
Since T is sound, ` = 0 holds in the standard model (an honest refugee doesnot leave the country of origin). Therefore fT (') is false, a contradiction.�
COROLLARY 38. S is decidable.

6 CLASSIFICATION OF PROVABILITY LOGICS
6.1 Provability logics relative to a theoryProvability logic aims at describing valid laws of provability in a given sys-tem T . However, G�odel's incompleteness theorems put a signi�cant con-straint: the answer to such a question is not unique. In general, one shoulddistinguish between the theory T under study and the metatheory U , inwhich one reasons about the properties of T . Di�erent metatheories verifydi�erent properties of T . Perhaps, the most natural choice of U is the truearithmetic TA, which is axiomatized by the set of all sentences true in the
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standard model N. Other possible choices are: T itself, EA, PA, etc. Thisnaturally leads to the notion of provability logic of a theory T relative to ametatheory U that was suggested independently by S.N. Art�emov [Artemov,1980] and A. Visser [Visser, 1981].Let U be an arbitrary theory containing EA (not necessarily elementarypresented or even r.e.) and let T be an elementary presented theory. Theprovability logic of T relative to U is the set PLT (U) of all modal formulas' such that U ` 'T . Intuitively, PLT (U) axiomatizes those principles ofprovability in T that can be veri�ed by means of U . PLT (T ) is sometimescalled the provability logic of T , and PLT (TA) is called the truth provabilitylogic of T . Solovay's theorems can be restated as saying that, if T is a soundtheory, then PLT (T ) = GL and PLT (TA) = S. In general, PLT (U) is a(not necessarily normal) modal logic extending GL, for it is closed undermodus ponens and substitution rules.A modal logic L is called a provability logic if L = PLT (U) for someT and U . A somewhat older term for the same notion, introduced byS.N. Art�emov [Artemov, 1980], is arithmetically complete modal logic. Weexplain this terminology in the following paragraph.
6.2 Inference by arithmetical interpretationArithmetical interpretation w.r.t. a theory T induces a natural consequencerelation on the set of modal formulas. Let � be a set of modal formulas.Write � `�T ' if EA+�T ` 'T , that is, if every T -interpretation of ' followsfrom T -interpretations of formulas from �. Notice that � `�T is closed undermodus ponens and substitution, but, in general, not under the necessitationrule.By Solovay's �rst theorem, ? `�T ' i� GL ` ', and by Solovay's secondtheorem

f2p! pg `�T ' () S ` ' () f2p! pg `GL;sub ':
Here the relation � `GL;sub ' means that ' follows from � and axiomsof GL by modus ponens and substitution rules. Later we will see that thearithmetical consequence relation `�T is, in general, much stronger than`GL;sub.A logic L is called T -complete, if it is closed under `�T :L `�T ' () L ` ';
for all formulas '. The T -completion [L]T of L is the minimal T -completelogic containing L. The following proposition shows that T -complete logicsare precisely the provability logics for T .PROPOSITION 39. L is T -complete i� L = PLT (U) for some U .
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Proof. It is easy to see that logics of the form PLT (U) are T -complete.Conversely, if L is T -complete, then L = PLT (EA+ LT ). �
6.3 Classi�cation theoremOne of the early questions in the �eld of provability logic was the so-calledclassi�cation problem, that is, the problem of characterizing all possibleprovability logics within the lattice of extensions of GL. By Proposition 39this problem is equivalent to the question of characterizing the arithmeticalconsequence relation `�T .The solution to this problem is the outcome of the work of several authors:S.N. Art�emov [Artemov, 1980; Artemov, 1985b], A. Visser [Visser, 1981;Visser, 1984], G. Japaridze [Japaridze, 1986], L.D. Beklemishev [Beklemi-shev, 1989a]. For a set of modal formulas X, let LX denote the closureof X and all theorems of a logic L under modus ponens and substitutionrules. S.N. Art�emov [Artemov, 1980] showed that any logic of the formGLX, where X is a set of letterless formulas, is a provability logic. In [Arte-mov, 1985b] he showed that such extensions are exhausted by the followingtwo speci�c families of logics:

GL� = GLfFn : n 2 �g; GL�� = GLfWn 62� :Fng;
where �; � � ! and � is co�nite.The families GL� and GL�� are ordered by inclusion precisely as theirindices, and GL� is included in GL�� for co�nite �. The logics GL�� are notcontained in S and therefore correspond to unsound metatheories U , if Tis sound. A. Visser [Visser, 1984] showed that GL�� are the only provabilitylogics not contained in S. S.N. Art�emov [Artemov, 1985b] reduced theclassi�cation problem to the interval between GL! and S.G. Japaridze [Japaridze, 1986; Japaridze, 1988] found a new provabilitylogic D within this interval:

D = GLf:2?;2(2' _2 )! (2' _2 )g:
He showed that D = PLPA(PA + !-Con(PA)), where !-Con(PA) denotes aformalization of !-consistency of Peano arithmetic.As the �nal step, L.D. Beklemishev [Beklemishev, 1989a] showed that Dis the only provability logic within the interval between GL! and S. Thiscompleted the classi�cation of provability logics. We denote S� = S \ GL�� ,D� = D \ GL�� and formulate the resulting Classi�cation theorem [Beklem-ishev, 1989a].THEOREM 40 (Classi�cation theorem). The provability logics are exhaus-ted by the four families: GL�, GL�� , S� and D�, for �; � � !, � co�nite.
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Each of these logics is T -complete for any elementary presented theory T ofin�nite characteristic.L.D. Beklemishev [Beklemishev, 1989a] also characterized all possibletruth provability logics.COROLLARY 41. The truth provability logics are precisely the followingones: S; D; GL!; and GLf:Fng; n 2 !:Moreover, for any elementary presented theory T ,(i) PLT (TA) = S i� T is sound;(ii) PLT (TA) = D i� T is �1-sound but not sound;(iii) PLT (TA) = GL! i� T is not �1-sound but ch(T ) =1;(iv) PLT (TA) = GLf:Fng i� ch(T ) = n (for n <1).
Proof. If ch(T ) = n < !, then formula (:Fn)T is true, hence PLT (TA) �GLf:Fng. But GLf:Fng is a maximal logic among consistent provabilitylogics, so PLT (TA) = GLf:Fng. If ch(T ) = 1, then all formulas FTnare true, therefore PLT (TA) � GL!. By Classi�cation theorem, there areonly three consistent provability logics containing GL!: GL!, D or S. IfT is �1-sound, clearly PLT (TA) � D. Corollary 52 (i) below implies thatEA + DT ` Rfn�1(T ), hence PLT (TA) � D if and only if T is �1-sound.Together with the obvious (i) this proves (ii) and (iii). �For the sake of completeness we also formulate a rudimentary variantof the Classi�cation theorem for theories T of �nite characteristic. Thisincorporates a result of A. Visser [Visser, 1981; Visser, 1984] describing theset of provability logics of the form PLT (T ), for such theories T .COROLLARY 42. Let ch(T ) = n <1. ThenPLT (EA) = GLf2n+1?g;PLT (T ) = GLf2n?g;and T -complete logics are precisely the logics GL�� for ! n � � f0; : : : ; ng.This statement easily follows from the Classi�cation theorem and State-ment (iv) of the previous corollary.Finally, we mention an important corollary of the proof of the Classi�ca-tion theorem that will be discussed below.COROLLARY 43. The consequence relation � `�T ', as a relation betweena �nite set of formulas � and a formula ', is decidable. Moreover, for anysuch � one can e�ectively �nd a formula �� such that for any ',� `�T ' () �� `GL;sub ':
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As such a formula �� one can take the axiom of the logic [�]T thathappens to be �nitely axiomatizable for �nite �.REMARK 44. The relation � `GL;sub ' is undecidable. This follows fromthe existence of a �nitely axiomatizable undecidable logic extending GL (see[Chagrov et al., 2001]). From the Classi�cation theorem we conclude thatall �nitely axiomatizable provability logics are decidable.

6.4 Proof of the Classi�cation theoremA full proof of the Classi�cation theorem would exceed the limits of thissurvey, so we shall skip some more technical parts. The missing details canbe found in the dissertation of the second author translated by AMS in[Beklemishev et al., 1999].The proof roughly falls into three main steps, which use di�erent tech-niques and ideas. Step 1 is the techniques of traces developed by S.N. Art�e-mov, which allows to reduce the Classi�cation problem to the interval oflogics between GL! and S. Step 2 is the result that there are no provabilitylogics between D and S, which is mostly based on Kripke models for D andtheir characteristic formulas. Finally, Step 3 is the fact that there are noprovability logics between GL! and D, which is based on a modi�cation ofthe Solovay construction.
Classi�cation by tracesRecall the de�nition of trace of a formula from Section 2.7. The trace tr(L)of a modal logic L extending GL is the union of traces of all theorems of L.It is not di�cult to see that tr(GL�) = tr(GL�� ) = � and tr(S) = tr(D) = !.LEMMA 45. If � is coin�nite, then GL� is the strongest logic with trace �.If � is co�nite, then the strongest logic with trace � is GL�� .Proof. Let L be a logic, tr(L) = �, and � coin�nite. If L ` ', then
tr(') � �, and therefore, by Lemma 12, tr(') is �nite. By Lemma 13,

GL ` �Vn2tr(') Fn�! ';
whence GL� ` '. So we have proved that L � GL�.Now assume that � is co�nite. Then L � GL�� because by Lemma 13 theletterless formula Wn 62� :Fn, whose trace is �, implies all theorems of L. �

Now we show that, if � � ! is coin�nite, then the only provability logicwith trace � is GL�. If, on the other hand, � is co�nite, then any provabilitylogic with trace � either coincides with GL�� , or is contained in the intervalbetween GL� and S�. These results are based on the following lemma.
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LEMMA 46. Let T be an elementary presented theory and ' a modal for-mula. If n 2 tr('), then there exists a realization f such that

EA ` fT (')! (Fn)T :
Proof. This lemma is a direct application of the Solovay construction. Letn 2 tr(') and K0 be a model of height n falsifying ', whereK0 = f1; : : : ;mgand 1 is the root of K0. As in the proof of Solovay's theorem, attach a newroot 0 to K0. Obviously, in the new model K the node 1 is the only nodeof depth n, d(0) = n+ 1, and 1 1 '.Apply the Solovay construction to K and let f be the correspondingrealization. By Lemma 35,

EA ` ` = 1! :fT ('):Since 1 is the only node of depth n, it is not di�cult to see that
EA ` (:Fn)T ! ` = 1;

which proves the lemma. �
From this lemma we obtain the following corollaries.COROLLARY 47. If L is a provability logic and n 2 tr(L), then L ` Fn.COROLLARY 48. If L is a provability logic, tr(L) = �, and � is coin�nite,then L = GL�.Proof. L � GL�, by Lemma 45; GL� � L, by Corollary 47. �
In a similar manner the following result is obtained.LEMMA 49. Let L be a provability logic such that L 6� S. Then tr(L) = �is co�nite and L = GL�� .Proof. Let � = tr(L). If � is coin�nite, then GL� is the strongest logic withtrace �. But GL� � S, therefore L � S. Hence, � is co�nite and L � GL�� .Let us prove that L � GL�� . Since L 6� S, there is a formula ' such thatL ` ', but S 0 '. Clearly, in this case GL 0 S(') ! ', hence there is amodel K with a root 0 such that 0 1 ' and the node 0 is '-reexive.Set  = ' ^ ^

n<h(K); n2�Fn:By Corollary 47, L `  . Apply Solovay's construction to the model K andlet f be the corresponding realization. From the properties of the Solovayrealization it is possible to conclude that
EA ` fT ( )! �Wk 62� :Fk�T : (1)
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Now assume that L = PLT (U), for some theories T and U . Since L `  ,for any realization f we have U ` fT ( ). In particular, this holds for theSolovay realization. Then, by (1), we obtain

U ` �Wk 62� :Fk�T ;
whence L ` Wk 62� :Fk: �
COROLLARY 50. Any consistent provability logic L of trace ! satis�es

GL! � L � S:
Finally, we reduce the classi�cation problem to the interval between GL!and S. Notice that the intersection of any two T -complete logics L1 \L2 isT -complete. Moreover, if tr(L) = !, then tr(L\GL�� ) = �. So, the function

�� : L 7�! L \ GL��maps provability logics of trace ! to those of (co�nite) trace �. It turns outthat �� is a bijection. The inverse mapping is given by the formula
�� : L 7�! LfFn : n 62 �g:

The fact that �� and �� are mutually inverse can be inferred from Corollary47 and Lemma 45. Together with Corollary 50 this implies that we onlyhave to describe the provability logics in the interval between GL! and S.
Logics between GL! and DWe formulate the main lemma and its corollary right away.LEMMA 51. Let T be an elementary presented theory and GL! 0 '. Thenfor any arithmetical �1-sentence � there is a realization f such that

EA+ f:2n? : n 2 !gT + fT (') ` ProvT (p�q)! �:
COROLLARY 52. If GL! 0 ', then(i) EA+ f:2n? : n 2 !gT + 'T ` Rfn�1(T );(ii) GL!f'g `�T D.
Proof. Statement (i) is just a weakening of Lemma 51; (ii) follows from(i) because arithmetical interpretations of the axioms of D are instances oflocal �1-reection principle. �
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Proof of Lemma 51. We apply a modi�cation of the Solovay construction.Assume GL! 0 '. Then, by Lemma 26,

GL 0 3S(')! ':
Hence, there is a model K0 with K0 = f1; : : : ; kg and the root 1 such thatthere is a '-reexive node r � 1 and K0 1 '. As usual, consider a model Kobtained by adding to K0 a new root 0.Let � be an arbitrary �1-sentence. We may assume that � has the form9x�0(x), where �0 is a �0-formula. De�ne an elementary function h asfollows:

h(0) = 0;
h(m+ 1) =

8><>:
z; if PrfT (m; p` 6= �zq), z � h(m) and z 6= r;
otherwise (r; if h(m) = 1 and 9x � m �0(x);h(m); otherwise.

Here ` = z denotes, as usual, the formula expressing limm!1 h(m) = z.Informally speaking, among various countries visited by the refugee there isnow a dangerous one, designated by node 1 and a friendly one, designatedby node r. If the alarm rings (9x � m �0(x) is true) while the refugeeresides the dangerous country, he/she has to leave immediately. In this casethe refugee goes directly to the friendly country r. In all other cases he/shebehaves as in the original Solovay construction.We de�ne a realization f as before:
f(p) = _

z2K; zp ` = �z:
LEMMA 53. For all z 2 K, z � 0, and all subformulas  of the formula 'there holds:(i) If z   , then EA ` ` = �z ! fT ( );(ii) If z 1  , then EA ` ` = �z ! :fT ( ):
Proof. This lemma is proved very similarly to Lemma 35 by induction on . We essentially rely on the fact that in the case of emergency the refugeejumps to a '-reexive node. Let  = 2�.(i) If z  2� and z 6= r, reason as in Lemma 35. If z = r, we have8u � z u  �, but also z  � by '-reexivity of r. Hence, by inductionhypothesis, EA ` (Wu�r ` = �u)! fT (�)and EA ` ProvT (pWu�r ` = �uq)! ProvT (pfT (�)q):
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Therefore, by the provable monotonicity of h,

EA ` ` = �r ! ProvT (pWu�r ` = �uq)! fT (2�):
(ii) If z 1 2�, then there is a node u � z such that u 1 �. Pick a maximalsuch node. We claim that u 6= r. Indeed, by maximality,

u 1 � and 8w � u w  �:
Hence u  2�, and thus u cannot be a '-reexive node, whereas the noder is '-reexive. By the induction hypothesis, we have

EA ` ` = �u! :fT (�);
whence

EA ` ` = �z ! :Prov(p` 6= �uq)! :ProvT (pfT (�)q)! :fT (2�);
as in the proof of Lemma 35. �
LEMMA 54. EA+ f:2n? : n 2 !gT proves the following statements:
(i) ` 2 f0; 1; rg;
(ii) ProvT (p�q) ^ :� ! ` = 1:
Proof. (i) On the set of nodes K n f0; 1; rg the function h behaves exactlyas the Solovay function. In particular, for any z 62 f0; 1; rg we have

EA ` ` = �z ! (2d(z)+1?)T ;
which can be proved by induction on the depth of z. It follows that forn > h(K)

EA ` (:2n?)T ! ^
z 62f0;1;rg ` 6= �z

! ` 2 f0; 1; rg:
(ii) First of all, we notice that

EA ` � ! ` 6= 1;
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because if the alarm rings while the refugee resides in 1, he/she is forced toleave. This yields

EA ` ProvT (p�q) ! ProvT (p` 6= 1q)! ` 6= 0:
It is also obvious that EA ` :� ! ` 6= r;because the only way for a refugee to get to the node r is by jumping from1 when the alarm rings. Summing this up with Statement (i) we obtain

EA+ f:2n? : n 2 !gT ` ProvT (p�q) ^ :� ! ` = 1;
as required. �

We �nish the proof of Lemma 51 as follows. By Lemma 53,
EA ` ` = 1! :fT (');

and combining this with Lemma 54 (ii) we obtain
EA+ f:2n? : n 2 !gT ` ProvT (p�q) ^ :� ! :fT ('):

So, by propositional logic,
EA+ f:2n? : n 2 !gT + fT (') ` ProvT (p�q)! �;

as required. �
COROLLARY 55. There are no provability logics strictly between GL! andD.
Logics between D and SThe weight of the arithmetical component in this part of the proof is rela-tively low. Analysis of Kripke models for the logics D [Beklemishev, 1989b]and S [Visser, 1984] and their characteristic formulas yields the followingproperty whose proof can be found in [Beklemishev et al., 1999].LEMMA 56. Let ' be a modal formula such that D 0 '. Then there is aformula  such that Var( ) = Var('), S 0  and Df'g `  _ (2p ! p),where p 62 Var(').From this lemma we inferLEMMA 57. Let T be an elementary presented theory and ' a modal for-mula such that D 0 '. Then Df'g `�T 2p! p.
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Proof. For a given ' apply Lemma 56 and obtain a formula  . Considerthe T -completion L = [Df g]T of the logic Df g. By Lemma 49, sinceS 0  , L coincides with GL�� for some co�nite � � !. Let F denote theformula Wn 62� :Fn. Obviously, L ` F and therefore Df g `�T F . But wealso have D ` :F because D contains GL!, hence Df g `�T ?. Now usingthe fact that p 62 Var( ) we conclude that

Df _ (2p! p)g `�T 2p! p:
Thus, Df'g `�T 2p! p; as required. �
COROLLARY 58. There are no provability logics strictly between D and S.
6.5 Examples and discussionSo far we have excluded all non-provability logics, but we have not yet shownthat the remaining ones | GL�;GL�� ; S� ; and D� | are arithmetically com-plete. However, having done all the technical work in the previous section,this is now easy.The fact that logics of the form GL� and GL�� (� coin�nite, � co�nite)are T -complete for any T of in�nite characteristic follows from Lemma 45.Indeed, any of these logics L is maximal among consistent provability logics,therefore [L]T = L.We need two more examples.EXAMPLE 59. PLT (T!) = GL!, if T has in�nite characteristic.
Proof. The containment (�) is clear. If PLT (T!) 6= GL!, then PLT (T!) �D and hence T! ` DT ` Rfn�1(T );by Corollary 52. However, by Theorem 23, Rfn�1(T ) is not contained inany consistent r.e. extension of T by �1-sentences, in particular, in T! ifch(T ) =1. �
EXAMPLE 60. PLT (T + Rfn�1(T )) = D, if T has in�nite characteristic.
Proof. (�) is easy. Inequality would imply PLT (T + Rfn�1(T )) � S andhence T + Rfn�1(T ) ` Rfn(T ):If ch(T ) = 1, then T + Rfn�1(T ) is a consistent (by Corollary 30) r.e.extension of T of complexity �2. Hence, by Theorem 23, it cannot containRfn(T ). �
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Since the class of T -complete logics is closed under intersection, we con-clude that all logics GL�;GL�� ; S� ; and D� are T -complete, for any T ofin�nite characteristic.The Classi�cation theorem shows that the provability logic PLT (U) isessentially determined by the amount of reection for T that is provable inU . To �nd out, given T and U , how much reection for T is provable inU can be rather di�cult. However, this question for many natural pairsof theories has already been investigated using traditional proof-theoreticmethods (see Section 10 for more examples and applications of such results).EXAMPLE 61. PLEA(PA) = PLI�n(PA) = S.

Proof. By a well-known theorem of G. Kreisel and A. L�evy [Kreisel andL�evy, 1968], PA ` RFN(I�n). Classi�cation theorem then leaves only onepossibility. �
EXAMPLE 62. PLI�m(I�n) = D, for m < n.
Proof. A theorem of D. Leivant [Leivant, 1983; H�ajek and Pudl�ak, 1993]states that for all n � 1,

I�n+1 ` RFN�n+2(I�n):On the other hand, I�n+1 0 Rfn(I�n);because I�n+1 is a �nitely axiomatizable extension of I�n. �
EXAMPLE 63. PLPA(PA+ Con(ZF )) = PLI�1(I�1 + Con(PA)) = GL!.
Proof. Obviously, if an elementary presented theory U contains the local�1-reection schema for T , then T +Con(U) � T!: Yet, a consistent theoryT + Con(U) cannot prove Rfn�1(T ) because Con(U) is �1. So, PLT (T +Con(U)) 6= D and has to coincide with GL!. �

7 PROVABILITY ALGEBRAS
Provability algebras were introduced by R. Magari [Magari, 1975a; Magari,1975b] as an alternative way of looking at provability logic.10 Some (though10R. Magari used the term `diagonalizable algebras'. Later the term `Magari algebras'has been used on a par with the original one. This latter was o�cialised at a gathering ofprovability logicians at the Magari memorial conference in Siena in 1994. In this paperwe have a need in two terms: the one for the Lindenbaum algebra associated with aformal theory T equipped with the operator of provability, which we call the provabilityalgebra of T , and another for the more general algebras satisfying the same identities,which we call Magari algebras. Thus, provability algebras are a particular kind of Magarialgebras naturally associated with arithmetical theories.
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not all) of the results in provability logic can be translated from the logicallanguage to the algebraic language and vice versa. Very often the choiceof language is more or less a matter of taste. However, there are someadvantages to the algebraic point of view: �rstly, it is closer to the way oflooking at things in mathematics, it emphasizes the underlying structuresand thus helps to formulate proper analogies and questions to be answered.Secondly, this approach is very exible. It allows to naturally incorporatecertain additional features of arithmetical theories that are, in particular,necessary for further applications in proof theory.This section is mostly written for logically and proof-theoretically, ratherthan algebraically, minded readers. So, we do not presume much knowledgeof universal algebra and try to be somewhat economical with the use ofalgebraic terminology.
7.1 Lindenbaum algebrasLet an elementary presented theory T containing EA be given. The Lin-denbaum boolean algebra of T , denoted BT , has as its universe the set of allT -sentences modulo the equivalence relation

' �T  () T ` '$  :
O�cially we denote by [']T the equivalence class f :  �T 'g of ',but in practice we shall often identify the equivalence classes and formulas.The implication ! induces an operation on the set of equivalence classes:[']T ! [ ]T = ['!  ]T : Together with obviously de�ned constants ? and> it gives the set BT a structure of a boolean algebra (BT ;!;?;>). Asbefore, we regard ^, _, :, $ as de�ned operations. The relation

[']T � [ ]T () [']T ! [ ]T = > () T ` '!  
is the standard partial ordering on BT .The structure BT provides an algebraic view of some proof-theoretic ob-jects: schemata over T correspond to subsets of BT ; extra-logical inferencerules correspond to operators acting on BT ; deductively closed sets of for-mulas, usually called extensions of T , correspond to �lters of BT , that is,subsets of BT upwards closed w.r.t. � and closed under ^. If U is an exten-sion of T , then BU can be identi�ed with the corresponding quotient algebraof BT .11The notion of Lindenbaum algebra makes sense for any formal systemcontaining propositional logic. If T is a consistent elementary presentedextension of EA, the boolean algebra BT turns out to be uniquely de�nedand well understood.11See Section 7.4 below for a de�nition of a quotient algebra.
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PROPOSITION 64. If T is consistent and contains EA, BT is a countabledense boolean algebra.Proof. Countability of BT is clear, since we assume that the language ofT is countable. Density means that if ' <  in BT , then there is a � suchthat ' < � <  .Consider a theory T1 = T +  + :'. Since T 0  ! ', T1 is consistent.So, by Rosser's theorem, there is a sentence � such that both T1 + � andT1 + :� are consistent. Take � = (� ^  ) _ '. Obviously, ' � � �  . Onthe other hand, if T ` � ! ', then T1 ` :�. If T `  ! �, then T1 ` �.Both statements contradict the choice of �. �We mention without proof the following simple fact from basic booleanalgebra theory (see also [Goncharov, 1997] for an in-depth monograph oncountable boolean algebras).PROPOSITION 65. Any two countable dense boolean algebras are isomor-phic.So, the Lindenbaum algebras of all interesting theories, such as PA, EA,ZF, etc., are isomorphic. Moreover, by [Pour-El and Kripke, 1967] theyare even recursively isomorphic, considered as numerated structures. Thisindicates that the structure of the Lindenbaum boolean algebra is too poorto capture essential proof-theoretic information on any particular system.We want to enrich this structure.
7.2 Provability algebrasThe provability predicate ProvT (x), by L�ob's derivability conditions, cor-rectly de�nes an operator2T : [']T 7�! [ProvT (p'q)]Tacting on the Lindenbaum algebra BT . Indeed, if T ` ' $  , then T `ProvT (p'q) $ ProvT (p q). The enriched structure MT = (BT ;2T ) iscalled the provability algebra of T .One of the �rst questions one usually asks about a newly de�ned algebraA is: what identities does it satisfy? Recall that an identity of A is a validin A formula of the form 8~x (t1(~x) = t2(~x)); where t1; t2 are terms in thelanguage of A.Terms in the language of provability algebras are built up from variablesand >;? by the operations !;2 and can be identi�ed with propositionalmodal formulas. From now on we shall denote provability algebra termsand propositional formulas by the same letters '; , etc. Any equation in aboolean algebra can be written in a simpli�ed form, where the second termis just a constant:A � '1 = '2 () A � ('1 $ '2) = >:
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The following proposition shows that such simpli�ed identities of MT aredescribed by the provability logic of T .PROPOSITION 66. For any modal formula/term '(~p ),

MT � 8~p ('(~p ) = >) () ' 2 PLT (T ):
Proof. Obviously,MT � 8~p('(~p ) = >) i� fT (') is provable in T , for everyarithmetical realization f . �

Solovay's �rst completeness theorem now translates to the followingCOROLLARY 67. If ch(T ) =1, then for any modal formula/term '(~p ),
GL ` '(~p ) () MT � 8~p ('(~p ) = >):

7.3 Magari algebras and dualityR. Magari introduced a general notion of algebra satisfying all the identitiesof provability algebras. A Magari algebra M is a boolean algebra equippedwith an additional operator 2 satisfying the identities:
(i) 2('!  )! (2'! 2 ) = >;
(ii) 2(2'! ')! 2' = >;
(iii) 2> = >.
It is easy to verify that any theorem '(~p ) of GL represents an identity'(~p ) = > that holds in all Magari algebras. Identity (iii) ensures theclosure under the necessitation rule. Vice versa, if '(~p ) = > holds in allMagari algebras, in particular, it must hold inMPA, therefore GL ` '.Natural Magari algebras can be constructed from Kripke frames for GL.Consider a frame K = (K;�) and let M be the algebra of all subsets ofK with the standard boolean operations and the following operation 2: forany X � K,

2X := fx 2 K : 8y 2 K (x � y ) y 2 X)g:
Then it is easy to verify thatM is a Magari algebra satisfying those iden-tities '(~p ) = > such that K � '(~p ).This method is especially useful for constructing �nite Magari algebras.For example, from the �nite model property for GL (Corollary 4) we obtainthe corresponding �nite model property for Magari algebras.
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PROPOSITION 68. If an identity holds in every �nite Magari algebra, thenit holds in all Magari algebras.A natural generalization of the above construction and its inverse lead tothe Stone duality theory for Magari algebras. It is not our intention hereto go into this topic. See [Magari, 1975b] and [Bull and Segerberg, 2001;van Benthem, 2001] for the details.
7.4 Subalgebras, �lters, free algebrasHere we describe the method of constructing Magari algebras as quotientalgebras of free algebras. First, we recall some standard terminology appli-cable to Magari algebras.A homomorphism between Magari algebras A and B is a mapping f :A ! B preserving all the operations, that is,
� f(>) = >, f(?) = ?;
� f('!  ) = (f(')! f( ));
� f(2') = 2(f(')).

An embedding is a one-to-one homomorphism; an epimorphism is an ontohomomorphism. An isomorphism is both an embedding and an epimor-phism.Let a subset X of a Magari algebra A be given. X generates a subalgebrahXi of A, that is, the smallest subset of A containing X[f>;?g and closedunder all functions of A. It can also be described as the set of values of allterms in the language of A on arguments coming from X. We say that Xgenerates A if hXi = A. Among various subalgebras of A there always isthe minimal one, h?i, which is called the prime subalgebra of A.A �lter P of (the boolean part of) a Magari algebra A is called a 2-�lter, if x 2 P implies 2x 2 P , for all x 2 A. If P is a 2-�lter, thenthe corresponding quotient algebra A=P is de�ned as the set of equivalenceclasses of A modulo the relation x �P y () (x $ y) 2 P , with theinherited operations >, ?, ! and 2. Clearly, A=P will also be a Magarialgebra. The mapping �P : x 7! [x]P is called the canonical epimorphismfrom A to A=P .Every Magari algebra generated by X is isomorphic to a suitable quotientalgebra of a free algebra on X. The latter is de�ned as follows.Let X be a set of propositional variables, and let L(X) be the language ofGL with the variables from X. Provable equivalence in GL induces an equiv-alence relation on the set of L(X)-formulas, and the resulting Lindenbaumalgebra obviously bears the structure of a Magari algebra:
2([']GL) := [2']GL:
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We call this algebra free and denote it by Fr(X). Fr(n) and Fr(!) denote,respectively, free Magari algebras Fr(X) for X = fp0; : : : ; pn�1g and X =fpi : i 2 !g. Fr(0) is the Lindenbaum algebra of the letterless fragment ofGL.Notice that 2-�lters on Fr(X) can be identi�ed with propositional modaltheories containing GL, that is, with sets of modal formulas containing alltheorems of GL and closed under the modus ponens and necessitation rules.The rule of substitution is generally not admissible (otherwise a logicianwould speak about a propositional logic, not a theory). In other words, inthis situation the elements of X are treated as propositional constants, notas variables.Thus, the quotient algebra of Fr(X) w.r.t. a 2-�lter P is just the Linden-baum Magari algebra of the propositional theory axiomatized by formulasfrom P over GL. If A is generated by X, then there is a natural epimor-phism � : Fr(X) ! A which maps every formula from Fr(X) to the valueof the corresponding term in A. Then A will be isomorphic to the quotientalgebra Fr(X)=P�, where P� = f' : A � �(') = >g: We formulate thissimple but important fact as a separate proposition.PROPOSITION 69. Every Magari algebra A generated by X is isomorphicto the quotient algebra Fr(X)=P for a suitable 2-�lter P . Equivalently, itis isomorphic to the Lindenbaum Magari algebra of a propositional modaltheory P in L(X).In this sense, speaking about Magari algebras is equivalent to speakingabout propositional theories. It is important to realize, however, that prov-ability algebras coming from arithmetic lack natural systems of generators.The only such system we can think of is just the set of all arithmeticalsentences. Thus, a transparent description of provability algebras as thequotient algebras of free algebras is missing.
7.5 Subalgebras of free algebrasIt is well known that any subgroup of a free group is free. Does the samefact hold for Magari algebras? The answer is a de�nite NO. How can wecharacterize such structures?Here we consider �nitely generated subalgebras of free Magari algebras.Let A be a subalgebra of Fr(!) generated by elements B1(~q); : : : ; Bn(~q),where we assume that q1; q2; : : : are free generators of Fr(!). We can lookat these formulas as de�ning a substitution � : Fm(~p) ! Fm(~q) so that�(pi) = Bi, for i = 1; : : : ; n. Vice versa, any substitution of this kind de�nesa subalgebra of Fr(!).The following theorem comes from [de Jongh and Visser, 1996] where thecorresponding fact was stated for subalgebras of free Heyting algebras. Theargument is based on the uniform interpolation theorem for GL [Shavrukov,
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1993b].THEOREM 70. For every � we can e�ectively �nd a formula T� 2 Fm(~p)such that A is isomorphic to Fr(~p)=T�, that is, the quotient algebra of thefree algebra by the principal �lter generated by T�.
Proof. Let C�(~p; ~q) denote the formula Vni=1�(pi $ Bi(~q)). By the sub-stitution theorem, we have

GL ` C�(~p; ~q)! ('(B1; : : : ; Bn)$ '(p1; : : : ; pn)):
Therefore, we obtain

GL ` '(B1; : : : ; Bn) () GL ` C�(~p; ~q)! '(~p):
By the uniform interpolation theorem, from C� we can e�ectively constructa formula T�(~p) such that GL ` C�(~p; ~q)! T�(~p) and for any ' 2 Fm(~p),

GL ` C�(~p; ~q)! '(~p)) GL ` T� ! '(~p):
Hence, GL ` '(B1; : : : ; Bn) () GL ` T� ! '(~p);as required. �
COROLLARY 71. The propositional theory of any �nitely generated subal-gebra of a free Magari algebra is �nitely axiomatizable.Notice that for each � the formula T� is de�ned uniquely modulo provableequivalence in GL. Formulas of the form T� are called exact in [de Jonghand Visser, 1996]. This notion turns out to be equivalent to the notion ofprojectivity introduced by [Ghilardi, 2000]. The following characterizationcan be inferred from Ghilardi's results (A. Visser, unpublished).THEOREM 72. The following statements are equivalent, for any formula':(i) ' is exact;(ii) ' has the extension property, that is, for every (non-rooted) model Ksuch that K � ', there is a model of ' obtained by just attaching anew root to K;(iii) ' satis�es the extension property for �nite models.

S. Ghilardi also established that the exactness/projectivity property isdecidable.Our next goal is the study of subalgebras of provability algebras. For thiswe need yet another important general notion.
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7.6 Numerated and positive algebrasProvability algebras, consisting of (equivalence classes of) arithmetical for-mulas, bear a natural G�odel numbering that allows to speak about theircomputational properties. This numbering is not one-to-one because everyelement ofMT corresponds to an in�nite r.e. set of sentences. Yet, we cancall a subalgebra of MT r.e. if so is the set of all G�odel numbers of itselements.The notion of numerated algebra expresses on a more abstract level theidea of an algebra endowed with a G�odel numbering. Numerated Magarialgebras can be de�ned as follows.Assume A = hXi and jXj � !. Then Fr(X) is isomorphic to Fr(�) forsome � � !. An epimorphism � : Fr(�) ! A is called a numeration of A.We look at the elements of Fr(�) as the codes of the elements of A. Magarialgebras equipped with a numeration are called numerated. A numeratedalgebra A is positive, if the associated theory P� = f' : �(') = >g is r.e..Notice that any provability algebraMT is a numerated Magari algebra inthe sense of the above de�nition: one considers all sentences as generatorsof MT and maps pn to the arithmetical sentence with the G�odel numbern. Since we assume T to be r.e., MT is a positive algebra. Any �nitelygenerated subalgebra of a positive algebra is also positive. Any r.e. set ofsentences generates a positive subalgebra ofMT .
7.7 Subalgebras of provability algebrasShortly after the Solovay theorems were published several authors indepen-dently found an improvement, which has become known as the uniform Solo-vay theorem [Montagna, 1979; Artemov, 1979; Visser, 1980; Boolos, 1982;Avron, 1984].THEOREM 73. Suppose T has in�nite characteristic. Then there is anarithmetical realization f such that, for any modal formula ',

GL ` ' () T ` fT ('):
Proof. The usual proof of this theorem applies the Solovay construction tothe Kripke model obtained by a disjoint union of all �nite treelike modelsand adding a new root 0 below them all. This model is in�nite but conversewell-founded and can be elementarily represented in arithmetic. Any modalformula not provable in GL is refuted at some node of this model. Therefore,the associated Solovay function provides the required uniform realization f .There is only one detail to be taken care of: T must prove that theSolovay function has a limit. Since our model is in�nite, this only worksfor T containing I�1. D. Zambella [Zambella, 1994] found (even in a more
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general situation) a modi�cation of the Solovay construction which showsthat the theorem also holds for any T containing EA. �

Theorem 73 appears to be very natural from the algebraic point of view.It is essentially equivalent to the following fact.COROLLARY 74. If T has in�nite characteristic, then Fr(!) is embeddableintoMT , the provability algebra of T .This leads one to a more general question, what kind of Magari algebrasare embeddable intoMT . In view of Proposition 69 this problem is equiva-lent to the one about propositional theories P realizable in T . We say thatP is realizable in T , if for some arithmetical realization f ,
' 2 P () T ` fT ('):

An almost complete characterization of subalgebras of provability algebraswas obtained by V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1993b]. D. Zambella (unpub-lished) later �lled in the last remaining gap. He also extended Shavrukov'sresults to arbitrary extensions of EA [Zambella, 1994]. The most importantpart of the above problem concerns positive Magari algebras or, equivalently,r.e. propositional theories P .A Magari algebra A has characteristic n, where 0 � n < 1, if n is theminimal natural number such that A � 2n? = >. If such an n does notexist, we say that the characteristic of A is in�nite. Notice that the char-acteristic of a provability algebra MT equals ch(T ). Also, all subalgebrasof any algebra have the same characteristic.A has the strong disjunction property (s.d.p.), if > 6= ? and
A � 2' _2 = > ) A � ' = > or A �  = >:

If T is �1-sound,MT and all of its subalgebras obviously satisfy s.d.p.The same terminology applies to propositional theories, that is, we saythat a theory P has one of the above properties if the corresponding algebraFr(X)=P does.V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1993b] proved the following two theorems,which together characterize r.e. subalgebras of any provability algebra.THEOREM 75. Suppose T is �1-sound. A is isomorphic to an r.e. subal-gebra ofMT i� A is positive and satis�es s.d.p.THEOREM 76. Suppose T is not �1-sound. A is isomorphic to an r.e.subalgebra ofMT i� A is positive and the characteristic of A equals ch(T ).We sketch some ideas of the proofs of these theorems in the followingsubsections. So far, only the \only if" parts of both theorems are clear.First, we develop some understanding of the strong disjunction property.
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7.8 Strong disjunction propertyLet P be a set of modal formulas. We write P ` ' if a formula ' is provablefrom P and axioms of GL using modus ponens and necessitation rules. Thisis another form of saying that ' belongs to the 2-�lter generated by P inFr(!). We say that K is a model of P if K � ' for all ' 2 P .Let C be a �nite set of formulas. A propositional theory P satis�es s.d.p.for C if P 0 ? and

P ` 2' _2 ) (P ` ' or P `  );
for all formulas 2';2 2 C.THEOREM 77. Let P be a �nite propositional theory. The following state-ments are equivalent:(i) P has s.d.p.;(ii) P has s.d.p. for the set of subformulas of P ;(iii) any two �nite Kripke models of P are embeddable into a model of Pas proper submodels.
Proof. The implications (i))(ii) and (iii))(i) are easy. We prove (ii))(iii).Let a pair of models K1, K2 be given, and let C be the set of all subfor-mulas of formulas in P . Consider the set

Q := f:2 : K1 2  or K2 2  ;2 2 Cg:By s.d.p. of P , P 0 VQ ! ?. Hence, by Theorem 2, there is a �niteKripke model W such that W � P and W  VQ.Let W 0 be obtained by adding to W the models K1 and K2 immediatelyabove the root. By induction on ' one easily veri�es that
W  ' () W 0  ';

for any formula ' 2 C.Consider the case ' = 2 . If W 1 2 , then clearly W 0 1 2 . IfW  2 , then :2 62 Q because W  VQ. Hence, by de�nition of Q, wehave K1;K2 �  . This implies W 0  2 .Thus, W 0  P and W 0 � P . �
COROLLARY 78. The s.d.p. of a �nitely axiomatized propositional theoryis decidable.For in�nite theories P we have the following characterization.THEOREM 79. P satis�es s.d.p. i� for every ' such that P ` ' there is a�nite subtheory A of P such that A has s.d.p. and A ` '.
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Proof. (() Assume P ` 2' _ 2 . Then for a suitable A we have A `2' _2 . Hence, A ` ' or A `  and the same holds for P , since P ` A.()) Assume P enjoys s.d.p. and P ` '. Let C be the set of all subfor-mulas of '. Consider the set PC := f 2 C : P `  g. We claim that PChas s.d.p. for C.Indeed, if 2 1 and 2 2 are in C and PC ` 2 1 _ 2 2, then P ` 2 1 _2 2, hence P `  1 or P `  2. Since  1;  2 2 C, we obtain  1 2 PC or 2 2 PC , respectively.From the previous theorem we conclude that PC has s.d.p. and satis�esall the requirements. �

As an illustration we give an interesting example from [Shavrukov, 1993b].Consider a set of propositional letters X = fp� : � 2 Qg, where Q is thelinearly ordered set of rational numbers. Let a propositional theory Q begiven by the axioms
f3p� ! 33p� : �; � 2 Q; � > �g:

One can show by a simple Kripke model argument that Q has s.d.p., infact, every fragment of Q in �nitely many variables does. It follows thatFr(X)=Q is embeddable into MT for any �1-sound T . This means thatthere is a family of �1-sentences | the interpretations of the formulas 3p�| ordered as Q by the relation `' proves the consistency of  over T ',a nontrivial fact earlier proved in [Simmons, 1988] by purely arithmeticalmeans.This example shows that Shavrukov's theorems are essentially about si-multaneous arithmetical realization of in�nite families of modal formulas.In a sense, these results provide a generalization of Solovay's theorems from�nite to in�nite r.e. sets of formulas.
7.9 Proofs of Shavrukov's theorems
Here we sketch main ideas of the proofs of Theorems 75 and 76. These proofshave been greatly simpli�ed by D. Zambella and we follow his presentationvery closely [Zambella, 1994]. To simplify things yet further and concentrateon the essentials, we shall assume throughout this section that ch(T ) =1and T contains I�1.We �x some natural G�odel numbering of modal formulas. To simplify thenotation, we shall essentially identify modal formulas and their codes andincorporate the variables ',  ranging over modal formulas into the languageof arithmetic. We shall also adopt the convention that these variables,unless explicitly said otherwise or bound by quanti�ers, denote the standardformulas, that is, the numerals of their codes.
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Let P be an r.e. set of formulas. We call an elementary presentation ofP a �0-formula \' 2 Pn", with the free variables n and ', satisfying thefollowing conditions:� ' 2 P () N � 9n \' 2 Pn";� T ` 8'; n (\' 2 Pn"! ' < n).Thus, Pn denotes a �nite part of P such that P = Sn�0 Pn.Formalizing in T the notion of derivability in GL we construct from anelementary presentation of P a �0-formula \Pn ` '" naturally expressingthe statement Pn ` '. \P ` '" then stands for 9x \Px ` '" within T .Once an elementary presentation of P is �xed, we say that P satis�ess.d.p. provably in T if T proves:\P ` ?" ^ 8'; (\P ` 2' _2 " ! \P ` '" _ \P `  "):The central part of the proof of both theorems is the following lemma.LEMMA 80. Assume that ch(T ) = 1. If P is elementary presented andsatis�es s.d.p. provably in T , then P is realizable in T .From this lemma one obtains Theorems 75, 76 (for the case ch(T ) =1)by modifying any given elementary presentation of an r.e. set P in such away that it becomes provably strongly disjunctive.LEMMA 81. Assume that ch(T ) = 1. Assume further that either P hass.d.p., or T is not �1-sound. Then there is an elementary presentation ofP for which P satis�es s.d.p. provably in T .Notice that, if T is �1-unsound, T can be made to think that P hass.d.p., whereas in reality P need not satisfy this property. For the case of Psatisfying s.d.p. one can easily de�ne such an elementary presentation usingan e�ective (elementary) version of Theorem 79: just enumerate P in suchan order that the �nite subtheories Pn at all stages have s.d.p. We shall omita formal proof of Lemma 81, which is mainly technical, and concentrate ourattention on Lemma 80.Proof. Assume a propositional theory P provably satisfying s.d.p. is given.We shall de�ne a Solovay-like function whose value h(n) is either 0 or thecode of a �nite treelike model of Pm, for some m � n. We identify now themodels and their codes and assume that submodels of a model have smallercodes than the model itself. We write k1 � k2 if k2 is a proper submodel ofthe model k1.Fix a natural �0-formula \k  '", with the free variables k and ',expressing the validity of ' in a model (coded by) k. Assume that 0 is nota code of a model and that \0  '" never holds. For each ' de�ne anarithmetical sentence S' as follows:S' = 9k;m8n � m (h(n) = k ^ \k  '"):
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Thus, the sentence S' asserts that ' holds at the limit of h, essentially asfor the standard Solovay realization of '. We also let S0 = (8n h(n) = 0).The elementary function h will be de�ned self-referentially by formalizingthe following de�nition.Let h(0) = 0. If n codes a proof of S0 _ S' for some formula ', thenh(n+ 1) is de�ned by the clauses:(a) If h(n) = 0 and Pn 0 ', then choose the minimal model k such thatk � Pn and k 1 ' and put h(n+ 1) = k.(b) If h(n) = k 6= 0 and the root of some submodel of k forces :', thenlet k1 be the minimal such submodel and put h(n+ 1) = k1.(c) In all other cases let h(n+ 1) = h(n).One way of looking at the above function is to have in mind the Kripkemodel consisting of all �nite treelike models ordered by � (and an attachedroot 0). Notice that h is now de�ned in terms of the sentences S' forarbitrary formulas ', not just for those corresponding to isolated nodes ofthe model. Also, unlike in the original Solovay construction, h always triesto jump to the highest possible node of the model falsifying a certain modalformula.With this in mind one observes that the behavior of h is similar to thatof the usual Solovay function above the root.LEMMA 82. The following statements are provable in T :(i) 9z;m8n > m h(n) = z;(ii) 8n; k (h(n) = k 6= 0! ProvT (p9m _k � h(m)q)).
Proof. For (i) reason in I�1 as follows: either h stays in 0 for all n, or itjumps. Using the �1-least element principle pick the smallest model in therange of h. By the upwards monotonicity, this model can only be its limit.For (ii) notice that h jumps to a node k above 0 only in the case there is aT -proof of S0_S', for some formula ' that is false at k. By �1-completeness,h(n) 6= 0 implies :S0 and ProvT (p:S0q). Hence, ProvT (pS'q). But S'means that the limit of h forces ', so it cannot be the same node as k andis therefore a proper submodel of k. �COROLLARY 83. S0 holds in the standard model.Proof.We note that for any k 6= 0 there is an m (the height of k) such thatT ` 9n h(n) = �k ! (2m+1?)T :This is easy to see from Lemma 82(ii) by a subsidiary induction on m. So,if h(n) = k 6= 0, then T ` h(�n) = �k and T ` (2m+1?)T contradicting theassumption that ch(T ) =1. �
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Although from the point of view of the standard model h never leaves0, T needs not see it. T only knows that the longer h stays at 0, the lesspossible worlds of the model remain where it can jump to because suchnodes must validate ever larger fragments of P . So, in a sense, our modelshrinks with time as long as h(n) = 0.LEMMA 84. T ` 8n (h(n) = 0 ^ \Pn ` '"! S'):

Proof. By (a) of the de�nition of h, if h(n) = 0 and Pn ` ', then h jumpsat stage n+1 and h(m) will be a model of Pn for all m � n+1. Therefore,for all such m, h(m)  '. �
To de�ne the required realization f we �rst have to specify the validityof modal formulas at the root 0 of the model in a suitable way. This willbe achieved by constructing an arithmetical formula �(x) satisfying therequirements of the following lemma.LEMMA 85. There is an arithmetical formula � such that for any (stan-dard) modal formulas '; the following conditions hold provably in T :
(i) :�(?), �(>);
(ii) �('!  )$ (�(')! �( ));
(iii) \P ` '"! �(');
(iv) �(2')! \P ` '".
For a moment we postpone the proof of this lemma. Having such aformula �, we de�ne the required arithmetical realization f as follows:

f(') := S' _ (S0 ^ �(')):
Here ' is any modal formula, in particular, a variable. To show that fbehaves like an arithmetical interpretation we proveLEMMA 86. For all formulas '; the theory T proves:
(i) f(?)$ ?, f(>)$ >;
(ii) f('!  )$ (f(')! f( ));
(iii) f(2')$ ProvT (pf(')q).
Proof. The cases (i) and (ii) are easy. We prove (iii).(!) Reasoning in T assume f(2'). We shall consider two subcasesdepending on whether S0 or :S0 holds.
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Assume S0. Then f(2') is equivalent to �(2'). By (iv) of the previouslemma, we obtain P ` ', therefore for some n, Pn ` '. Since we assumedS0, h(n) = 0 and, by the provable �1-completeness,

ProvT (ph( _n) = 0 ^ \P _n ` '"q):
From Lemma 82 we conclude that ProvT (pS'q) and ProvT (pf(')q).Assume :S0. Then f(2') implies S2', hence for some n, h(n)  2'.By our agreement on  this means, in particular, that h(n) 6= 0. By theprovable �1-completeness, we obtain ProvT (ph( _n)  2'q). Since h(n) 6=0, by Lemma 82, T proves that the limit of h is a proper submodel ofh(n). This implies that ' holds in the limit of h, that is, ProvT (pS'q) andProvT (pf(')q).( ) Assume ProvT (pf(')q) and S0. We have ProvT (pS0 _ S'q). Letn be the code of a T -proof of S0 _ S'. Since we assumed S0, there holdsh(n) = 0. Then Pn ` ', otherwise h would make a jump at stage n + 1contradicting S0. Thus, P ` ' and, by Lemma 85(iii), �('), which impliesf(2'), as required.Assume now :S0. Again, let n be the code of a T -proof of S0 _ S' largeenough to have h(n) 6= 0. If h(n)  2', then h(n + 1) = h(n), otherwiseh(n + 1) will be the least submodel of h(n) forcing :'. In both cases wehave h(n + 1)  2'. By monotonicity, this also implies that h(m)  2',for all m � n+ 1, that is, S2'. Hence, f(2') holds. �
COROLLARY 87. For any modal formula ',

T ` f(')$ fT ('):
Now we can easily prove that f realizes the propositional theory P .LEMMA 88. For any modal formula ', T ` fT (') i� P ` '.

Proof. Assume P ` ', then for some n, Pn ` '. By �1-completeness, weobtain T ` h(�n) = 0 ^ \P�n ` '":By Lemma 84, conclude that T ` S' and hence T ` f(').Vice versa, assume that T ` f(') and P 0 '. Let n be the code of aT -proof of S0 _ S'. We obviously have Pn 0 ', hence h(n+ 1) 6= 0, whichis impossible in the standard model. �
Proof of Lemma 85. The proof is essentially a construction within T of amaximal consistent set containing P [ f:2' : P 0 'g. It is easy to see bythe s.d.p. of P that such a set exists (externally).We shall deal with �nite binary strings �; � , etc.; j�j denotes the lengthof �; �(i) is the i-the element of �; � <lex � means that � precedes �
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lexicographically and j�j = j� j. We shall use the same notation withinarithmetic, assuming some natural elementary encoding.For any string � such that j�j = n let �� denote the conjunction off' : ' < n ^ �(') = 1g and f:' : ' < n ^ �(') = 0g. We de�ne theformulas V (�) and U(�) as follows:

V (�) = 8 (\P ` �� ! 2 "! \P `  ")U(�) = V (�) ^ 8� (� <lex � ! :V (�)):
The formula �( ) is then de�ned by 9� ( < j�j ^ U(�) ^ �( ) = 1):Claim: for each n, T ` 9� (j�j = �n ^ V (�)): Reasoning within T assumethat, for each string � of length n, :V (�). Then for any such � there is aformula  � such that P ` �� ! 2 � and P 0  �. Since Wj�j=n �� is atautology, we infer P ` Wj�j=n2 �. By the (provable) s.d.p. of P , P `  �for some �, a contradiction.From the claim we also conclude that, for any n,

T ` 9!� (j�j = �n ^ U(�)): (2)
Indeed, since n is standard, the least element principle up to n reduces toa tautology and is provable in T . The minimal string is obviously unique.Now we check the properties (i){(iv) of �.(i) Assume �(?), then for some � such that ? < j�j we have �(?) = 1and V (�). But if �(?) = 1, then �� $ ?, therefore P ` �� ! 2?, soV (�) implies P ` ?, which is impossible by the s.d.p. The case �(>) istreated similarly.(ii) Assume �(') and �('!  ). Let � be a string longer than all of '; and ' !  such that U(�) holds. By the uniqueness of � in (2), we musthave �(') = �(' !  ) = 1. But then necessarily �( ) = 1, for otherwise�� $ ? and we get a contradiction in P as in (i).Conversely, assume either :�(') or �( ). Again, let � be long enoughso that �(') = 0 or �( ) = 1. In each case �('!  ) = 1, lest P should beinconsistent.(iii) Assume P ` '. Let � be longer than ' and U(�). We show that�(') = 1. Suppose the contrary, then P ` �� ! :' and hence P ` �� !?. From V (�) it follows that P ` ?, which is impossible. Therefore, �(').(iv) Assume �(') and let � be a su�ciently long string such that U(�)and �(2') = 1. Then tautologically P ` �� ! 2'. By the de�nition ofV (�), P ` '. �

This completes the proof of Lemma 80 and thereby the proof of Shavru-kov's theorems. �
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7.10 Arbitrary subalgebrasShavrukov's theorems characterize r.e. subalgebras of provability algebras.Here we briey consider the case of arbitrary subalgebras.A countable algebra is called locally positive if it is numerated and eachone of its �nitely generated subalgebras, with the induced numeration, ispositive. Dually speaking, a propositional theory P is called locally r.e.if the fragment of P in the �rst n variables is r.e., for any n. Obviously,any subalgebra of a positive algebra and thus, any subalgebra of a provabil-ity algebra, is locally positive. V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1993b] gave anexample of a locally positive Magari algebra that is not positive. For �1-unsound theories local positivity, together with the obvious considerationof the characteristic, turns out to be su�cient for the embeddability.THEOREM 89. Suppose T is not �1-sound. A countable Magari algebraA is embeddable into MT i� A is locally positive and the characteristic ofA equals ch(T ).A more important characterization of arbitrary subalgebras of �1-soundtheories was given by D. Zambella (unpublished), but it is slightly lesselegant. We call a propositional theory P (and the corresponding quotientalgebra Fr(!)=P ) uniformly s.d., if for every n 2 ! there is a recursivesequence of formulas Pn(m), m = 0; 1; : : : in the variables p0; : : : ; pn suchthat
� fPn(m) : n;m 2 !g axiomatize P ;
� Pn(m) has s.d.p.;
� Pn(m+ 1) ` Pn(m);
� Pn+1(m) ` Pn(m).

THEOREM 90 (Zambella). Let T be a �1-sound theory. A is embeddableintoMT i� A is locally positive and uniformly s.d.
7.11 Isomorphisms of provability algebrasHaving isolated an interesting class of algebraic structures mathematiciansoften initiate the program of classifying all such structures modulo isomor-phism: from a purely algebraic point of view isomorphic structures are thesame. Even when this task in its full extent happens to be too di�cult, thestudy can provide partial answers and useful insights into the structure ofindividual algebras. In the case of provability algebras there is really notmuch hope for any such classi�cation. In this section we review what littlewe know. To get some feeling of the matter we �rst discuss the relationshipsbetween provability algebras and free Magari algebras.
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EXAMPLE 91. Let A be the free algebra on 0 generators, Fr(0), and let Bbe the Magari algebra of all �nite and co�nite subsets of natural numbers! with the standard boolean operations and the operation 2 de�ned asfollows: 2X = fx 2 ! : 8y 2 ! (y < x) y 2 X)g:Recall that A is the Lindenbaum algebra of the letterless fragment of GL.The notion of trace of a modal formula introduced in Section 2.7 de�nesan isomorphism between A and B:

f : ' 7�! ! n tr('):
Indeed, the normal form theorem for letterless formulas (Theorem 15) showsthat f is a one-to-one and onto homomorphism.From this example we can conclude that Fr(0) is not isomorphic to anyprovability algebra MT , for T containing EA. One reason is that Fr(0) isnot dense (the formulas :Fn are the minimal elements above 0), whereas,by Proposition 64, MT is. Of course, Fr(0) is naturally embeddable intoMT , for any T of in�nite characteristic, as its prime subalgebra.Free algebras on more than 0 generators do not have such a clear repre-sentation as in Example 91. There is a representation based on a universalKripke model as described, e.g., in [Rybakov, 1989; Artemov and Beklem-ishev, 1993; Grigolia, 1987]. However, this model is not as nice as the onefor Fr(0). It is well-known (see e.g. [Artemov and Beklemishev, 1993]) thatFr(�) are not dense for � < !, but Fr(!) is.PROPOSITION 92. None of the provability algebras MT is embeddableinto (let alone isomorphic to) a free algebra.
Proof. If ch(T ) <1, the algebraMT is clearly not embeddable into a freeone. If ch(T ) = 1, we use the following observation: in MT there is anelement ' such that ' 6= ? and ' � 3n>, for all n.If T is �1-sound, one can simply take RFN�1(T ) for '. A little arith-metical �xed point argument works more generally. However, we would liketo apply the recently acquired heavy weaponry. Consider the propositionaltheory P axiomatized by the formulas fp ! 3n> : n < !g. It is easy toverify by a Kripke model argument that P (provably) satis�es s.d.p.. Hence,by Shavrukov's theorems, it is realizable in T . Let ' be the realization ofp. Now we observe that in a free algebra such a ' cannot exist by thefollowingClaim: if GL ` '! 3n>, for each n, then GL ` :'.Indeed, if GL 0 :', then there is a �nite model K such that K  '.Let n be the height of K. Then K  ' ^ :3n+1>, which contradicts ourassumption. �
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In contrast with the previous proposition, recall that by the uniformSolovay theorem the free algebra Fr(!) is embeddable intoMT , if ch(T ) =1. The following interesting statement is a direct corollary of Shavrukov'stheorems.COROLLARY 93. If T and U are �1-sound extensions of EA, thenMT isembeddable intoMU .

Proof. Both algebras are positive and satisfy s.d.p.. �
Thus, for example, MZF is isomorphic to a subalgebra of MPA, whichmay seem rather puzzling at �rst sight. All provability algebras of �1-soundtheories have the same subalgebras (modulo isomorphism).V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1993a] obtained the following beautiful resultthat we regretfully must leave without a proof.THEOREM 94. Let T and U be �1-sound theories containing EA such thatU ` RFN�1(T ). ThenMT andMU are not isomorphic.It follows, for example, that the provability algebras of EA, I�1, PA, ZF,etc., are all pairwise nonisomorphic. This theorem shows, once again, thatthe notion of provability algebra is much richer than that of the Lindenbaumboolean algebra. Its proof relies on the di�erence in the rate of growth ofprovably total computable functions of the theories T and U and borrowssome ideas from the Blum complexity theory.As a complement to Theorem 94, V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1997a] alsoobtained a positive result on the existence of isomorphisms between certainprovability algebras. We formulate it in a somewhat simpli�ed form.THEOREM 95. Assume that T and U contain I�1 and prove the sameboolean combinations of �1-sentences. Assume further that this fact is prov-able both in T and in U . ThenMT is (recursively) isomorphic toMU .From this result one infers that the provability algebras for the followingpairs of theories are isomorphic: (PA;ACA0), (ZF;GB). The result alsoholds, e.g., for the pair (PRA; I�1), although it is not covered by Theorem95 as we formulated it. De facto, Theorem 95 holds for all extensions of EAclosed under the so-called �1-collection rule, which includes all the `usual'extensions of EA.Finally, here is another relevant result of V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov, 1997a]that will be useful in the next section.THEOREM 96. Assume that T contains EA and ' is a sentence not equiv-alent to any boolean combination of �1-sentences in T . Then there is anisomorphism f :MT !MT such that f(') 6= '.
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7.12 First order theories of provability algebrasUniversal theoryRecall that the identities of provability algebras are described by the prov-ability logics PLT (T ). More generally, we also have a nice characterizationof the set of universal formulas valid inMT , denoted Th8(MT ).Any such formula has the form 8~p �(~p ), where �(~p ) is a boolean combi-nation of term equalities of the form 'i(~p ) =  j(~p ). Given a realization fof the variables ~p,

MT � 'i(~p ) =  j(~p ) () N � fT (2('i(~p )$  j(~p ))):
Therefore, MT � 8~p �(~p ) i� N � fT (~�(~p )), for all realizations f , where~� denotes the result of replacing in � every equality 'i(~p ) =  j(~p ) by2('i(~p )$  j(~p )). Hence, we obtain the following result.THEOREM 97. MT � 8~p �(~p ) i� ~� 2 PLT (TA).Since all the truth provability logics are decidable, we obtain the followingcorollary.COROLLARY 98. If T is an elementary presented extension of EA, thenTh8(MT ) is decidable.
An example: admissible rules in PAIn perfect analogy with the de�nition of admissible rules in a propositionallogic L we now de�ne propositional admissible rules in an arithmetical the-ory T . A inference rule '1; : : : ; 'n (R)
is admissible in a T , if whenever T ` fT ('i), for i = 1; : : : ; n, there holdsT ` fT ( ), for any realization f .It is easy to see that any admissible rule in PA is also admissible in GL.The converse is actually not true. We have the following straightforwardcharacterization.PROPOSITION 99. A rule (R) is admissible in T i�

MT � 8~p ('1(~p) ^ : : : ^ 'n(~p) = > !  (~p) = >):
Thus, admissibility of a rule in T is expressible by a particular universalformula inMT . From the previous corollary we conclude that the admissi-bility of propositional inference rules in T is decidable and reducible to thederivability in S, if T is sound.COROLLARY 100. (R) is admissible in PA i� S ` 2'1 ^ : : :^2'n ! 2 .
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Consider the following example (suggested by J. Joosten):2p! 2? 2:p! 2?? :

This rule is admissible in GL because the two-element linear Kripke frameshows that for no formula ' do we have
GL ` 3> ! (3' ^3:'):

On the other hand, this rule is not admissible in PA. Substitution of thewell-known Rosser sentence for p makes both premises of the rule provable.Alternatively, one can just check by a Kripke model argument that
S 0 [2(2p! 2?) ^2(2:p! 2?)]! 2?:

Full �rst order theoryFor several years one of the major questions in the area was the problemof the decidability of the full �rst order theory of the provability algebra ofPA. This theory can be perceived in two, obviously equivalent, ways.First of all, it is the set of all �rst order formulas in the language ofMagari algebras that are valid inMPA. We can also look at it as at the setof all valid second order propositional modal formulas with the followingrestrictions on the occurrences of propositional quanti�ers and modalities:� no quanti�er occurs within the scope of 2;� no variable occurs outside the scope of 2.Of course, the quanti�ers range over arbitrary arithmetical sentences. Forexample, the formula
8p1; p29q 2(2q $ (2p1 _2p2))is valid in MT , for any T containing EA (this follows from the so-calledFGH-principle [Smory�nski, 1981; Visser, 2002a]). Similarly, formula

8p (3p! 9q (:2(p! q) ^ :2(:p! q)))
represents Rosser's theorem for the theory T + p. We denote the �rst ordertheory ofMT by Th(MT ).V. Shavrukov answered the main problem by the following remarkableresult [Shavrukov, 1997b] that also yielded solutions to a number of relatedquestions.THEOREM 101. If ch(T ) =1 and T contains EA, then neither Th(MT ),nor any of its subtheories is decidable.
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For �1-sound theories T one has a considerable strengthening.THEOREM 102. If T is a �1-sound theory containing EA, then Th(MT )is mutually interpretable with TA.Since the interpretation constructed by Shavrukov does not actually de-pend on T , this yields the following corollary.COROLLARY 103. For T a �1-sound theory, Th(MT ) is not arithmetic.The same holds for the �rst order theory of any collection of provabilityalgebras of such theories.In particular, it would be hopeless to look for an r.e. axiomatizationof Th(MPA). The proofs of these results are ingenious and technicallycomplicated. We will not go into them, but remark that the main ideaand di�culty in the proof was to �nd a �rst order de�nition of the set ofelements inMT that would allow to model the structure of natural numbers(recall that the ordering of MT is dense!). This has been achieved by thefollowing lemma, which is interesting in its own right.LEMMA 104. Suppose T is �1-sound. There is a �rst order formula N(x)in the language of Magari algebras such that, for any x 2MT ,

MT � N(x) () x 2 f3nT> : n 2 !g:
With this lemma at hand, it is then relatively easy to show the un-decidability of Th(MT ), e.g., by interpreting the theory of �nite partialorderings in it (see [Artemov and Beklemishev, 1993]). To interpret thefull true arithmetic in Th(MT ), however, some more powerful machineryseems to be necessary. Here, Shavrukov's theorems on the subalgebras ofMT provided a useful tool that allowed to give a short construction.The proof of Theorem 101 in full generality bears on the same technicalideas, but is more involved. V. Shavrukov showed how to directly simulateMinsky's monogenic normal canonical systems withinMT . One importantcorollary of Lemma 104 is a strengthening of Theorem 94 stating that certainprovability algebras are not elementary equivalent.THEOREM 105. Let T and U be �1-sound theories containing EA suchthat U ` RFN�1(T ). Then there is a formula ' such that ' 2 Th(MT ) and' 62 Th(MU ).For the record we also mention some results on �rst order theories ofMagari algebras that have been obtained prior to Shavrukov's.[Montagna, 1980] and [Smory�nski, 1982] showed that the �rst order the-ory of the class of all Magari algebras (and any subtheory of this theory) isundecidable.[Artemov and Beklemishev, 1993] investigated �rst order theories of freealgebras. It turns out that Th(Fr(0)) is decidable and, in fact, is mutually
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interpretable with the weak monadic second order theory of the linear or-dering of !. The interpretation is essentially provided by the isomorphismof Fr(0) and the algebra of �nite and co�nite subsets of !. It is knownby A. Meyer [Meyer, 1975] that the decision procedure for the theory inquestion cannot be elementary. The theories Th(Fr(�)) for � > 0 are allundecidable.There are many questions about �rst order theories of provability al-gebras that are still open. For example, we do not know if the 89- and898-fragments of Th(MPA) are decidable. From Shavrukov's proof of The-orem 101 it only follows that the 8989-fragment is undecidable. We alsoknow very little about de�nable elements ofMPA. Of course, the elementsof its prime subalgebra are de�nable. Since de�nable elements cannot bemoved by automorphisms, from Theorem 96 we immediately conclude thatsentences not equivalent to boolean combinations of �1-sentences cannot bede�nable. The situation with the rest of the elements ofMPA is unknown.It is also open, whether the provability algebras of PA and PA + Con(PA)are isomorphic.

8 BIMODAL AND POLYMODAL PROVABILITY LOGIC
An obvious way to increase the expressive power of modal language is toconsider several interacting provability operators, which naturally leads tobi- and polymodal provability logic. In this section we overview this largeand non-uniform area.Perhaps, the most natural provability interpretation of polymodal lan-guage is the understanding of modalities as provability predicates in someelementary presented theories containing EA. A modal description of twosuch provability predicates is, in general, already a considerably more dif-�cult task than a characterization of each one's provability logic. There isno single system that can be justi�ably called the bimodal provability logic| rather, we know particular systems for di�erent natural pairs of theories,and none of those systems occupies any privileged place among the others.Numerous isolated results accumulated in this area, so far, give us little in-formation as to a possible general classi�cation of bimodal provability logicsfor pairs of (sound) r.e. theories. This problem is one of the major remainingopen problems in provability logic.On a par with the interpretation of modalities as the usual provabilitypredicates we consider some interpretations, where modalities correspond tomore general provability-like concepts of essentially semantical nature. Forexample, we consider the predicates of n-provability expressing the prov-ability from the set of all true �n-sentences. The corresponding polymodallogic, formulated by G. Japaridze, appears to be particularly useful for theapplications in proof theory (see Section 10). It seems at present that further
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applications will require more work to be done on the polymodal analysis ofthe other strong, that is, not r.e. provability concepts, such as !-provabilityin the second-order arithmetic and validity in particular classes of modelsof set theory.In addition to the studies of the usual and strong provability predicates,a considerable amount of work has been done on studying interaction of theprovability operator with some exotic provability concepts, such as Rosser'sprovability predicate, Feferman's provability predicate, and some others.These results can also be coached in terms of bimodal logic. Below weoverview some of these developments as well.
8.1 Bimodal logics for pairs of r.e. theoriesThe language L(2;4) of bimodal provability logic is obtained from that ofpropositional calculus by adding two unary modal operators 2 and 4. Let(T;U) be a pair of elementary presented theories and let f be an arithmeticalrealization (cf. Section 3.3). An arithmetical interpretation fT;U (') of aformula ' w.r.t. (T;U) translates 2 as provability in T and 4 as that in U :

fT;U (2') = ProvT (pfT;U (')q); fT;U (4') = ProvU (pfT;U (')q):
The provability logic for (T;U) is the collection of all L(2;4)-formulas' such that T \ U ` fT;U ('), for every arithmetical realization f . It isdenoted PLT;U . In general, similarly to the unimodal case, one can considerbimodal provability logics for (T;U) relative to an arbitrary metatheory V .PLT;U (V ) is the set of all formulas ' such that V ` fT;U ('), for everyarithmetical realization f . Thus, PLT;U corresponds to V = T \ U .
Basic bimodal logicBasic work on bimodal provability logic has been done by C. Smory�nski andT. Carlson [Smory�nski, 1985; Carlson, 1986]. Not too much can a priori besaid about PLT;U , for arbitrary T and U . Firstly, PLT;U is closed un-der modus ponens, substitution, 2- and 4-necessitation rules.12 Secondly,PLT;U has to be an extension of the following bimodal logic CS:
Axioms: (i) schemes of GL for 2 and for 4;(ii) 2'!42';(iii) 4'! 24'.
Rules: modus ponens, '=2', '=4'.12Notice that neither PLT;U (T ) nor PLT;U (U) will in general be closed under bothnecessitation rules.
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Arithmetical soundness of CS is expressed byPROPOSITION 106. For any theories T , U one has CS � PLT;U (EA).

Proof. The validity of (ii) and (iii) is just a consequence of provable �1-completeness and the fact that both provability predicates are �1. �
Carlson modelsSuitable Kripke-style models for CS are introduced by the following de�ni-tion.DEFINITION 107. A Carlson model K = (K;M0;M1;�;) is a usualKripke model (K;�;) for GL equipped with two distinguished subsetsM0; M1 � K. The forcing of bimodal formulas on K is de�ned accordingto the following clauses:

1. x 1 ?, x  >;
2. x  '!  () (x 1 ' or x   );
3. x  2' () 8y 2M0(x � y ) y  ');
4. x  4' () 8y 2M1(x � y ) y  '):

As usual, we write K � ', if x  ', for each x 2 K.Obviously, CS is sound with respect to Carlson models. The standardcanonical model construction followed by a �ltration and unravelling argu-ment yields the following completeness result (see [Smory�nski, 1985]).THEOREM 108. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) CS ` ';
(ii) K � ', for each Carlson model K;
(iii) K � ', for each �nite Carlson model K.
COROLLARY 109. CS is decidable.
Arithmetical completeness of CS[Smory�nski, 1985] showed that CS is, indeed, the minimal bimodal provabil-ity logic, that is, coincides with PLT;U for a certain pair of �nite extensionsT;U of Peano arithmetic. [Beklemishev, 1992] proved that there is a pair ofprovability predicates for Peano arithmetic itself such that the correspond-ing bimodal provability logic coincides with CS. Such predicates can becalled independent in the sense that they `know' as little about each other
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as is possible in principle. However, neither the theories in Smory�nski's ex-ample, nor the independent provability predicates are natural | they areconstructed by tricky diagonalization. Thus, we are in the curious situationwhere the bimodal logic CS, which structurally occupies a privileged placeamong the provability logics, does not correspond to any (known) naturalpair of theories.THEOREM 110 (Smory�nski). Let V be a �1-sound theory. There is a pair(T;U) of �nite extensions of V such that

PLT;U = PLT;U (V ) = CS:
Proof. Consider a translation (�)� of the language L(2;4) into L(2; c0; c1)that preserves variables and boolean connectives and satis�es

(2')� = 2(c0 ! '�); (4')� = 2(c1 ! '�):
Here c0 and c1 are propositional variables that do not occur in the languageL(2;4).We claim: CS ` ' () GL ` '�, for any formula ' 2 L(2;4).Indeed, the implication ()) is easy to check by induction on the lengthof a derivation in CS. For a proof of (() one argues by contraposition.If CS 0 ' then there is a Carlson model K such that K 2 '. De�nex  c0 , x 2M0 and x  c1 , x 2M1. This makes K a Kripke model forL(2; c0; c1) falsifying '� (2 corresponds to the accessibility relation on K)and proves our claim.By the uniform arithmetical completeness theorem (Theorem 73) we ob-tain a realization f such that for any formula ' 2 L(2; c0; c1),GL ` ' () V ` fV ('):Let T := V + fV (c0) and U := V + fV (c1). This agrees with the translation(�)�, that is, V ` fT;U (')$ fV ('�);so we obtain

CS 0 ') GL 0 '� ) V 0 fV ('�)) V 0 fT;U ('):This proves PLT;U (V ) = CS.For the same theories (T;U) we also have PLT;U = CS because
' 2 PLT;U () (2' ^4') 2 PLT;U (V )() CS ` 2' ^4'() CS ` ':

�
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Types of bimodal provability logicsDeeper structural information on bimodal provability logics is providedby the Classi�cation theorem for arithmetically complete unimodal logics.With every (normal) bimodal logic L containing CS we can associate itstype: (L)2 := f' 2 L(2) : L ` 4'g:It is obvious that (L)2 contains GL and is closed under modus ponens andsubstitution rules. Under the assumption of �1-soundness of V we obviouslyhave: PLT (U) = (PLT;U (V ))2:The Classi�cation theorem shows that not every extension of GL is materi-alized as the type of a bimodal provability logic and gives us a descriptionof all such possible types: GL�, GL�� , S� , D� , �; � � !, ! n� �nite. The set� also has to be r.e. because we assume U to be an r.e. theory. Indeed, theset of all formulas Fn such that U ` FTn is r.e. and therefore so is �.
Natural bimodal provability logicsApart from the above general observations, a number of particular bimodalprovability logics for natural pairs of theories is known. These logics covermost of the examples of pairs of arithmetical theories that come to mind,but, unfortunately, are far from being an exhaustive list of all bimodalprovability logics.The best known system is the logic PLPA;ZF characterized by [Carlson,1986] and independently (with a di�erent interpretation in mind) by [Mon-tagna, 1987b].13 This logic can be axiomatized over CS by the principle ofessential reexivity ER : 4(2'! '):A pair (T;U) is called an essentially reexive extension, if U proves thelocal reection principle for T . (In this case U also necessarily containsT .) Further examples of essentially reexive extensions are: (I�1;PA),(ACA0;ACA), etc. Here ACA denotes the second order arithmetic witharithmetical comprehension and full induction and ACA0 is ACA with theinduction formulated as a single axiom.In the following we shall denote by L�A the closure of a normal (bimodal)logic L and an axiom schema A by modus ponens, substitution and bothnecessitation rules.THEOREM 111 (Carlson). PLT;U = CS� ER, whenever the theories T;Uare sound and (T;U) is an essentially reexive extension.13It does not really matter here that PA and ZF are o�cially formulated in di�erentlanguages. We may just assume that PA is interpreted into the language of ZF.
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Thus, CS � ER is the only bimodal provability logic of type S and amaximal among the bimodal logics for pairs of sound elementary presentedtheories.An extended treatment of PLPA;ZF is given in [Smory�nski, 1985]. SuitableKripke models for this logic are developed in [Visser, 1995].Below we deal with more general extensions, that is, pairs of theories(T;U) such that U provably contains T . If (T;U) is an extension, thenPLT;U (EA) satis�es the additional monotonicity principle

M : 2'!4':
CS together with the monotonicity axiom will be denoted CSM.14 Noticethat M follows from ER over CS. CSM is sound and complete with respectto (�nite) Carlson models K for which M0 = K.

Now we describe two natural bimodal provability logics of type D, intro-duced in [Beklemishev, 1996]. The �rst one corresponds to pairs of theories(T;U) such that U is a �nite extension of T and proves the local �1-reectionprinciple for T . Typical examples are the pairs (EA;EA+), (I�m; I�n), forn > m � 1, (PA;PA+ RFN�1(PA)), etc. The logic can be axiomatized overCSM by the schema
EC� : 4(2� ! �); � 2 �;

where � denotes the set of all (possibly empty) disjunctions of formulas ofthe form 2 and 4 .THEOREM 112. If U ` Rfn�1(T ) and U is a sound �nite extension of T ,then PLT;U = CSM� EC�.CSM�EC� is the minimal bimodal provability logic of type D containingM. Indeed, if PLT (U) = D, then U proves the local �1-reection principlefor T , by Corollary 52. Hence, PLT;U (EA) must also satisfy EC�.Another bimodal logic of type D corresponds to �1-essentially reexiveextensions of theories of bounded arithmetical complexity. An extension(T;U) is called �1-essentially reexive, if U ` Rfn�1(T+') whenever U ` '.Thus, a �1-essentially reexive extension is never �nite.Examples of such extensions among fragments of PA are: (EA;PRA),(I�n; I�Rn+1), for n � 1, (EA; I��1 ), etc. The logic can be axiomatized overCSM by the schema
ER� : 4'!4(2('! �)! �); � 2 �:

THEOREM 113. If U is a sound and (provably) �1-essentially reexiveextension of T of bounded arithmetical complexity, then PLT;U = CSM �ER�.14CSM also stands for Carlson{Smory�nski{Montagna as suggested by A. Visser.
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Obviously, ER� implies EC�. We do not know whether CSM�ER� is themaximal among all bimodal provability logics of type D containing CSM.Nor do we have examples of provability logics strictly between CSM� EC�and CSM� ER�.
Let us now turn to the provability logics of type GL!. Two such logics fornatural pairs of theories were described in [Beklemishev, 1994]. They bothconcern �1-axiomatized extensions of theories, that is, when U is obtainedfrom T by adding �1-axioms only (and this fact is veri�able). Then PLT;Ucontains an additional principle

P : 4'! 2(4?_ ')
which follows from provable �1-completeness.Similarly to the proof of Smory�nski's theorem one can establish thatCSM� P is the bimodal provability logic for a suitably general �1-axioma-tized extension. CSM � P is complete with respect to Carlson models sat-isfying additional requirements that M0 = K and M1 is downwards closed[Beklemishev, 1994].Let us call an extension (T;U) in�nitely con�dent, if U proves k-timesiterated consistency for T , for each k � 0. This essentially means thatU believes that T has in�nite characteristic. For such extensions PLT (U)contains GL! and PLT;U (EA) satis�es the additional principle

IC : 4:2n?; for all n � 1:
THEOREM 114. If U is sound, in�nitely con�dent, �1-axiomatized and�nite extension of T , then PLT;U = CSM� P� IC.Here are some typical examples of such pairs of theories: (PA;PA +Con(ZF)), (I�1; I�1 + Con(I�2)), etc.The second system corresponds to (provably) reexive �1-axiomatizableextensions, such as (PA;PA!) or (I�1; I�1 + fCon(I�n) : n � 1g). Anextension (T;U) is called reexive, if U ` Con(T + ') whenever U ` '.Notice that every reexive extension is in�nitely con�dent and cannot be�nite.This logic can be axiomatized over CSM� P by the reexivity axiom

R : 4'!43':
THEOREM 115. If U is a sound, �1-axiomatized and provably reexiveextension of T , then PLT;U = CSM� P� R.A remarkable property of the last logic is that it is the supremum ofall provability logics for in�nitely con�dent �1-axiomatized extensions oftheories. Thus, all such logics lie between CSM� P� IC and CSM� P� R.
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Name Axiom ExamplesM 2'!4' general extensionsER 4(2'! ') (PA;ZF); (I�n;PA)EC� 4(2�!�), where � 2 � (I�n; I�n+1)ER� 4'!4(2('!�)! �);where � 2 � (EA;PRA); (I�n; I�Rn+1)
P 4'! 2(4?_ ') �1-axiomatized extensionsIC f4:2k? : k < !g (EA;EA+ Con(I�1))R 4'!43' (I�1; I�1+fCon(I�n) : n < !g)ConsB 4� ! 2�, where � 2 B (PRA; I�1), (I�Rn ; I�n)Table 1. Bimodal provability logic axioms

We also know that there really are some provability logics between thesetwo [Beklemishev, 1994].
Finally, we describe yet another natural system of type GL formulated in[Beklemishev, 1996] that corresponds to �nite extensions of theories of theform (T; T +'), where both T +' and T +:' are (provably) conservativeover T w.r.t. boolean combinations of �1-sentences. Examples of such pairsare (PRA; I�1), (I�Rn ; I�n), for n � 1, and many others.15This logic is axiomatized over CSM by the schema

ConsB : 4� ! 2�; � 2 B;
where B denotes the set of boolean combinations of formulas of the form2 and 4 .THEOREM 116. Assume both T +' and T +:' are provably conservativeover T for boolean combinations of �1-sentences and U = T + ' is sound.Then PLT;U = CSM� ConsB.The six bimodal logics described above essentially exhaust all nontrivialcases, currently known, for which natural provability logics are explicitlycharacterized.
Remarks1. It is worth mentioning that all these systems are decidable, and asuitable Kripke-style semantics is known for each of them.The logics CS, CSM and CSM � P are complete w.r.t. simple classes ofCarlson frames and enjoy the �nite model property. All the other consideredlogics do not behave as nicely.15These conservation results are known to be provable in EA+ but not in EA (seeSection 10.1). However, EA+ is much weaker than T for most of such examples.
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CSM � P � IC is complete for a natural class of in�nite Carlson frames(satisfying the condition thatM1 is downward closed and every point inM1has in�nite depth). All such frames are in�nite and the logic, obviously,does not satisfy the �nite model property.The other logics, such as CSM � ER and CSM � EC�, are not completefor any class of standard Kripke frames. This might have been a seriousobstacle. Nonetheless, there are translations of these logics to CSM similarto those of the systems S and D to GL. This provides for all such systemsa decision procedure and allows for an arithmetical completeness proof inthe style of Solovay.On the other hand, [Visser, 1995] devised a nice generalized Kripke se-mantics for CSM�ER which is su�ciently well-behaved though the modelsare in�nite.[Wolter, 1998] studied extensions of CSM using the notion of subframelogic. In particular, he showed that every �nitely axiomatizable subframelogic containing CSM is decidable (see also [Chagrov et al., 2001]). Thesemethods may become useful for a solution of the general Classi�cation prob-lem for bimodal provability logics.2. The arithmetical completeness proofs in each case are obtained bysuitable modi�cations of the Solovay construction. Essentially, every the-orem of this kind requires a new modi�cation. In such constructions thetechniques of D. Guaspari and P. Lindstr�om of constructing partially con-servative sentences are very useful [Guaspari, 1979; Lindstr�om, 1984].3. In all the considered cases of natural bimodal logics we also know thetruth provability logic PLT;U (TA). It is axiomatized by closing PLT;U andthe soundness schema 4'! ' under modus ponens and substitution.This relationship cannot, however, hold in general. Consider, e.g., a �1-axiomatized extension of theories that is reexive but not provably so. Thenthe reexivity axiom belongs to PLT;U (TA) but not to PLT;U .4. In general, the picture of bimodal provability logics for pairs of r.e.theories still has many white spots. For example, we do not know theaxiomatizations of the logics for natural �1-conservative extensions suchas (EA!;EA+) or (I�1 + fCon(I�n) : n < !g;PA). The logics of pairs ofincomparable fragments of PA such as (I�1; I��2 ) or (I�R2 ; I��2 ) have neverbeen investigated.An important subproblem of the general classi�cation problem for bi-modal provability logics is to characterize all such logics for the most com-mon types, such as D and GL!.

Polymodal provability logicMost of the results in bimodal provability logic can be generalized to poly-modal logic. Such a generalization is particularly natural in the modal-logical study of progressions of theories | a topic in proof theory that goes
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as far back as the work [Turing, 1939]. From the modal logical point ofview, however, such a generalization, in all known cases, does not lead toessentially new phenomena compared to the bimodal logics, therefore weshall not go into any details here.Polymodal analogues are known for natural provability logics due to Carl-son and Beklemishev. Here, the modal operators correspond to theoriesof the original Turing{Feferman progressions of trans�nitely iterated re-ection principles and, thus, are indexed by ordinals of some constructivesystem of ordinal notation, say, the natural one up to �0. Iterating fullreection leads to the polymodal analogue of PLPA;ZF, and trans�nitelyiterated consistency leads to a natural polymodal analogue of provabilitylogics of type GL!. Successor ordinals correspond to �nitely axiomatizedextensions and limit ordinals to reexive extensions (see [Beklemishev, 1991;Beklemishev, 1994]).
8.2 Logics with propositional constantsSome of the results on bimodal logics described in the previous section canbe extended to the so-called provability logics with propositional constants.Let L(2;~c) be the language of GL equipped with a tuple ~c = (c0; : : : ; cn)of new propositional constants. Fix an interpretation of ~c by choosing atuple of arithmetical sentences ~A = (A0; : : : ; An). Given a realization f ,the arithmetical interpretation fT (') of a formula ' 2 L(2;~c) is de�nedas usual, except that we stipulate that fT (ci) = Ai for each i � n. Theprovability logic PLT; ~A(U) is de�ned as the set of all L(2;~c)-formulas thatare provable in U under every realization f . We let PLT; ~A be PLT; ~A(T ).Obviously, the propositions ~c inPLT; ~A(U) really behave as constants: thelogic is, in general, not closed under the rule of substitution of formulas for ~c.However, it is closed under the substitution rule for the other propositionalvariables of the language.
Provability algebraic viewDescribing propositional logics with constants is very close to describinguniversal types in the provability algebras. PLT; ~A represents the set ofterms '(~c; ~p ) such that, in the provability algebra of T , there holds

MT � 8~p '( ~A; ~p ) = >:
The universal type of a tuple ~A in the provability algebra MT is the setof all universal formulas, in the language ofMT enriched by the constants~c, that are true under the interpretation of ~c as ~A. In particular, this setcontains PLT; ~A. The universal types can be exactly characterized in termsof provability logics as follows (compare with Theorem 97).
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Let �(~c; ~p ) be a quanti�er-free formula in the language ofMT with dis-tinguished parameters ~c. Let ~� be de�ned as in Theorem 97.PROPOSITION 117. MT � 8~p �( ~A; ~p ) i� ~� 2 PLT; ~A(TA).We say that a universal formula 8~p �(~c; ~p ) is realizable inMT , ifMT �9~c 8~p �(~c; ~p ). Hence, e�ectively describing realizable universal formulas isequivalent to deciding the 98-fragment ofMT . If one obtains a su�cientlye�ective classi�cation of provability logics with constants, that would pre-sumably imply a decision procedure for Th98(MT ).

Natural logics with constantsWe know the characterizations of several natural provability logics withconstants. These cases mainly correspond to �nite extensions for which wealready know the bimodal provability logics. Thus, we know the axiomati-zations (and decision procedures), in particular, for the following logics: thelogic of I�n with a constant for I�n+1, the logic of I�1 with a constant forCon(PA), the logic of PRA with a constant for I�1. These are representa-tive examples of the broader classes of pairs (theory; constant) with the samelogics, corresponding to Theorems 112, 114, and 116. We refrain from pre-senting the axiomatizations here, but refer the reader to [Beklemishev, 1994;Beklemishev, 1996].Another interesting case has been considered by [Visser, 1992], who char-acterized the letterless (or, rather, the variable-free) fragment of PLS2;exp,where S2 is Buss' bounded arithmetic [Buss, 1986; Buss, 1998] and exp isthe axiom stating the totality of the exponentiation function. This exampleis interesting because we do not know whether the usual provability logicPLS2(S2) coincides with GL.
Translating polymodal logicsThe bimodal logics PLT;U and PLT;U (V ), where T and U are �nite exten-sions of a given theory V , can be considered as fragments of PLV;A0;A1 for-mulated in the language with two additional constants c0; c1 for the axiomsA0 of T and A1 of U . As in the proof of Theorem 110 one can de�ne a trans-lation (�)� by specifying (2')� := 2(c0 ! '�) and (4')� := 2(c1 ! '�).PROPOSITION 118. ' 2 PLT;U (V ) i� '� 2 PLV;A0;A1 .A strong similarity between Kripke models for GL(c0; c1) and Carlsonmodels suggests that, in fact, not too much information is being lost by goingfrom a provability logic with constants to its bimodal fragment. Thus, theproblem of classifying polymodal logics and the one of classifying provabilitylogics with constants are very close to each other. However, technicallyspeaking, they seem to be incomparable questions. Polymodal logic allowsto speak about non-�nitely axiomatizable extensions of theories, whereas
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the language with constants is more expressive in the �nitely axiomatizablecase.
Variable-free fragmentsMore information on bimodal provability logics can be extracted from thedescription of subalgebras of provability algebras. Assume for simplicitythat T is a �1-sound theory. Shavrukov's theorem characterizes all possiblevariable-free fragments of the logics PLT; ~A as those propositional theories inthe language with constants ~c that are r.e. and satisfy the strong disjunctionproperty. Thus, any propositional theory satisfying these broad conditionscorresponds to some choice of sentences ~A. (Notice that in this case we onlydeal with �nitely generated subalgebras.)The variable-free fragments of bimodal provability logics are, therefore,the fragments of such propositional theories obtained via the translation(�)�.THEOREM 119. Let P be a variable-free theory in the language L(2;4). Pis the variable-free fragment of PLT;U (V ) for some (�nite) extensions (T;U)of a �1-sound theory V i� P is r.e. and satis�es the following disjunctionproperty: for any �nite set S of formulas of the form 2' or 4 ,

P � WS ) 9� 2 S P � �:
This observation is due to the second author jointly with A. Visser andhas not been published.

8.3 Strong provability predicatesApart from describing the joint behavior of two `usual' provability predi-cates, each of which alone being well enough understood, bimodal logic hasbeen successfully used for the analysis of some strong, that is, non-r.e. con-cepts of provability. The notion of n-provability will be especially useful forus in Section 10, where we discuss applications in proof theory. Therefore,we shall slow down and present a few more details on it here.
n-Provability and n-ConsistencyLet Th�n(N) denote the set of all true arithmetical �n-sentences. A theoryT is called n-consistent if T + Th�n(N) is consistent. If T is elementarypresented, the theory U � T + Th�n(N) will generally not be r.e., but itcan be presented by the �n-formula

AxU (x) := (AxT (x) _ True�n(x));
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where True�n(x) is a truth-de�nition for �n-sentences in EA. The corre-sponding n-provability predicate and n-consistency assertion,

n-ProvT (x) := ProvU (x) and n-Con(T ) := Con(U);
will have arithmetical complexity �n+1 and �n+1, respectively.For n = 0 these concepts coincide with the usual ones for T . For brevity,we write [n]T' for n-ProvT (p'q) and hniT' for :[n]T:' or, equivalently,n-Con(T +'). Thus, [n]T' asserts that ' is provable from the axioms of Tand some true �n-sentences.Many properties of n-provability and n-consistency are very similar tothose of the usual provability predicate.PROPOSITION 120 (provable �n+1-completeness). For any �n+1-formula�(x1; : : : ; xn) with exactly the variables x1; : : : ; xn free

EA ` �(x1; : : : ; xn)! [n]T�( _x1; : : : ; _xn):
PROPOSITION 121. The n-provability predicate [n]T satis�es Bernays{L�ob derivability conditions:
L1. T + Th�n(N) ` ' () EA+ Th�n(N) ` [n]T';L2. EA ` [n]T ('!  )! ([n]T'! [n]T );L3. EA ` [n]T'! [n]T [n]T'.

The following useful lemma shows that n-consistency assertions are equiv-alent to uniform reection principles for T (see Section 4.2).PROPOSITION 122 (Reection). Over EA,
n-Con(T ) � RFN�n+1(T ):

Proof. Recall that RFN�n+1(T ) is the schemaf8x(2T'( _x)! '(x)) : ' 2 �n+1g:
()) If '(x) 2 �n+1, then :'(x) implies [n]T:'( _x), by �n+1-complete-ness. Therefore, 2T'( _x) implies [n]T ('( _x) ^ :'( _x)), that is, [n]T?.(() If [n]T?, then for some true � 2 �n, 2T:�, by formalized Deductiontheorem. Take '(x) := :True�n(x) so that

EA ` � $ True�n(p�q):We have 2T'(p�q) but :'(p�q). �
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Japaridze logic[Smory�nski, 1985] observed that the logic of the n-provability predicatecoincides with GL. The proof literally follows the one of Solovay's theorem.Japaridze logic is the polymodal logic of n-provability predicates for alln's taken together. Consider the propositional language with the modalities[0], [1], [2], etc. Let f be an arithmetical realization. The arithmeticalinterpretation fT (') of a formula ' in this language under the realizationf is de�ned as usual, except that now we require, for each n 2 !, that

fT ([n] ) = n-ProvT (p'q):The system GLP introduced in [Japaridze, 1988; Japaridze, 1986] is givenby the following axioms and rules of inference.
Axioms: (i) Axioms of GL for each operator [n];(ii) [m]'! [n]', for m � n;(iii) hmi'! [n]hmi', for m < n.Rules: modus ponens, ' ` [n]'.
THEOREM 123 (Japaridze). For any sound theory T containing EA andany polymodal formula ',

GLP ` ' () T ` fT ('); for any realization f:
Originally, G. Japaridze formulated this result for a somewhat di�erentinterpretation of modalities [n]. The history is as follows.[Boolos, 1980] undertook a modal investigation of the concept of !-provability, the notion dual to the G�odel's notion of !-consistency, andobserved that its logic coincides with GL. !-provability can be described asthe provability in arithmetic by one application of !-rule, that is, provabilityin the theory T 0 := T + f8x'(x) : 8n T ` '(�n)g:[Japaridze, 1986] made a great step forward by characterizing the bimodallogic of provability and !-provability for PA. In fact, he formulated thepolymodal logic GLP with the interpretation of [1], [2], etc., as provabilityin PA closed under 1, 2, etc. nested applications of the !-rule, that is,provability in PA0, PA00, etc.Although provability in T 0 is rather similar to 1-provability, it is notthe same notion. [Smory�nski, 1977a] showed that !-consistency of T isequivalent to the statement RFN�3(T + RFN(T )), which is much strongerthan 1-consistency of T . In fact, by Proposition 122, 1-Con(T ) is equivalentto RFN�2(T ). The quanti�er complexity of the !-provability predicate is�3.
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Later [Ignatiev, 1993a] simpli�ed Japaridze's work and thoroughly inves-tigated modal logical properties of GLP. He observed that Japaridze's the-orem holds under more general assumptions than originally stated. In par-ticular, GLP was proved to be arithmetically complete for the n-provabilityinterpretation and, more generally, for the interpretation of [n] as arithmeti-cal predicates satisfying some su�ciently broad assumptions. (We refer thereader to [Ignatiev, 1993a] for an accurate formulation of these assump-tions.)Yet another interpretation of GLP was considered in [Boolos, 1993], whoproved that the bimodal fragment of GLP is complete with respect to theinterpretation of [1] as the �11-complete predicate of provability under the!-rule in second-order arithmetic. The proof essentially followed Ignatiev'sone.Japaridze's logic is decidable and enjoys a reasonable Kripke semantics.The situation here is similar to that with the other bimodal provabilitylogics such as CSM� ER. GLP is not, per se, Kripke complete. However, ithas a simple translation into a weaker logic GLP�, obtained from GLP byreplacing axioms (ii) by the weaker principle

[m]'! [n][m]'; for m � n:
GLP� is already sound and complete with respect to a nice class of (�nite)Kripke frames.GLP enjoys the Craig interpolation property and the �xed point prop-erty [Ignatiev, 1993a]. More importantly, Ignatiev also found normal formsfor letterless formulas in GLP which play a signi�cant role in our Section 10.A very readable treatment of Japaridze's logic is given in [Boolos, 1993], sowe omit any further details here. For the mentioned applications in prooftheory only the soundness part of Theorem 123 will be essential. The sound-ness of GLP directly follows from �n+1-completeness of [n]T (Axiom (iii))and the derivability conditions (Axioms (i) and (ii)).
Other strong provability conceptsThe extension of methods introduced in Section 10 to the proof-theoreticanalysis of theories stronger than PA may require the study of yet strongerprovability-like concepts.Provability of ' in T can also be understood as the statement that 'is valid in all models of T . If T is expressive enough to formalize thenotion of a model within its own language, we can look at 2 in this model-theoretic way. This approach is especially useful in set theory, where one alsoconsiders various speci�c classes of models and the corresponding reectionprinciples. Set-theoretic reection principles also play a signi�cant role inmodern proof-theoretic ordinal analysis, see [Pohlers, 1998; Rathjen, 1994;Rathjen, 1999].
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By and large, this area of potential interest is still unexplored from theviewpoint of provability logic. A few �rst steps, however, have been takenas early as in 1975 by (guess whom?) R. Solovay. He has characterized thelogics resulting from the interpretation of 2' as ' is valid in all transitivemodels of ZF and ' is valid in all universes V�, for � inaccessible. Theproofs have appeared for the �rst time in [Boolos, 1993].Both logics happen to be normal extensions of GL. The �rst one is ax-iomatized over GL by the principleI : 2(2'! 2 ) _2(2 ! �'):This logic is characterized by the (�nite) Kripke frames (K;�) for GL thatare converse prewellorders in the sense that8x; y; z 2 K (z � x) z � y or y � x):The second logic is axiomatized over GL by the linearity principleJ : 2(2'!  ) _2(� ! ');which is characterized by Kripke frames (K;�) that are �nite strict linearorders (or, more generally, converse well-orders).We refer the reader to [Boolos, 1993] for further details.

8.4 Unusual provability conceptsAlong with the bimodal study of the natural provability predicates, severalresearchers undertook a bimodal analysis of some unusual, or even patho-logical, provability concepts. Rosser and Feferman provability predicatesare well-known technical tools in the study of incompleteness in arithmetic.Studies of these and similar notions by means of bimodal logic were mainlymotivated by their curious, somewhat human-like, self-correcting behav-ior. There were also some modest technical uses, related to the propertiesof interpretability, which were later essentially overshadowed by the inter-pretability logic.[Visser, 1989] was an inuential paper that brought to life a host of these`smart children of Peano' and stimulated further work [Shavrukov, 1991;Shavrukov, 1994]. There were some precursors to that paper, though, mostnotably [Montagna, 1978; Guaspari and Solovay, 1979; Montagna, 1987b].Genuine arithmetical completeness results in this area are rare, mostlybecause nearly all of the unusual provability concepts su�er from the lackof robustness. In other words, the modal properties of these concepts aredependent on minor details of the G�odel numbering or ordering of proofs.(Some examples to that e�ect are given below.) Therefore, the authorsmainly concentrated on partial systems and purely syntactic uses of modal-ity [Visser, 1989; Smory�nski, 1985]. Yet, there are a few successes that aredescribed below.
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Rosser's provability predicateUsing the work [Guaspari and Solovay, 1979], V. Shavrukov [Shavrukov,1991] found a complete axiomatization of the bimodal logic of the usualand Rosser's provability predicate for Peano arithmetic. We say that asentence ' is Rosser provable if there is a proof of ' such that there is noproof of :' with a smaller G�odel number. Formally,

2R' := 9y (PrfPA(y; p'q) ^ 8z < y :PrfPA(z; p:'q)):
Rosser provability has been invented in a classical paper [Rosser, 1936] inorder to strengthen G�odel's �rst incompleteness theorem to arbitrary con-sistent theories containing PA. Externally, since PA is consistent, a sentenceis provable in PA i� it is Rosser provable. However, provable properties ofthe Rosser provability predicate are very much di�erent from those of thenatural provability predicate. For example, Rosser's consistency of PA is aprovable fact and Rosser's provability predicate is not, in general, provablyclosed under modus ponens.The following principles axiomatize the joint logic of the usual 2 andRosser's 2R provability predicates, which is called GR by V. Shavrukov.

Axioms: (i) axiom schemes of GL for 2;(ii) 2R'! 2';(iii) 2'! 22R';(iv) 2'! (2? _2R');(v) 32R'! 3'.
Rules: modus ponens, '=2', 2'='.

It was already mentioned above that nonstandard concepts of provabilityare, as a rule, very unstable. Slight variations of, say, the G�odel number-ing of proofs may result in great changes of the Rosser provability logicprinciples. For example, one can construct a provability predicate for PA,provably equivalent to the usual one, such that the corresponding Rosser'sprovability satis�es the GR-unprovable principle
2R('!  )! (2R'! 2R ):

Thus, GR actually axiomatizes the minimal set of principles shared by allRosser's provability predicates satisfying some reasonable assumptions. V.Shavrukov proves an analog of the uniform arithmetical completeness theo-rem for GR showing that there is a particular Rosser's provability predicatewhose logic is GR.
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Guaspari{Solovay logicThe logic of Rosser provability can be seen as a fragment of the provabilitylogic with witness comparison earlier introduced in [Guaspari and Solovay,1979]. In their very insightful paper, Guaspari and Solovay enriched thelanguage of GL by new connectives � and � to allow formulas of the form2' � 2 and 2' � 2 . The intended arithmetical interpretation ofthese formulas are statements there is a proof of ' such that no proof of  has a smaller or equal (resp., smaller) G�odel number. Thus, 2R' can beexpressed by 2' � 2:'.[Guaspari and Solovay, 1979] characterized the minimal set R of principlesof 2;�;� shared by all reasonable provability predicates. The system R isextensively treated in [Smory�nski, 1985], therefore we do not present anyfurther details here. One remark, however, is in order.The conditions on the class of provability predicates considered in [Guas-pari and Solovay, 1979] are less restrictive than those from [Shavrukov,1991]. Indeed, any proof predicate satis�es either 2(>^>) � 2(>_>) or2(>_>) � 2(>^>). Neither principle, of course, belongs to R. ThereforeR, unlike GR, cannot be the logic of any single proof predicate. Moreover,the arithmetical completeness proof of [Guaspari and Solovay, 1979] requiresthe use of multi-conclusion proof predicates, a property that is not sharedby the usual proof predicate.In this sense, the arithmetical completeness result for GR is stronger thanthe one we have for the richer language of R. On the other hand, if one ismainly interested in purely syntactical uses, R appears to be more conve-nient. It allows to formalize a number of standard arithmetical argumentsinvolving �xed points (see [Smory�nski, 1985]).
Feferman's provability predicateIn order to examine conditions necessary for the validity of G�odel's secondincompleteness theorem, [Feferman, 1960] introduced another pathologicalprovability predicate for PA. It also turned out to be a very useful technicaltool in the study of interpretability.Let PA � n denote a sequence of �nite subtheories of PA such that PA �Sn�0 PA � n. We say that a sentence ' is Feferman provable, if for some nsuch that PA � n is consistent, PA � n ` '. Feferman's provability predicate2F is just a formalization of this statement.It is obvious that, externally, a sentence is Feferman provable i� it isprovable in PA. This is not obvious from the point of view of PA, though,because PA easily proves its own Feferman consistency.For most of the known technical applications of the Feferman provabilitythe choice of a speci�c sequence of �nite subtheories PA � n is immaterial.However, the logic and certain results on the number of �xed points heavily
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depend on such a choice [Smory�nski, 1989].[Shavrukov, 1994] considered the sequence PA � n := I�n and showedthat this sequence allows for a nice axiomatization of the bimodal logic ofthe natural and the Feferman provability predicates. The logic turns outto be decidable. The arithmetical completeness proof in this case is basedon a modi�cation of the Solovay construction similar to the one used ininterpretability logic [Berarducci, 1990; Visser, 1991; Japaridze, 1994].
Some other neglected childrenShavrukov's work on Feferman predicate was preceded by [Visser, 1995],a paper that appeared in 1987 in the form of a preprint. Apart from thedevelopment of Kripke semantics for bimodal logics, in that paper the con-cept of provability in PA from `non-standardly �nitely many' axioms wasbimodally characterized. The resulting system can be obtained from CSMby adding the axiom schema

4 ^ :2 !4(2'! ')
and, thus, is akin to CSM� ER.Another interesting proof predicate was considered by [Lindstr�om, 1994].Say that a sentence ' is Parikh provable, if it is provable in PA together withthe inference rule 2 = , where 2 is the usual provability in PA. Clearly,the Parikh rule is conservative over PA, so externally Parikh provabilitycoincides with the usual one. Moreover, it is r.e. and satis�es Bernays{L�ob derivability conditions. However, [Parikh, 1971] showed that this ruleshortens some proofs in a non-provably recursive manner. Therefore, Parikhprovability is not provably equivalent to the usual one. [Lindstr�om, 1994]showed that the bimodal logic of the usual 2 and Parikh provability 4 isaxiomatized over CSM by 4'$42':Additional early results in bimodal logic, e.g., a bimodal analysis of theso-called Mostowski operator, can be found in [Smory�nski, 1985].

9 PROVABILITY LOGIC IN INTUITIONISTIC ARITHMETIC
A challenging remaining problem in provability logic is the characteriza-tion of the propositional provability logic for Heyting arithmetic, HA. Thisproblem is one of the main concerns for the Dutch school of provability logicfrom the end of the 70's (see, e.g., [Visser, 1981]). Indeed, the provabilitylogic properties of intuitionistic and constructive provability turn out to bemore complicated than those of the classical provability.Although a solution of this problem, so far, has proved to be ratherelusive, a signi�cant amount of e�ort has been invested to this area and
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interesting partial results have been found there, in particular, in the recentyears. Here we quickly review main developments in this fascinating �eld.We presuppose some familiarity with the intuitionistic logic and its Kripkemodels.
9.1 Intuitionistic arithmetic: background
Heyting arithmetic HA is the intuitionistic counterpart of PA. In otherwords, it can be axiomatized exactly as PA over the intuitionistic predicatecalculus IQC. Intuitionistic versions of the other arithmetical theories canbe formulated similarly. The axiomatization should, however, be chosencarefully: e.g., the least element principle intuitionistically implies the lawof excluded middle. Also, we do not have prenex normal form theorem forIQC. The prenex formula classes �n and �n, in general, are intuitionisticallytoo restrictive. See [Burr, 2000] for an attempt to de�ne proper intuitionisticanalogues of these classes. Yet, the theories such as iEA and iI�1 are well-behaved and roughly relate to their classical counterparts as HA to PA. Here,`i' indicates that the underlying logic is the intuitionistic one, whereas thenonlogical axioms of these systems are the same as those in the classicalcase.See [Troelstra, 1973; Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988] for standard sourceson intuitionistic metamathematics.The usual process of arithmetization of syntax is constructive and there-fore can be carried out in iEA. In particular, the provability predicate forHA or, for that matter, for any other elementary presented theory T , canbe formulated as a �1-formula. Moreover, this formula satis�es the usualL�ob's derivability conditions within iEA.The de�nitions of provability interpretation and of provability logic of atheory w.r.t. a metatheory carry over without any change. PLHA(HA) willdenote the provability logic of Heyting arithmetic that we are particularlyinterested in.
9.2 Some valid principles
It is not di�cult to convince oneself that, once we have the derivabilityconditions, the proof of the �xed-point lemma, and therefore that of L�ob'stheorem, can be carried out in iEA. Consequently, the logic PLT (iEA), andhence also PLT (HA), contains the axioms and rules of GL formulated overthe intuitionistic propositional logic IPC. We denote this basic system byiGL.It was immediately clear that PLHA(HA) satis�es some additional prin-ciples. A number of such independent principles were found by [Visser,1981].
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EXAMPLE 124. HA is closed under the so-calledMarkov's rule (see [Troel-stra, 1973]): HA ` ::� ) HA ` �;where � is a �2-formula. This can be proved constructively using the so-called Friedman{Dragalin translation. Thus, a proof of this fact can beformalized in HA itself, therefore PLHA(HA) contains the principle2::2'! 22':
A more general provable form of the same principle is as follows:

Ma : 2::(2 ! Wni=12'i)! 2(2 ! Wni=12'i):
EXAMPLE 125. The disjunction property for HA is the statement that,whenever HA ` ' _  , one has HA ` ' or HA `  . This can be writtendown as DP : 2(' _  )! 2' _2 :However, [Friedman, 1975b] has shown that the proof of disjunction prop-erty cannot be formalized in HA itself. In fact, this property is equivalentover iEA, assuming Con(HA), to RFN�1(HA). Even if one restricts the atten-tion to the local (or sentential) disjunction property, it is not formalizablein HA.

Let � be the Rosser sentence for HA, that is,
iEA ` �$ 9x (PrfHA(x; p�q) ^ 8y � x :PrfHA(x; p:�q)):

We also let �? denote
9x (PrfHA(x; p:�q) ^ 8y < x :PrfHA(x; p�q)):

Then
HA ` 2HA2HA? ! 2HA(� _ �?)

! 2HA� _ 2HA�?; assuming DP
! 2HA?;

which contradicts L�ob's Theorem.Hence, the formula DP does not belong to PLHA(HA), but it does belongto PLHA(HA+ RFN�1(HA)).EXAMPLE 126. The previous example has been repaired by D. Leivantwho found a weakening of the disjunction property that was already provablein HA: Le : 2(' _  )! 2(2' _  ):This principle was formulated by D. Leivant in his Ph.D. thesis, for a proofof this fact see [Visser, 2002b].
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9.3 Partial completeness resultsAs it was mentioned above, the analog of Solovay's theorem for HA is un-known. For all we know, the logic PLHA(HA) may even be �2-complete.However, partial arithmetical completeness results for some, rather weak,fragments of the modal logic language are known. Basically, there are threemeaningful fragments of PLHA(HA) that have been characterized: the box-free fragment, the `admissible rules' fragment and the letterless fragment.
De Jongh theoremIn contrast with the classical provability, already the characterization of the2-free fragment of PLHA(HA) constitutes an important nontrivial resultknown as de Jongh's theorem [de Jongh, 1970; Smory�nski, 1973].THEOREM 127 (de Jongh). For any formula ' of IPC,

IPC ` ' () ' 2 PLHA(HA):
In fact, D. de Jongh proved a much stronger result for the predicateintuitionistic logic IQC, not just for IPC. A number of di�erent proofs andstrengthenings of this theorem have been found since, for an overview see[Visser, 1999].In particular, [Friedman, 1975c] obtained a result analogous to the uni-form Solovay theorem. He showed that the free Heyting algebra on count-ably many generators is embeddable into the Lindenbaum Heyting algebraof HA. Later A. Visser [Visser, 1985; de Jongh and Visser, 1996] optimizedthe logical complexity of the embedding by showing that the generatorscan be chosen to be �1-sentences. We call an arithmetical realization f a�1-realization if f(p) 2 �1 for each propositional letter p.THEOREM 128 (Friedman, Visser). There is a �1-realization f such that

IPC ` ' () HA ` f(');
for any formula ' of IPC.Analogs of de Jongh's theorem also hold for the provability logics of HAplus the extended Church thesis ECT0 and some other systems [Gavrilenko,1981; Visser, 1981].
Admissible rulesRecall that a propositional inference rule '= is admissible in a logic L, iffor every substitution � of formulas of L for propositional variables, we have

L ` �(')) L ` �( ):
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Similarly, the rule is admissible in an arithmetical theory T if, for everyrealization f , T ` f(')) T ` f( ):The simplest example of a (nontrivial) admissible rule in IPC is the in-dependence of premise rule:IP: IPC ` :'!  _ � ) IPC ` (:'!  ) _ (:'! �):A well-known result obtained in [Rybakov, 1984; Rybakov, 1997] is thatthe property of a rule being admissible in IPC is decidable. [Visser, 1999]showed that the propositional admissible rules for HA are the same as thosefor IPC. (In contrast, recall that in Section 7.12 we showed that the modaladmissible rules of PA are not the same as those of GL.)It is clear that any admissible propositional inference rule '= in HA(equivalently, IPC) delivers a principle of the provability logic PLHA(TA) ofthe form 2'! 2 : (�)The question is whether such principles also belong to PLHA(HA). Recentlythis question has been answered a�rmatively; here is the story.Although V. Rybakov proved that the set of admissible rules for IPCdoes not have a �nite basis, A. Visser and D. de Jongh suggested an in�nite(elementary) set of speci�c provably admissible rules and conjectured thatit essentially constitutes an axiomatization of the set of all admissible rules.Building on the work [Ghilardi, 1999], R. Iemho� [Iemho�, 2001b] provedthe conjecture of A. Visser and D. de Jongh, thus characterizing the set ofall admissible rules of IPC. From the characterization by R. Iemho� and theresults by A. Visser it also follows that all admissible rules in IPC are HA-provably admissible in HA. Therefore, any principle of the form (�), wherethe rule '= is admissible in IPC, belongs to PLHA(HA) and vice versa, ifa formula of the form 2' ! 2 where ' and  are box-free belongs toPLHA(HA), then the rule '= is (provably) admissible in IPC.
Letterless fragmentA. Visser [Visser, 1985; Visser, 2002b] proved that the letterless fragment ofPLHA(HA) is decidable. Essentially, he proved a (weak) normal form resultfor letterless formulas in PLHA(HA). De�ne 21? := >.THEOREM 129 (Visser). For any letterless formula ', one can e�ectively�nd an � 2 ! [ f1g such thatHA ` 2HA'HA $ 2�HA?:

For any letterless formula ' we haveHA ` 'HA () HA ` 2HA'HA:
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Therefore, we can decide if ' 2 PLHA(HA) by bringing 2' to the form 2�?and checking if � = 1 (the formulas 2n? for n < 1 are never provablebecause they are false).COROLLARY 130. The letterless fragment of PLHA(HA) is decidable.The proof of Visser's theorem contains two essential ingredients. The�rst one is an algorithm of bringing ' to a formula in a special no-nested-implications-on-the-left (NNIL) form. The role of such formulas is best tobe understood in terms of admissible rules for �1-realizations, as explainedbelow. The second ingredient is a special G�odel-style translation that wecall Beeson{Visser translation. It will be dealt with in the section devotedto the proof of Visser's theorem. Further, we survey the results on gen-eral admissible rules for HA and IPC and the corresponding fragment ofPLHA(HA) in Section 9.8.
9.4 Admissible rules for �1-realizations[Visser, 1985; Visser, 2002b] studied the provability logic of HA under thearithmetical realizations f such that f(p) is a �1-formula, for any proposi-tional variable p. We call such realizations �1-realizations. This restrictionis su�ciently natural because �1-sentences are `constructive'. It also turnedout to be technically useful, in particular, in the study of the letterless frag-ment of PLHA(HA).The notion of �1-realization is intrinsically linked with the notion ofa NNIL-formula. NNIL-formulas are those formulas of IPC that have nonestings of implications on the left. Formally, NNIL is the minimal class offormulas containing propositional letters, ?, >, and closed under ^, _ andthe following formation rule:' is implication-free and  2 NNIL) ('!  ) 2 NNIL:As usual, :' is understood as an abbreviation for '! ?.It is not di�cult to verify that there are at most �nitely many non-equivalent NNIL-formulas in n variables. A natural semantic characteriza-tion of NNIL-formulas was obtained by A. Visser and with a di�erent proofby J. van Benthem (see [Visser, 1994; Visser, 2002b; Visser et al., 1995]).THEOREM 131. Let ' be an IPC-formula. The following statements areequivalent:(i) ' is equivalent to a NNIL-formula.(ii) For every Kripke model K  ' and every subset M � K, ifM is therestriction of K to M , thenM  '.

The next theorem is a central result on NNIL that has several applicationsin arithmetic. In particular, it gives a description of propositional admissible
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rules in HA for �1-realizations. The theorem was proved by A. Visser asearly as in 1985, but the journal publication has only recently appeared in[Visser, 2002b]. A proof consists of an algorithm of bringing a given formula' to a NNIL-form, eventually decreasing the number of nested implicationson the left, while preserving the admissible consequence relation.THEOREM 132. For every IPC-formula ' we can e�ectively �nd a NNIL-formula '] such that

'] `  () '= is an admissible rule in HA for �1-realizations;
in other words, '] `  i� for every �1-realization f ,

HA ` f(')) HA ` f( ):
Notice that the rule '='] is admissible for �1-realizations and '] isuniquely de�ned up to logical equivalence.COROLLARY 133. Admissibility of a rule under �1-realizations in HA isdecidable.From the proof of Theorem 132 one can conclude that any admissible rulefor �1-realizations is also provably admissible. (See also Section 9.8 below.)So, one can infer some additional principles for the provability logic of HA.Indeed, if ' is any formula of IPC and '� denotes the result of replacing allvariables pi occurring in ' by 2pi, then the formula

2'� ! 2('])�
belongs to PLHA(HA).EXAMPLE 134 ([Visser, 1981]). Using the algorithm from the proof of The-orem 132 one observes that (::p! p)] is p_:p. (One could also indepen-dently conclude this using the Friedman{Dragalin translation.) Therefore,we have within HA:

2(::2'! 2') ! 2(:2' _2')! 2(2:2' _2') by Leivant's principle! 2(2? _2')! 22':
So, the following is a principle of PLHA(HA):

2(::2'! 2')! 22':
Now we turn to the Beeson{Visser translation.
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9.5 HA� and Beeson{Visser translationIn many results on the provability logic of HA another intuitionistic theory,called HA�, plays a role. HA� is simpler than HA in many respects. On theother hand, it is su�ciently conservative over HA, so the results obtainedfor HA� can sometimes be transferred to HA.Behind HA� hides a rather natural translation, akin to G�odel's, that wassuggested in [Beeson, 1975] and further simpli�ed in [Visser, 1982]. For anyformula ' of HA, let '2 be de�ned as follows.(i) '2 = ', if ' is an atomic formula of HA;(ii) (�)2 commutes with ^;_; 9;(iii) ('!  )2 = 2HA('2 !  2) ^ ('2 !  2);(iv) (8x '(x))2 = 2HA(8x '2(x)) ^ 8x '2(x).To have some feeling about working of this translation we note the fol-lowing property.LEMMA 135. For any HA-formula ', HA ` '2 ! 2HA'2:
Proof. This is an easy induction on the build-up of '.For atomic formulas the claim is obvious. If ' is an implication or be-gins with a universal quanti�er, the statement follows from the clauses (iii)and (iv). In all other cases, an application of the induction hypothesis issu�cient. For example, (' _  )2 implies '2 _  2, hence 2'2 _ 2 2 and2('2 _  2). �
LEMMA 136. For any formula � 2 �1, HA ` � $ �2.
Proof. It is clearly su�cient to prove the claim for �0-formulas �. Thenontrivial cases are when � is an implication or begins with a (bounded)universal quanti�er.Let � = (' !  ). Then �2 is equivalent to �HA('2 !  2), andhence it implies ' !  , by the induction hypothesis. Vice versa, ' !  implies �HA(' !  ), by provable �1-completeness of HA, therefore also�HA('2 !  2), by the induction hypothesis.Bounded universal quanti�ers are treated similarly. �
LEMMA 137. For any formula ', if HA ` ' then HA ` '2.
Proof. This is straightforward for all the logical axioms and inference rules.The quanti�er-free axioms of HA are preserved, by the previous lemma. Thetranslation of the induction schema looks essentially as follows:

'2(0) ^�HA8x�HA ('2(x)! '2(x+ 1))! �HA8x'2(x);
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where we omitted some outer boxes. Now, the conclusion 8x'2(x) followsfrom the usual induction schema in HA. The formula 2HA8x'2(x) can beinferred from 2HA8x ('2(x) ! '2(x + 1)) and 2HA'2(0), where one usesLemma 135 to obtain 2HA'2(0) from '2(0). �

We let HA� be the set of all ' such that HA ` '2. HA� is obviously deduc-tively closed and, by the previous lemma, contains HA. The correspondingprovability predicate can be de�ned by
2HA�' := 2HA'2:LEMMA 138. HA� proves its own completeness principle:
HA� ` '! 2HA�':

Proof.We prove that the translation of the completeness principle is prov-able in HA. By Lemma 135, '2 implies 2HA'2. This formula is �1, so byLemma 136, it implies (2HA'2)2. �
[Visser, 1982] showed that, under some natural assumptions, HA� can beaxiomatized over HA by its own completeness principle.The role of the completeness principle is similar to that of Church the-sis w.r.t. Kleene realizability translation. The completeness principle isclassically false, therefore HA� is not sound, but this does not make HA� in-consistent. In fact, it is su�ciently conservative over HA. We will need thefollowing conservation result, which is not optimal but will do for a proofof Visser's theorem.LEMMA 139. Let ' 2 NNIL, and let f be a �1-realization. ThenHA ` f(')2 ! f('):

Proof. Induction on the build-up of '. The only nontrivial case is when' = ( ! �). Since  is implication-free, f( ) is HA-equivalent to a �1-formula. Then f( ! �)2 is equivalent to �HA(f( )2 ! f(�)2). We showthat HA ` f( )! f(�).Assume f( ). By Lemma 136, we obtain f( )2, hence f(�)2. By theinduction hypothesis f(�)2 implies f(�), as required. �
The previous lemma is formalizable in HA. Together with Lemma 137this yields the following corollary.COROLLARY 140. Let ' 2 NNIL, and let f be a �1-realization. ThenHA ` 2HA�f(')$ 2HAf(')2 $ 2HAf('):
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9.6 Proof of Visser's theoremHere we prove Theorem 129. Let ' be a given letterless modal formula.We show by induction on ' that 2' is equivalent to 2�?, for a suitable �.Note that ' can be seen as a boolean combination of formulas of the form2 i. So, by induction hypothesis, it is su�cient to show the statement ofthe theorem for any boolean combination of formulas of the form 2�i?.So, let ' =  (2�1?; : : : ;2�n?), where  (p1; : : : ; pn) is box-free. Noticethat the arithmetical interpretations of formulas 2�i? are �1. Let f be therealization f mapping pi to 2�iHA?. Applying Theorem 132 to f , we obtain

HA ` 2HA'HA $ 2HAf( ])! 2HAf( ])2; by Corollary 140. (3)
Now we prove by induction on the length of an IPC-formula � the followinglemma.LEMMA 141. For any IPC-formula � there is an � such that

HA ` f(�)2 $ 2�HA?:
Proof. The basis of induction is clear. Further, notice that for any �, �,

HA ` 2�HA? ! 2�HA? () � � �:
This implies that formulas of the form 2�HA? are closed under conjunctionand disjunction modulo equivalence in HA, so we only have to treat the case� = (A! B).By the induction hypothesis, we may assume that f(A)2 is equivalent toa formula 2�HA? for some �, and HA ` f(B)2 $ 2�HA?, for some �. Wehave

HA ` f(A! B)2 $ �HA(f(A)2 ! f(B)2)$ �HA(2�HA? ! 2�HA?):
The latter formula is equivalent, by L�ob's theorem, to 2�HA? if � < �, andto >, otherwise. �

Visser's theorem now follows from this lemma and (3).
9.7 Subalgebras of the Lindenbaum Heyting algebrasAnother important application of HA� is the Visser{de Jongh characteriza-tion of its subalgebras that bears consequences on the subalgebras of HA.[de Jongh and Visser, 1996] proved that positive Heyting algebras satisfying
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the disjunction property are precisely the algebras embeddable in the Lin-denbaum algebra of HA�. We formulate their result in terms of intuitionisticpropositional theories.A propositional theory P in the language of IPC satis�es the disjunctionproperty, if P ` ' _  implies P ` ' or P `  , for any formulas ',  . Asbefore, we say that P is realizable in a theory T , if there is an arithmeticalrealization f such that

P ` ' () T ` f('):
P is �1-realizable, if f can be chosen to be a �1-realization.Obviously, any propositional theory realizable in HA� satis�es the dis-junction property because HA� does so:

HA ` (' _  )2 ) HA ` '2 _  2 ) HA ` '2 or HA `  2:
The disjunction property turns out to be su�cient for the realizability ofr.e. propositional theories in HA�.THEOREM 142 (de Jongh, Visser). Any r.e. propositional theory P satis-fying the disjunction property is �1-realizable in HA�.This theorem is analogous to Shavrukov's characterization of r.e. subalge-bras of the provability algebra of PA. In fact, it is proved by an adaptationof a corresponding method of V. Shavrukov and D. Zambella, which in thissituation even becomes technically simpler. However, a suitable characteri-zation of subalgebras of the Lindenbaum Heyting algebra of HA itself, andof realizable propositional theories in HA, remains an open problem. A.Visser proved the following corollary about �1-realizable theories.COROLLARY 143. Let P be a propositional theory in the language of IPC.Then P is �1-realizable in HA i� P can be axiomatized by NNIL-formulasand has the disjunction property.

Proof. Assume that P is �1-realizable by f . It is su�cient to show that Pis closed under the operation (�)].If P ` ', then HA ` f('). However, by Theorem 132, we have, for any�1-realization g, HA ` g(') ) HA ` g(']):It follows that HA ` f(']) and P ` '].Suppose P is axiomatized by NNIL-formulas and has the disjunctionproperty. Then P is realizable in HA� by a �1-realization f , that is,P ` ' () HA� ` f('):
In particular, HA� ` f(A), for every A 2 P . By Corollary 140, we have

HA� ` f(A) () HA ` f(A);
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therefore, HA ` f(A). Hence, P ` ' implies HA ` f('), for any formula '.On the other hand, P 0 ' implies HA� 0 f('), and hence HA 0 f(')because HA� contains HA. Hence, f is a �1-realization of P in HA. �

We also remark that a �1-realizable propositional theory in �nitely manyvariables is axiomatizable by a single NNIL-formula because there are nomore than �nitely many non-equivalent NNIL-formulas in those variables.Another corollary of the previous result is the above mentioned uniformversion of de Jongh's theorem (Theorem 128) stating that the empty propo-sitional theory is �1-realizable in HA.
9.8 Admissible rulesHere we give a number of characterizations of admissible rules in IPC dueto S. Ghilardi and R. Iemho�.
Visser{Iemho� calculusA. Visser and D. de Jongh (unpublished) suggested an in�nite series ofadmissible rules in IPC and conjectured that they form a basis of admissiblerules. [Iemho�, 2001b] later proved their conjecture. The form of the rulesis su�ciently intricate. First, we introduce an abbreviation.De�ne

(A)(B1; : : : ; Bn) := (A! B1) _ : : : _ (A! Bn):
Visser's rule (Vn) is as follows:

(A! (B _ C)) _D(A)(E1; : : : ; En; B;C) _D;
where A = Vni=1(Ei ! Fi).A formula D is hanging around for purely technical reasons of generality:by the disjunction property, the rule with D is admissible i� the one withoutD is. Yet, since the disjunction property is not an inference rule, we haveto keep D around to include these trivial variants as derived rules.PROPOSITION 144 (de Jongh, Visser). For each n, the rule (Vn) is ad-missible in IPC.
Proof. Assume the premise is derivable and the conclusion is not. Thennone of the formulas (A ! Ei), (A ! B) and (A ! C) is derivable. Takethe disjoint union of the countermodels for these formulas and attach a newroot b to it. Since the premise is derivable, it is true at b, but none of theformulas B, C and Ei can be true at b. Hence, A is false at b. But then,
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since A is true everywhere except for b, one of the formulas Ei must be trueat b. A contradiction.16 �

We will write ' `  , if IPC ` ' !  , and ' `VI  , if  is provable from' using intuitionistic logic and the rules (Vn). (VI stands for Visser andIemho�.) For obvious reasons we obtainCOROLLARY 145. ' `VI  implies that the rule '= is admissible in IPC.
Iemho� modelsR. Iemho� introduced an appropriate notion of Kripke model for the con-sequence relation `VI. We call a Kripke model K for IPC an Iemho� model,if every �nite set of nodes fu1; : : : ; ung in K has a tight predecessor, that is,a node u such that

u � u1; : : : ; un ^ 8y � u 9i � n (ui � y):
An Iemho� model is locally �nite if every of its generated submodels is�nite.The following important theorem [Iemho�, 2001b] is a combination of theresults by S. Ghilardi and R. Iemho�.THEOREM 146. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) A rule '= is admissible in IPC;
(ii) ' `VI  ;(iii)  is valid in all (locally �nite) Iemho�-models, where ' is valid.
We omit the proof, but note that the implication (ii))(i) is Corollary145. The implication (iii))(ii) was proved by R. Iemho� using a canonicalmodel construction. The implication (iii))(i) is, essentially, a reformulationof a result of [Ghilardi, 1999].We also mention without proof the following result from [Ghilardi, 1999]that parallels Theorem 132.THEOREM 147 (Ghilardi). For every formula ' of IPC one can e�ectivelyconstruct a formula '� such that a rule '= is admissible in IPC i� '� `  .S. Ghilardi calls such a formula '� projective approximation of '. As acorollary one obtains another proof of Rybakov's theorem.COROLLARY 148 (Rybakov). Admissibility of an inference rule in IPC isdecidable.16Essentially the same argument, but now with Kripke models for HA, shows that therules (Vn) are admissible in HA. This proof is not, as it stands, formalizable in HA,though.
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�1-preservativityA. Visser noted that the rules (Vn) are also valid for a certain arithmeticalinterpretation. Say that an arithmetical formula ' �1-preserves  if forevery �1-sentence C, C `HA ' implies C `HA  . A propositional (modal)formula ' �1-preserves  , if fHA(') �1-preserves fHA( ), for every arith-metical realization f . We say that ' �1-preserves  provably in HA if forevery realization f ,

HA ` \fHA(') �1-preserves fHA( )":[Visser, 2002b] obtained the following result.THEOREM 149. For any IPC-formulas ',  the following statements areequivalent:(i) ' `VI  ;(ii) ' �1-preserves  provably in HA;(iii) ' �1-preserves  ;(iv) '= is (provably) admissible in HA;(v) '= is admissible in IPC.
Proof. The implication (i))(ii) is proved by the so-called de Jongh transla-tion, we omit the proof. The implications (ii))(iii), (iii))(iv) and (iv))(v)are easy. The implication (v))(i) follows from Theorem 146. �

The following corollary was earlier obtained with a di�erent proof in[Visser, 1999].COROLLARY 150. Admissible rules for HA and IPC are the same.By virtue of (ii) this theorem, in particular, characterizes the `admissiblerules' fragment of PLHA(HA).COROLLARY 151. For any box-free formulas ',  ,
(2'! 2 ) 2 PLHA(HA) () ' `VI  :

�1-preservativity can be understood as a modality that is similar (andclassically equivalent) to the dual �1-conservativity modality of interpreta-bility logic. The provability logic of HA can then be viewed as a fragmentof the preservativity logic. Despite the more complicated language, usingpreservativity logic is technically advantageous in the study of the prov-ability logic of HA, for the system allows to more naturally express certainprinciples that are built into PLHA(HA). Here we formulate the axioms
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of the preservativity logic of HA and formulate a current conjecture aboutPLHA(HA).The language of the preservativity logic is obtained from that of IPCby adding a binary modality �. 2' goes as an abbreviation for > � '.Preservativity logic is given by the following axioms and inference rules:
Axioms:

1. Tautologies of IPC2. '�  ^  � � ! '� �3. � � ' ^ � �  ! � � (' ^  )4. '� � ^  � � ! (' _  )� �5. '�2'6. (2'! ')� '7. '�  ! (2� ! ')� (2� !  )8. (Visser's scheme) (�! (� _ ))� (�)('1; : : : ; 'n; �; ), where� = Vni=1('i !  i) and the operation (�)(� � � ) is de�ned asfollows:
(�)(�1; : : : ; �n) = n_

i=1(�)(�i)(�)(?) = ?(�)(1 ^ 2) = (�)(1) ^ (�)(2)(�)(2) = 2(�)(�) = (�! �);if � is not of the form ?, 2 or 1 ^ 2.
Rules of inference: modus ponens; '!  ='�  (preservation rule).

The arithmetical interpretation of the language of preservativity logicis de�ned as usual except that now fHA(' �  ) denotes the arithmeticalformula expressing that fHA(') �1-preserves fHA( ).Notice that Visser's scheme is now more general than the one consideredbefore because of the richer language we are working in. It has been shownby A. Visser that all the axioms and rules of preservativity logic are soundw.r.t. the intended preservativity interpretation. In particular, the validityof Axiom 4 follows from the disjunction property. However, unlike thedisjunction property, this schema is also veri�able in HA.From Axiom 2 one concludes
'�  ! (2'! 2 ):
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It follows that Axioms 5 and 6 strengthen the transitivity axiom and L�ob'saxiom of provability logic, respectively.It is open, whether the above preservativity logic is arithmetically com-plete. R. Iemho� and A. Visser conjecture that it is. For one thing, we knowthat this system derives all the principles of PLHA(HA) known so far. Inparticular, Leivant's principle follows from Axioms 4 and 5, and Markov'sprinciple is derivable from Visser's principle. Thus, the current conjectureis that PLHA(HA) is the 2-fragment of the preservativity logic given by theabove principles.[Iemho�, 2001a; Iemho�, 2001c] developed suitable Kripke semantics forthe preservativity logic. We refrain from formulating it here, but refer theinterested reader to the original publications.

10 APPLICATIONS IN PROOF THEORY
The aim of this section is to present some applications of provability logic inproof theory and arithmetic. Provability logic was designed as a system toreason about formal provability. Yet, there is an obstacle: the properties ofprovability operators expressed by the logic PLT (T ) happen to be the samefor all reasonable theories T . How can provability logic then say anythinguseful about a concrete formal system T? However, recently several genuineapplications of provability logic in proof theory have been found. The ideais to use the provability logic for T not to investigate T itself, but ratherto study some speci�c extensions of T . The universality of the provabilitylogic then turns to an advantage: it allows to apply the same argument tovarious theories and languages of completely di�erent power.The plan of this section is as follows. First, we get some more backgroundin proof theory and formal arithmetic. Necessarily, our exposition of thisarea is very fragmentary. We emphasize the notions of provably total com-putable function and program. Secondly, we present additional material onreection principles that was instrumental in recent applications of prov-ability logic. Finally, we present three applications [Beklemishev, 1999b;Beklemishev, 2003b; Beklemishev, 2004].The �rst one is the result that the class of provably total computablefunctions of the fragment of PA with the induction schema restricted to �2-formulas without parameters coincides with the class of primitive recursivefunctions. We also obtain some other related results on parameter-freeinduction schemata.The second application we give here is a new proof of the famous result byG. Gentzen [Gentzen, 1936]: the consistency of Peano arithmetic is provable(over EA) by trans�nite induction up to the ordinal �0.Finally, we present a simple combinatorial independent principle witha provability logic interpretation,\the Worm principle". These results are
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obtained using the notion of graded provability algebra generalizing the or-dinary provability algebras studied in Chapter 7 and the polymodal prov-ability logic introduced by G. Japaridze [Japaridze, 1986].
10.1 Fragments of arithmeticWe consider main fragments of arithmetic obtained by restricting, in oneway or another, the axiom schema of induction axiomatizing PA. A commonrestriction is that of the arithmetical complexity of the induction formulas.Secondly, one can restrict or disallow the use of parameters in the inductionschema. Thirdly, induction is sometimes applied in the form of an inferencerule rather than a schema. (Those working in a Gentzen-style proof systemwould speak in this case about restricting the complexity of the side for-mulas of the induction rule.) For the very weak systems further kinds ofrestrictions of induction make sense, but we shall not consider them here.There are alternative schemata axiomatizing PA, such as the collectionschema or the pigeon-hole principle, that can also be restricted in similarways and give rise to di�erent families of fragments of PA.Thus, in the theory of fragments, rather than investigating the wholecontinuum of possible subtheories of PA, one concentrates on the study ofreasonably few \canonical" fragments. This allows, for example, for a roughanalysis of proofs of mathematical statements in PA: in every such proofonly speci�c instances of induction are used. Their quanti�er complexity, aswell as the presence of parameters and whether the induction is applied asa rule, can usually be easily checked. This allows, for example, to roughlyestimate the rate of growth of functions involved in the proof.Figure 1 shows the relationships between fragments of PA de�ned byrestricted induction over EA. Here, I�n is axiomatized over EA by theinduction schema for �n-formulas with parameters. I�n is equivalent toI�n by [Parsons, 1972]. I��n and I��n denote the corresponding parameter-free schemata. I�Rn is the closure of EA under the �n-induction rule:

'(0); 8x ('(x)! '(x+ 1))8x'(x) :
I�Rn is known to be equivalent to I�Rn+1 and to their parameter-free versions[Parsons, 1972; Beklemishev, 1998a]. I�R1 is equivalent to the primitiverecursive arithmetic PRA, which will be discussed later.Among the fragments between EA and I�R1 the most interesting for uswill be the extension of EA by an axiom stating the totality of the iter-ated exponentiation function exp(x)(y). (It is easy to see that the graphof this function is naturally �0-de�nable.) We shall denote this extensionby EA+. EA+ is strong enough to prove the Cut-elimination theorem forpredicate logic and therefore some of its important consequences such as the
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Figure 1. Restricted induction in PA
Herbrand theorem (see [H�ajek and Pudl�ak, 1993; Wilkie and Paris, 1987]).In fact, EA+ is equivalent to a formalized statement of the Cut-eliminationtheorem over EA. This is essentially due to the well-known upper and lowerbounds on the length of cut-free proofs by R. Statman [Statman, 1978] andV.P. Orevkov [Orevkov, 1979].From the proof-theoretic point of view the standard fragments of PA areinteresting because their properties may di�er very much from those of PAitself. The standard questions that one asks about a given fragment are, forexample:
� Finite axiomatizability of the fragment;
� The optimal arithmetical complexity of its axiomatization;
� How much reection is provable in it over a weaker fragment;
� Whether the fragment is conservative over a weaker fragment for sen-tences of a particular arithmetical complexity.

Later in this section we shall prove some such relationships between thefragments de�ned by restricted induction. Now we shall introduce one ofthe central notions in proof theory and formal arithmetic.
10.2 Provably total computable functionsWith a system T extending EA we can associate the class F(T ) of all func-tions f : Nk ! N such that for some �1-formula '(~x; y) there holds:
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(i) f(~x) = y () N � '(~x; y);
(ii) T ` 8~x 9y '(~x; y).Thus, the mapping T 7! F(T ) sends sound theories T to classes of number-theoretic functions. The minimal class F(EA) is known to coincide with(Kalmar) elementary functions E . The class E is de�ned as the closureof 0; 1;+; �; 2x, projection functions and the characteristic function of �by composition and bounded recursion, that is, primitive recursion withthe restriction that the resulting function is bounded by some previouslygenerated function. Thus, it is easy to see that any elementary function isbounded by some �xed iterate of 2x.For T containing EA, the class F(T ) contains E and is closed undercomposition, but generally not under the bounded recursion. Also noticethat F(T ) only depends on the set of �2-consequences of T . Hence, if T is�2-conservative over U , then F(T ) � F(U).For many natural theories T the classes F(T ) have been characterizedrecursion-theoretically. For example, by a well-known result by C. Parsons[Parsons, 1970] and independently by G. Mints [Mints, 1971], F(I�1) co-incides with the class of primitive recursive functions. On the other hand,already W. Ackermann [Ackermann, 1940] and G. Kreisel [Kreisel, 1952]established that F(PA) coincides with the class of <�0-recursive functions.Characterization of the classes F(T ) for strong systems T is one of the maintasks of proof-theoretic ordinal analysis. See [Pohlers, 1998] for a survey ofmodern developments in this important area of proof theory.

10.3 Reection principles and restricted inductionRecall (Section 8.3) that [n]T' denotes n-provability of the formula ', thatis, the provability of ' from T and some true �n-formulas. The dual state-ment of n-consistency of ' over T is denoted hniT'.Our applications are based on some fundamental relationships of thisnotion with the notion of restricted induction, on the one hand, and withthat of provably total computable function, on the other. First, we discussinduction.The following basic result was obtained in [Kreisel and L�evy, 1968]. Thiswas preceded by a somewhat weaker result of [Mostowski, 1953] showingthat PA proves consistency of any of its �nite subtheories.THEOREM 152. Over EA,
PA � RFN(EA) � fhniEA> : n < !g:

Proof. The second equivalence follows from Proposition 122. We prove the�rst one.
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(�) Let  := '(0)^8x ('(x)! '(x+1)): Obviously, by induction on n,we have 8n EA `  ! '(�n). This argument is formalizable in EA, so

EA ` 8x2EA( ! '( _x)):
Hence, RFN(EA) implies 8x ( ! '(x)).(�) Reason in PA. Assume EA ` '(�k). There is a cut-free proof of '(�k)from the axioms of EA, which are all �1. By the subformula property allformulas occurring in the proof belong to some class �n, for a standard n.Using a truth-de�nition for �n-formulas prove within PA by induction ondepth of a cut-free proof that all sequents in the proof are true. Concludethat '(�k) must be true. �

From the Unboundedness theorem (Corollary 25) following [Kreisel andL�evy, 1968] we obtain a theorem by M. Rabin [Rabin, 1961].COROLLARY 153. PA is not contained in any consistent theory axioma-tized by a set of formulas of bounded arithmetical complexity.This also implies the important earlier results by C. Ryll-Nardzewski[Ryll-Nardzewski, 1953] and A. Mostowski [Mostowski, 1953] on �nite non-axiomatizability of PA.A more careful account of the complexity of formulas in the proof ofTheorem 152 yields the following sharp characterization due to [Leivant,1983] in the main direction (�). The (�) inclusion seems to have been �rststated in [Ono, 1987].THEOREM 154. For n � 1, over EA, I�n � RFN�n+2(EA) � hn+ 1iEA>.COROLLARY 155. I�n is not contained in any consistent theory axioma-tized by �n+2-formulas.
10.4 1-Consistency and provably total programs
In order to explain the relationships between the notion of n-consistency andthat of provably total computable function we consider the correspondingprograms, or indices of such functions. Fix some natural coding of Turingmachines and a �1-formula 'e(x) = y expressing the statement that theTuring machine coded by e on input x halts and outputs y.DEFINITION 156. Let T be an elementary presented theory. A number eis a T -index, if e = he1; e2i where
� e1 codes a Turing machine;
� e2 codes a T -proof of 8x9y 'e1(x) = y.
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With this indexing of provably total computable functions a universalfunction  T is associated:

 Te (x) := ('e1(x); if e = he1; e2i is a T -index;0; otherwise:
The usual diagonalization argument shows that  T , as a function of ar-guments e and x, does not belong to F(T ). Therefore, the statement of itstotality delivers an independent principle for T .LEMMA 157. EA ` 8e; x9y  e(x) = y $ RFN�2(T ).

Proof. The totality of  is expressed by the formula:
8e1; e2; x (PrfT (e2; p8x9y' _e1(x) = yq)! 9y'e1(x) = y): (4)

Any �2-sentence is equivalent to the one of the form 8x9y'�e1(x) = y for asuitable index e1, so it is not di�cult to conclude that (4) is equivalent toRFN�2(T ). �
If f(~x) is a function whose graph is de�nable, let f# denote the formula8~x 9yf(~x) = y. The following basic result almost immediately follows fromthe Herbrand theorem (cf. [Beklemishev, 1997a] for details).PROPOSITION 158. Suppose the graph of f is elementary. Then g 2F(EA+ f#) i� g can be obtained from elementary functions and f by com-position.We denote by C(f) the closure of E [ ffg under composition. We cande�ne the jump F(T )0 of the class of provably total computable functionsof T as C( T ). Applying Proposition 158 to f =  T and using Lemma 157we obtain17COROLLARY 159. If T is a �1-sound theory, then F(EA + h1iT>) =F(T )0.Proposition 158 leads to an alternative `proofs-free' indexing of functionsin F(T ) for T = EA + f#. Terms in C(f) have a natural G�odel number-ing. These numbers can be considered as codes of provably total programs.So, with this G�odel numbering we can associate another universal function�Te (x) that computes the value of the term with index e on x . It has tobe noted, however, that the two kinds of indexing are equivalent provablyin EA+ because the Herbrand theorem is veri�able in EA+ and allows toextract an explicit term from a proof of totality of a computable function.17Strictly speaking, the graph of  T is not elementary. Instead, one considers thefunction ~ T such that ~ Te (x) encodes the full protocol of the computation of  e(x). Itis then routine to check that ~ T has an elementary graph and C( T ) = C( ~ T ).
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LEMMA 160. Suppose f has an elementary graph, is EA-provably non-decreasing and satis�es f(x) > 2x. Then

EA ` �x:f (x)(x)# $ h1iEAf#:
Proof (sketch). Let T := EA+f#. By Lemma 157, h1iEAf# is EA-equivalentto  T #. The formula  T # implies EA+ and hence �T #. The argument isreversible, so it is su�cient to show that �x:f (x)(x)# is equivalent to thetotality of �T .Clearly, if � is total, then for every k the function f (k) is also total.Indeed, f (k) 2 C(f) and the G�odel number of f (k) is obtained elementarilyfrom k. Hence, �x:f (x)(x) is total.For the converse implication, we use the monotonicity of f . Under thegiven assumptions, every term g 2 C(f) can be majorized by a �xed it-erate of the function f . A similar bound also holds for the function ~g(x)computing the full protocol of the computation of g(x):

EA ` 8x (g(x) � f (k)(x)):
The number k can be computed elementarily from the G�odel number of g,say, by a function j(e).Assume �x:f (x)(x) is total. To show that, for any e and x, the value �Te (x)is de�ned, consider the value f (j(e))(x). This value is smaller than f (z)(z),where z := max(j(e); x), hence it is de�ned. Therefore, the computation of�Te (x) converges below this value. �

The classes E � E 0 � E 00 � : : : form the so-called Grzegorczyk hierarchy[Grzegorczyk, 1953]. It is well-known that the union of this hierarchy coin-cides with the class of primitive recursive functions (see also [Rose, 1984]).Theorem 161 below gives a stronger version of this fact.From the previous proposition we conclude that the class E(n) coincideswith C(Fn), where
F0(x) := 2x + 1; Fn+1(x) := F (x)n (x):

The functions Fn are all primitive recursive and their graphs are elementaryde�nable. The extension of EA by axioms Fn# for all n � 1 is an alternativeaxiomatization of the primitive recursive arithmetic PRA.We de�ne Tn! := T + fhnikT> : k < !g. Lemma 160 yields the followingTHEOREM 161.(i) EA1! � I�R1 � PRA;(ii) F(EA1!) is the class of primitive recursive functions.
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Proof. (i) The totality of all Fn is immediately proved by the �1-inductionrule. It is also easy to see by Kreisel's trick (as in the proof of Theorem152). Once the premise of an application of �1-induction rule is proved fromh1ikEA>, then the conclusion follows from h1ik+1EA >. Therefore, I�R1 � EA1!.Finally, the inclusion PRA � EA1! follows from Lemma 160.(ii) Every function in F(PRA) is primitive recursive, since so are all Fn.In the converse direction, it is immediately seen that the totality of anyprimitive recursive function is provable in I�R1 . �
10.5 Parameter-free inductionThe parameter-free induction has been studied in [Kaye et al., 1988; Rata-jczyk, 1989; Adamovicz and Bigorajska, 1989; Beklemishev, 1997c; Beklem-ishev, 1999b] and other papers. I��n is the theory axiomatized over EA bythe schema of induction

'(0) ^ 8x ('(x)! '(x+ 1))! 8x'(x);
where '(x) is a �n-formula with the only free variable x. I��n is de�nedsimilarly.It is known that the schemata I��n and I��n show a very di�erent be-havior from their counterparts I�n and I�n. In particular, for n � 1,I��n and I��n are not �nitely axiomatizable and I��n is strictly strongerthan I��n . Here we shall obtain these results, as well as some conservationresults, using graded provability algebras.The following characterization of parameter-free induction schemata viareection principles is found in [Beklemishev, 1997c; Beklemishev, 1999b].THEOREM 162. For n � 1, over EA,
(i) I��n � f� ! hniEA� : � 2 �n+1g;(ii) I��n+1 � f� ! hniEA� : � 2 �n+2g.

Proof. The inclusion (�) in both cases is proved by a trick similar to theone in the proof of Theorem 152. To prove (ii) we have to derive
'(0) ^ 8x ('(x)! '(x+ 1))! 8x'(x);

for each �n+1 formula '(x) with the only free variable x. Let  denotethe �n+2-sentence (logically equivalent to) '(0) ^ 8x ('(x) ! '(x + 1)).By induction on k, we obtain that for each k, EA +  ` '(�k). This fact isformalizable in EA, therefore
EA ` 8x ProvEA+ (p'( _x)q): (5)
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Let T denote the theory EA+ f� ! hniEA� : � 2 �n+2g. Then we haveT +  ` RFN�n+1(EA+  )` 8x (ProvEA+ (p'( _x)q)! '(x))` 8x'(x); by (5):It follows that T `  ! 8x'(x), as required.The proof of the converse inclusion is more complicated and we shall omitit (see [Beklemishev, 1997c]). Notably, we will not need this part for theproof of our main conservation result (Theorem 164 below and its corollary).�REMARK 163. Statement (ii) of the above theorem also holds for n = 0,but only if [0] is understood as a cut-free provability predicate. Over EA+there is no di�erence between the ordinary and the cut-free provability pred-icates. Thus, we may conclude that over EA+ the schema I��1 is equivalentto f� ! h0iEA� : � 2 �2g which is the same as Rfn�2(EA).Now we derive some corollaries using methods of Section 4.2 (see [Bek-lemishev, 1997c; Beklemishev, 1999b]).THEOREM 164. I��2 is a �2-conservative extension of PRA.Proof. This is, essentially, a relativized version of Theorem 30.Assume I��2 ` � with � a �2-sentence. By Theorem 162 (ii) we haveEA ` Vni=1('i ! h1iEA'i)! �;where 'i are �3-sentences. Reading in the proof of Theorem 29 everywhere[1]EA instead of 2T we conclude that, for some k,EA+ h1ikEA> ` �:However, PRA ` h1ikEA>, for any k. �Since the provably total computable functions of PRA coincide with theprimitive recursive functions, we obtain the following corollary.COROLLARY 165. F(I��2 ) coincides with the class of all primitive recur-sive functions.Relativization of the proof of Theorem 31 yields the following strongerconservation result.THEOREM 166. For n � 1, I��n+1 is conservative over I��n for booleancombinations of �n+1-sentences.From Theorem 162 and the proof of Theorem 28 we also deriveTHEOREM 167. Neither I��n nor I��n for n � 1 are �nitely axiomatizable.This statement was proved by Kaye, Paris and Dimitracopoulos [Kaye etal., 1988] by model-theoretic methods.
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10.6 Graded provability algebrasOur next goal is, essentially, a proof-theoretic (ordinal) analysis of Peanoarithmetic. Whereas at the bottom of the proof of Theorem 164 and otherstatements in the previous section are, essentially, the arguments formal-izable in GL, this will not be enough for our further applications. Rather,we have to adopt an algebraic point of view and formulate an additionalreduction property which is not expressible in GL, nor, for that matter, inexpressively stronger Japaridze's logic GLP.The necessary algebraic structures essentially constitute the algebraiccounterpart of a sorted variant of GLP.Let us �rst generalize the construction of provability algebras (Section 7)to n-provability algebras. Let T be an elementary presented theory con-taining EA. Since the formulas [0]T ; [1]T ; : : : satisfy Bernays{L�ob derivabil-ity conditions, all of them correctly de�ne operators acting on the Lin-denbaum boolean algebra of T . Consider the enriched structure M1T =(BT ; [0]T ; [1]T ; : : :).Terms of this algebra correspond to propositional polymodal formulasof the Japaridze logic. By Japaridze's theorem, the identities of M1T areexactly characterized by the system GLP.PROPOSITION 168. For any sound theory T containing EA,

GLP ` '(~x) () M1T � 8~x ('(~x) = >):
Now we enrichM1T by an additional strati�cation structure. Strati�ca-tion is a family of distinguished subsets P0 � P1 � : : : �M1T , which corre-spond to the degrees of �1; �2; : : : sentences. Obviously, Si�0 Pi =M1T .Also notice that the operator hni mapsM1T to Pn and Pn is closed under^ and _. We refer to the elements of Pn as those of sort n. Thus, M1Ttogether with the natural strati�cation is a many-sorted algebra. We callthis algebra the graded provability algebra of T and abusing notations alsodenote it byM1T .The logic of the many-sorted algebraM1T is naturally formulated in thelanguage with sorted propositional variables pni , where the upper index nindicates that the variable ranges over sort n, that is, over �n+1-sentences.The assignment of sorts can be extended to arbitrary polymodal formulasin a natural way (all formulas of the form hni' have sort n). In additionto the identities of GLP, we have an identity expressing the principle of�n+1-completeness: :pni ! [n]:pni :We should also keep in mind that the rule of substitution of the logic inquestion is restricted to respect the sorts. Then the above principle inparticular allows to derive the axiom hni'! [n+ 1]hni' of GLP.
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We shall call a graded provability algebra any many-sorted algebra Mwhose identities satisfy the logic described above. Alternatively, it can bede�ned as an algebra satisfying all the identities ofM1EA in the many-sortedlanguage.

10.7 Reduction propertyThe graded provability algebra of T provides a kind of big, universal struc-ture where all the extensions of T formulated in the arithmetical language`live in'. Any arithmetical theory extending T is embeddable as a �lterinto the Lindenbaum algebra BT . In particular, fragments of PA above EAcan be viewed as particular �lters in M1EA. However, in order that themachinery of provability algebras could be applicable to these theories, thestructureM1EA has to `see' these �lters, in other words, they have to be, insome sense, nicely de�nable in the structureM1EA.For the standard fragments of PA obtained by restricting the inductionschema this was essentially observed in Section 10.3. By Theorem 154, inM1EA the fragments I�n correspond to the principal �lters generated bythe elements hn + 1iEA>. By Theorem 152, PA corresponds to the �ltergenerated by fhni> : n < !g. We also know from Theorem 162 that I��n+1is the �lter generated by f� ! hniEA� : � 2 Pn+1g and similarly for I��n .By Theorem 161, PRA corresponds to fh1in> : n < !g.Strati�cation also allows us to express the notion of �n+1-conservativeextension of theories. Let U and V be �lters in M. We write U �n Vi� every � 2 Pn such that � 2 U also satis�es � 2 V . U �n V meansU �n V and V �n U . The same notation is also applied to arbitrarysets of elements ofM and means the corresponding relation between �ltersgenerated by those sets.The following proposition proved in [Beklemishev, 2003a; Beklemishev,2001] is related to the so-called `Fine Structure Theorem' of [Schmerl, 1979]and generalizes a result of [Parsons, 1972] on the conservativity of I�n overI�Rn .PROPOSITION 169 (Reduction). Assume T is a �n+2-axiomatized theorycontaining EA. Then for all ' 2M1T , the following holds inM1T :
hn+ 1iT' �n fQnk (') : k < !g;

where
Qn0 (') = hniT';Qnk+1(') = hniT (Qnk (') ^ '):

Thus, the �lter generated by all �n+1-consequences of an element of theform hn + 1iT' 2 M1T of complexity �n+2 can be generated by speci�c
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�n+1-elements Qnk ('). It is important that these elements are de�nable byterms in the language of M1T . Thus, Proposition 169 expresses a speci�ckind of de�nitional completeness ofM1T .The strength of this proposition can be illustrated by the following ex-ample. Consider n = 1 and ' = > inM1EA. Thenh2iEA> �1 fh1ikEA> : k < !g:
But h2iEA> is equivalent to I�1, by Theorem 154, and EA+fh1ikEA> : k < !gis equivalent to PRA, so we obtain the following theorem due to C. Parsons[Parsons, 1970; Parsons, 1972] and G. Mints [Mints, 1971].COROLLARY 170.(i) I�1 is �2-conservative over PRA.(ii) F(I�1) coincides with primitive recursive functions.

A proof of Proposition 169 can be obtained rather directly by cut-elimina-tion in predicate logic (see [Beklemishev, 2003a]). Hence, it is formalizablein EA+. In fact, the proposition can be viewed as an algebraic analog of thecut-elimination theorem in the sense that it reduces the formula hn+ 1iT'to formulas of lower arithmetical complexity. We call this property ofM1Tthe reduction property.18We conclude with a corollary of the reduction property concerning n-consistency orderings on M1T . The n-consistency ordering <n on anygraded provability algebraM is de�ned by
 <n ',M � ' � hni :

Clearly, <n is transitive and irreexive on M n f?g. Unlike the usualordering � of the Lindenbaum algebra of T , these orderings are certainlynot dense: e.g., there are no other elements between > and h0i> w.r.t. theordering <0. However, recall that using Shavrukov's theorem it is possibleto construct a dense linear chain inM1T w.r.t. <0.De�ne: if � = hn+ 1i', then �[[k]] := Qnk ('). Reduction property yieldsthe following corollary, which tells us that the limit of the sequence �[[k]] (inthe sense of the ordering <n onM1T ) is �.COROLLARY 171. Assume M1T satis�es the reduction property. If  <n�, then 9k :  <n �[[k]]. Hence �[[0]] <n �[[1]] <n : : : �! �.
Proof. It is obvious that �[[k]] <n �[[k+1]] for any k in any graded provabil-ity algebra. If T ` � ! hniT , then hniT belongs to the �lter generatedby f�[[k]] : k < !g. Hence, T ` �[[k]]! hniT . �18Not all graded provability algebras have this property: e.g., if we throw away theoperation h1i from the structure, the logic of the algebra remains the same, but the�1-consequences of h2i> cannot be expressed in terms of h0i alone.
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In the remaining part of the section we show how the notions involvedcan be used to give a proof-theoretic analysis of Peano arithmetic.

10.8 An algebraic view of �0Work in the letterless fragment of GLP. Let S be the set of formulas gener-ated from > by h0i, h1i, . . . . An element of S typically has the form
� = hn1ihn2i : : : hnki>:We identify such elements with words in the alphabet of natural numbers

� = n1n2 : : : nk:The empty word ? is identi�ed with >. Let Sn be the restriction of S tothe alphabet fn; n+ 1; : : :g.THEOREM 172. (Sn; <n) is a well-founded ordering of height �0. Moduloprovable equivalence in GLP this ordering is linear.We shall use elements of S as our codes for the ordinals below �0. Recallthat GLP is elementary decidable. The reader not familiar with �0 mayconsider the order type of (S;<0) modulo GLP as a de�nition of �0.The proof of this theorem is given in [Beklemishev, 2001]. Here we onlyformulate an easy correspondence between S and the ordinals below �0.De�ne o(0k) = k. If � = �10�20 � � � 0�n, where all �i 2 S1 and not all ofthem empty, then recursively de�ne
o(�) = !o(��n ) + � � �+ !o(��1 );

where �� is obtained from � 2 S1 by replacing every letter m+ 1 by m.We have: for all �; � 2 S,
GLP ` �$ � i� o(�) = o(�);GLP ` � ! 3� i� o(�) < o(�):

EXAMPLE 173. o(2101) = !o(0)+!o(10) = !+!!0+!1 = !!. Accordingly,we have GLP ` 2101$ (21 ^ 01)$ 21$ 2:
Theorem 172 derives from the paper [Ignatiev, 1993a] by K. Ignatiev, whoobtained normal forms for arbitrary letterless formulas of GLP. Letterlessformulas constitute the prime subalgebra P �M1T .THEOREM 174 (Ignatiev). Suppose T is sound. On P n f?g the ordering<0 is well-founded of height �0.Technically, we do not need this stronger result, but it shows that �0 isan intrinsic characteristic of the algebraM1T .
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Before giving a consistency proof of PA we have to establish that moduloGLP the set S is closed under the operation � 7! �[[n]].LEMMA 175. Some derivations in GLP:
(i) If m < n, then ` hni' ^ hmi $ hni(' ^ hmi );
(ii) If � 2 Sn+1, then ` � ^ n� $ �n�.
(iii) If m � n, then ` nm�! m�.
Proof. Statement (i):

GLP ` hni' ^ hmi ! [n]hmi by Axiom (iii)! hni(' ^ hmi ):
Statement (ii) follows by repeated application of (i). Statement (iii) is axiom[m]'! [m][m]' of GLP. �
LEMMA 176. If � = hn+ 1i' 2 S, then 9� 2 S GLP ` � $ �[[k]].
Proof. We argue by induction on k. For k = 0 we have �[[0]] = hni' 2 S.Write �[[k]] 2 S in the form nm�, where  2 Sn+1 and m � n.

GLP ` �[[k + 1]] $ hni(m� ^ nm�)$ hni((m� ^ nm�)) by Lemma 175(i)$ hni(nm�) by Lemma 175(iii).
�

COROLLARY 177. For any k, GLP ` �[[k]]$ (n)k+1m�.
10.9 A consistency proof for PAWork in M1EA. We shall denote by �� the arithmetical interpretation of aformula (or a word) � 2 S. All the modalities will refer to the operators ofM1EA. The function (�)� as a mapping between G�odel numbers is elementaryand thus is also representable in EA.First of all, recall that PA is embeddable intoM1EA as a �lter generatedby fhni> : n < !g, by Theorem 152. Moreover, this fact is formalizable inEA, so we obtain

EA ` 8n3(hni>)� $ Con(EA+ fhni> : n < !g)$ Con(PA):
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We are going to prove 8� 2 S 3�� by trans�nite induction over EA+. Weclaim: EA+ ` 8� 2 S (8� <0 �3�� ! 3��):Assume 8� <0 �3��.If � = 0�, then 3��, hence 33�� using h1i> in EA+.If � = hn+1i�, then 8k3�[[k]]� because �[[k]] <0 �. By Proposition 169,(provably in EA+) �� �n f�[[k]]� : k < !g:Therefore, 8k 3�[[k]]� yields 3��. So,

EA+ + (S;<0)-induction ` 8� 2 S 3��` Con(PA); by (6):
A simple inspection of the above argument shows that trans�nite induc-tion is applied once in the form of a rule for the �1-formula '(�) := 3��:8� <0 � '(�)! '(�)8�'(�) :

We therefore can state a more formal version of Gentzen's famous consis-tency proof for PA [Gentzen, 1936; Gentzen, 1938].THEOREM 178. EA+ + (S;<0)-induction rule for �1-formulas is equiva-lent to EA+ + Con(PA) + Con(PA+ Con(PA)) + : : :
We have shown that one application of the rule derives the consistency ofPA. It is proved in a similar manner that nested applications of trans�niteinduction for (S;<0) derive iterated consistency assertions. A full proof ofthe above theorem, including the one of the converse direction that we omithere, is given in [Beklemishev, 2001].

10.10 The Worm PrincipleHere we present a simple statement of combinatorial nature that is indepen-dent of Peano Arithmetic and is motivated by graded provability algebras.It asserts the termination of a certain combinatorial game reminiscent of thewell-known Hydra battle of L. Kirby and J. Paris [Kirby and Paris, 1982].The game deals with objects called worms. A worm is a �nite functionf : [0; n] ! N. Worms can be speci�ed as lists of natural numbers w =(f(0); f(1); : : : ; f(n)). For example, w = 2102031 is a worm (where we omitcommas assuming all elements are <10). f(n) is called the head of theworm. The empty worm is denoted by ?.Now we describe the rules of the game. Informally, the game starts withan arbitrary worm and at each step we hit the head of the worm so that
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Figure 2. A Worm
it decreases by 1. In response the worm grows according to the two simplerules below. Unlike the original Hydra battle, the Worm game is fullydeterministic.We specify a function next(w;m), where w = (f(0); f(1); : : : ; f(n)) is aworm and m is a step of the game:

1. If f(n) = 0 then next(w;m) := (f(0); : : : ; f(n � 1)). In this case thehead of the worm is cut away.
2. If f(n) > 0 let k := maxi<n f(i) < f(n).The worm w (with the head decreased by 1) is then the concatenationof two parts, the good19 part r := (f(0); : : : ; f(k)), and the bad parts := (f(k + 1); : : : ; f(n� 1); f(n)� 1). We de�ne

next(w;m) := r � s � s � � � � � s| {z }m+1 times :

Now let w0 := w and wn+1 := next(wn; n+ 1).
As an example consider the worm w = 2102031 depicted in Figure 2. Atthe �rst step we obtain k = 4; r = 21020; s = 30; next(w; 1) = 210203030.Then the game proceeds as follows:

19This part can also be empty.
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w0 = 2102031w1 = 210203030w2 = 21020303w3 = 21020302222w4 = 210203022212221222122212221w5 = 2102030(22212221222122212220)6: : :Notice that wn is de�ned by primitive recursion. In fact, wn is an elementaryfunction of n and (the code of) w. This can be seen from the estimatejwnj � (n+ 2)! � jw0jshowing that the length of a worm grows only elementarily in the course ofthe game. Also notice that the maximal size of the elements of the wormcan only decrease. This allows to write out a �0-formula in three variablesstating wn = u.The intended true PA-unprovable principle asserts that any initial wormis eventually reduced to nothing:Every Worm Dies, 8w9n wn = ?:THEOREM 179. EWD is true but unprovable in PA. In fact, EWD is equiv-alent to 1-Con(PA) in EA.Proof. First we prove EA+1-Con(PA) ` EWD. For methodological reasonswe would like to give a termination proof of the Worm game that does notrefer to any ordinal assignments. Instead, we interpret worms as elementsof a graded provability algebra.We work in M1EA. Let � 2 S be the converse of w, that is, the word wwritten in the reverse order. Then we de�ne w? := (�+)�, where �+ meansincreasing every element of � by 1.Thus, for example, (103)? = h4ih1ih2i>.LEMMA 180. For any w, PA ` w?.Proof. We argue by induction on jwj. If w = vn and m is greater than anyletter in w, thenEA ` v? ^ hm+ 1i> ! hm+ 1iv?; by Lemma 175! hn+ 1iv?:By Theorem 152 and the induction hypothesis,PA ` v? ^ hm+ 1i>;so PA ` hn+ 1iv?, which yields the induction step. �
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LEMMA 181. For any w,EA ` 8n (wn 6= ?! 2(w?n ! h1iw?n+1)):
Proof. It is su�cient to prove8w 6= ? 8n EA ` w? ! h1inext(w; n)?by an argument formalizable in EA.Let � be the converse of w. If � begins with 0, the claim is obvious. If� begins with k + 1, the function next(w; n) is de�ned in such a way as toexactly agree with the function �[[n]]. Thus, by Corollary 177, �[[n]] is theconverse of next(w; n). Corollary 171 yieldsGLP ` �! 3�[[n]]:GLP is stable under (�)+, soGLP ` �+ ! h1i�[[n]]+:This proves the claim, by the arithmetical soundness of GLP. �LEMMA 182. For any w, EA ` h1iw?0 ! 9nwn = ?.Proof. We prove 8nwn 6= ?! 8n [1]:w?n essentially using L�ob's principle.EA ` 8nwn 6= ? ^ [1]8n[1]:w?n ! [1]8n[1]:w?n+1! 8n[1][1]:w?n+1! 8n[1]:w?n; by Lemma 181.

EA ` [1]8nwn 6= ? ! [1]([1]8n[1]:w?n ! 8n[1]:w?n)! [1]8n[1]:w?n; by L�ob.
EA ` 8nwn 6= ? ! [1]8nwn 6= ?; by �2-completeness! [1]8n[1]:w?n! 8n[1]:w?n! [1]:w?0 ;as required. �We conclude the �rst part of the proof of Theorem 179. From Lemmas 180and 182 we obtain PA ` h1iw?;EA ` h1iw? ! 9nwn = ?:Hence, provably in EA, 8w PA ` 9nwn = ?: This proof is formalizable inEA, so 1-Con(PA) implies 8w9nwn = ?. �
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10.11 Independence of EWDLet w[[n]] := next(w; n) and

w[[n : : : n+ k]] := w[[n]][[n+ 1]] : : : [[n+ k]]:
We introduce an analogue of Hardy functions as follows. Let hw(n) be thesmallest k such that w[[n : : : n+ k]] = ?:We need some nice properties of h established by elementary reasoningformalizable in EA.The following notion will be used to establish the monotonicity of hfunctions. Let v � u i� v = u[[0]][[0]] : : : [[0]]. This essentially means that v isan initial segment of u except possibly for the last letter, which should benot larger than the corresponding letter in u.LEMMA 183. If hw(m) is de�ned and u� w, then

9k w[[m: : :m+ k]] = u:
Proof. The n-th letter in w can only change if all letters to the right of itare deleted. So, if w rewrites to ?, it cannot possibly miss the u state. �
COROLLARY 184. If hw(n) is de�ned, then 8m � n 9k w[[n : : : n + k]] =w[[m]].LEMMA 185. If v � u and x � y, then hv(x) � hu(y).
Proof. Repeating Corollary 184, obtain s0; s1; : : : such that

u[[y : : : y + s0]] = v[[x]]u[[y : : : y + s0 + s1]] = v[[x]][[x+ 1]]: : :
Therefore, all steps of the rewrite sequence for v occur in the rewrite se-quence for u. �
LEMMA 186. hu0v(n) = hu(n+ hv(n) + 2) + hv(n) + 1 > hu(hv(n)).
Proof. Nothing can happen to a 0 between u and v until the v part iseliminated. So, the worm u0v �rst rewrites to u0 and then to ?. �
COROLLARY 187. If w 2 S1, then hw1(n) > h(n)w (n).
Proof. Observe that w1[[n]] = w0w0 : : : w0. �
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Now we can formulate the main lemma. As usual, hw# denotes the for-mula 8x9y hw(x) = y. Let w� := ��, where � is the converse of w.LEMMA 188. EA ` 8w 2 S1 (h1111w# ! h1iw�):Using this lemma we can easily giveProof of the independence of EWD:EA ` 8w9n wn = ? ! 8w 2 S1 hw#! 8n h1ihni>! 1-Con(PA):Here, the �rst implication holds because for every worm w and a number xwe can �nd another worm w0 := w0x such that w0[[0 : : : x� 1]] = w. So, w0dies i� hw(x) is de�ned. �The proof relies on the reduction property of M1EA. More precisely, weshall use the following corollary.COROLLARY 189. Suppose � 2 S1 begins with m > 1. ThenEA+ ` h1i�� $ 8nh1i�[[n]]�:

Proof. InM1EA, by the reduction property, �� �1 f�[[n]]� : n < !g: There-fore, formalizably in EA+, �� proves a false �1-sentence i� �[[n]]� does, forsome n, q.e.d. �We shall also essentially use Proposition 160. Notice that by Corollary187 we have h111(x) > 2x, therefore the same inequality holds for the func-tion h111w(x), where w is any worm.Proof of Lemma 188. Reason in EA. By L�ob, we can use as an additionalassumption 8w 2 S1 [1](h1111w# ! h1iw�):If 1111w = v1, then hv1# ! �x:h(x)v (x)#:The function hv is increasing, has an elementary graph and grows at leastexponentially. So, if w = ?, the claim is obvious: h1111# implies the totalityof superexponentiation and hence h1i>. If w is nonempty, we reason asfollows: �x:h(x)v (x)# ! h1ihv#! h1ih1iv�; by the assumption! h1iw�:If 1111w = v ends with m > 1, thenhv# ! �x:hv[[x]](x+ 1)#! 8n hv[[n]]#:
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Argument: Fix n. If x � n, then hv[[n]](x) � hv[[n]](n+ 1).If x � n, then hv[[n]](x) � hv[[x]](x+ 1).

8n hv[[n+1]]# ! 8n hv[[n]]1#; as v[[n]]1 E v[[n+ 1]]! 8n h1ihv[[n]]#; as before! 8n h1ih1iw[[n]]�! h1iw�; by Corollary 189.
This ends the proofs of Lemma 188 and Theorem 179. �
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Part II, Logic of Proofs

11 THE ORIGIN OF THE LOGIC OF PROOFS
Around BHK semantics. The general BHK idea of understanding log-ical connectives as operations on truth justi�cations proved very fruitful.[Kleene, 1945] introduced a computational interpretation of intuitionisticlogic by considering computable functions rather than proofs to be truthjusti�cations. It showed that a constructive (intuitionistic) logical deriva-tion may be regarded as both a computational program and a proof of itscorrectness. This approach gave rise to the whole class of realizability se-mantics for constructive mathematical theories, as well as impressive arrayof applications, cf. [Troelstra, 1998]. However, neither Kleene's realizabilitynor its variants can be considered a BHK -semantics. Computational pro-grams behave quite di�erently from mathematical proofs. Ordinary proofsallow for a veri�cation, i.e. an algorithmic test of their correctness, whereascomputational programs cannot have general veri�cation algorithms. Thus,predicate p is a proof of Fis decidable, whereas predicater realizes Fis not decidable. [Plisko, 1977] proved that the set of realizable �rst or-der formulas was not recursively axiomatizable. It is still an open problemwhether the set of realizable propositional formulas is axiomatizable (recur-sively enumerable). Kleene himself protested against attempts to identifyrealizability with BHK.Another paradigmatic example of computational semantics for intuition-istic logic is the Curry-Howard isomorphism between intuitionistic deriva-tions and typed �-terms (see for example [Girard et al., 1989; Troelstraand Schwichtenberg, 1996]). From the foundational point of view, the sig-ni�cance of the Curry-Howard isomorphism is limited to the framework ofcomputational semantics. It does not present a BHK -semantics because�-terms are elementary prototypes of computational programs rather thenproofs. If considered as proofs, they are nothing else but natural deductionderivations in the very Heyting's calculus that BHK is called to lay groundfor. Thus, provability reading of the Curry-Howard isomorphism reduces toa trivial observation \formula F is provable in IPC iff formula F is provablein the natural deduction version of IPC," and therefore it does not give asemantics independent from the original Heyting's calculus. Surveys [Us-pensky and Plisko, 1985; van Dalen, 1986; Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988]serve as good sources on the computational semantics of intuitionistic logic.
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There were several BHK -like semantics where a role of proofs was playedby abstract objects unrelated to generally accepted mathematical models ofproofs (cf. monograph [Beeson, 1980] and surveys [Avigad and Feferman,1998; Troelstra, 1998]). In particular, in [Medvedev, 1962] a \problem"is de�ned as an abstract nonempty �nite set whose elements are called\solutions" and its subset of \actual solutions". The propositional logicof �nite problems is di�erent from IPC. It is even unknown whether theformer is decidable (cf. [Uspensky and Plisko, 1985; Uspensky, 1992] for amore detailed analysis of this approach). In [L�auchli, 1970] a realizability ofintuitionistic logic by abstract, not necessarily computable functionals wasconsidered. [Kreisel, 1962a; Kreisel, 1962b; Kreisel, 1965] made an attemptto formalize the BHK -semantics in his theory of constructions, the originalvariant of which was inconsistent. The subsequent patch due to [Goodman,1970] resulted in a loss of a BHK character of this interpretation sincea \proof" of implication A! B was no longer applicable to all \proofs"of A (a comprehensive analysis of Kreisel-Goodman theory may be foundin [Weinstein, 1983]).The Kuznetsov-Muravitsky-Goldblatt-Boolos semantics ([Kuznetsov andMuravitsky, 1976; Goldblatt, 1978; Boolos, 1979b; Boolos, 1993]) for IPCwas already related to a real mathematical model of provability, that ofG�odel's arithmetical provability predicate. Still that semantics involved nei-ther individual proofs nor operations on them. It is highly non-constructivesince realizability in that model has a hyperarithmetical complexity, whichis far from the BHK -semantics.A certain summary of attempts to build a BHK -semantics was presentedin [Weinstein, 1983]:

\The interpretation of intuitionistic theories in terms of the no-tions of proof and construction ... has yet, however, failed toreceive a de�nitive formulation."
A survey [van Dalen, 1986] says:

\The intended interpretation of intuitionistic logic as presentedby Heyting [i.e. the BHK -semantics, A.& B.]... so far has provedto be rather elusive. "
Kolmogorov and G�odel's approach. Kolmogorov's idea of 1932 wasto develop a joint logic of propositions and \problem solutions" in the usualclassical mathematics and then to interpret in this framework the intuition-istic logic without references to speci�c intuitionistic foundations. A shortnote [Kolmogorov, 1985] said:
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\The paper [Kolmogoro�, 1932] was written with the hope thatthe logic of solutions of problems would later become a reg-ular part of courses on logic. It was intended to construct auni�ed logical apparatus dealing with objects of two types|propositions and problems."

[Kolmogoro�, 1932] operated with an informal notion of problem solutionwhich left a possibility of considering di�erent mathematical models of it.However, since 1980s the provability reading of Kolmogorov's \problemsolution" has become widely accepted (cf. [Troelstra and van Dalen, 1988;van Dalen, 1994; Troelstra, 1998; Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 1996]).There was a good reason for that. In mathematical logic there is one canon-ical model of the notions of problem and problem solution: a formula in anappropriate formal mathematical theory (for example, Peano arithmetic, orZermelo-Frenkel set theory, etc.) and its formal proof in the given theory.An approach to explain intuitionistic logic from the point of view ofclassical provability may be found in G�odel's works. As it was mentionedearlier, formalizing Brouwer's understanding of logical truth as provability,G�odel de�nes translation tr(F ) of propositional formula F in the intuition-istic language into the language of classical logic with modality 2, namely(in an equivalent formulation) tr(F ) is obtained by 2'ing every subformulaof formula F . Informally speaking, the usual procedure of determining theclassical truth by parsing the syntactic tree of a formula, when applied totr(F ) will, for each new subformula of F , test its provability rather thantruth, in agreement with Brouwer's ideas. It was established in [G�odel, 1933;McKinsey and Tarski, 1948] that such a translation provides a proper em-bedding of intuitionistic logic IPC into S4, i.e. into classical logic extendedby the provability operator. Therefore the initial problem of de�ning IPCin terms of classical provability was reduced to �nding an exact provabilitymodel for S4. G�odel noticed that the straightforward reading of 2F as \Fis provable in a given formal theory" is inconsistent with S4 because formalprovability is not reexive. In a lecture in Vienna in 1938 Goedel revisitedthis problem and pointed out\. . . I supplemented the usual propositional calculus with B (\isprovable in the absolute sence"), and axioms [S4 axioms arelisted]. Intuitionism is derivable from this. A curious result,although these axioms are all extraordinary plausible: never-theless propositions about B are derivable from them which aresurely false for every de�ned B . . . "In the same lecture G�odel suggested using the format of explicit proofs t is aproof of F for interpreting his provability calculus S4, thus turning to BHK-style semantics of IPC. The de�nitive solution of this problem in [Artemov,1995] was found along this way.
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A compact survey of studies on provability semantics for S4 may be foundin [Artemov, 2001]. Here is a partial list of books and papers that discussedthis matter: [Lemmon, 1957; Myhill, 1960; Kripke, 1963; Montague, 1963;Mints, 1974; Kuznetsov and Muravitsky, 1977; Goldblatt, 1978; Boolos,1979b; Myhill, 1985; Shapiro, 1985b; Shapiro, 1985a; Kuznetsov and Mu-ravitsky, 1986; Artemov, 1990; Buss, 1990; Boolos, 1993].

11.1 The logic of proofs: formal systemThe results presented is Section 11 all came from [Artemov, 1995; Artemov,2001], unless stated otherwise.DEFINITION 190. The language of logic of proofs LP contains
� the language of classical propositional logic which includes proposi-tional variables, truth constants >, ?, and boolean connectives
� proof variables x0; : : : ; xn; : : :, proof constants a0; : : : ; an; : : :� function symbols: monadic !, binary � and +
� operator symbol of the type \term : formula".

We will use a; b; c; : : : possibly with indices for proof constants, x; y; z; : : :for proof variables, i; j; k; l;m; n for natural numbers. Terms are de�ned bythe grammar t ::= x j a j !t j t1 � t2 j t1 + t2We call these terms proof polynomials and denote them by p,r,s: : :. Con-stants correspond to proofs of a �nite �xed set of axiom schemas. We willomit \�" whenever it is safe. We also assume that p�r �s : : : should be readas (: : : ((p � r) � s) : : :), and p+ r + s : : : as (: : : ((p+ r) + s) : : :).Using t to stand for any term and S for any propositional letter, > or ?,formulas are de�ned by the grammar
F ::= S j F1!F2 j F1^F2 j F1_F2 j :F j t :F

We will use A;B;C; F;G;H for the formulas in this language, and �;�; : : :for the �nite sets of formulas unless otherwise explicitly stated. We willalso use ~x; ~y; ~z; : : : and ~p; ~r; ~s; : : : for vectors of proof variables and proofpolynomials respectively. If ~s = (s1; : : : ; sn) and � = (F1; : : : ; Fn), then ~s :�denotes (s1 :F1; : : : ; sn :Fn), W� = F1_ : : : _ Fn, V� = F1^ : : : ^ Fn. Weassume the following precedences from highest to lowest: !; �;+; :;:;^;_;!.We will use the symbol = in di�erent situations, both formal and informal.Symbol � denotes syntactical identity, pEq is the G�odel number of E, jsjis the length of s, i.e. the total number of symbols in s. We will skip the
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G�odel number symbol \pq" inside proof formulas and provability formulas(such as Prf, Proof, etc.) when it is safe.The intended semantics for p : F is \p is a proof of F", which will beformalized in the next section. Note that proof systems which provide asemantics for p : F are multi-conclusion ones, i.e. p may be a proof ofseveral di�erent F 's.We de�ne the system LP0 in the language of LP.
Axiom schemes:A0. Finite set of axiom schemes of classical propositional logicA1. t :F!F (reection)A2. t : (F!G) !(s :F!(t�s) :G) (application)A3. t :F ! !t : (t :F ) (proof checker)A4. s :F!(s+t) :F , t :F!(s+t) :F (union)
Rule of inference:R1. '; '!  = (modus ponens).
The system LP is LP0 plus the ruleR2. A ` c :A, if A is an axiom A0 { A4, and c a proof constant(axiom necessitation)A Constant Speci�cation (CS) is a �nite set of formulas c1 :A1; : : : ; cn :Ansuch that ci is a constant, and Ai an axiom A0 { A4. CS is injective if foreach constant c there is at most one formula c :A 2 CS (each constant de-notes a proof of not more than one axiom). Each derivation in LP naturallygenerates the CS consisting of all formulas introduced in this derivation bythe axiom necessitation rule. For a constant speci�cation CS, by LP(CS)we mean LP0 plus formulas from CS as additional axioms.Atomic constant terms (combinators) of typed combinatory logic (cf.[Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 1996]) may be regarded as proof constants.The combinator kA;B of the type A! (B ! A) can be identi�ed with aconstant a speci�ed as a : (A! (B! A)). The combinator sA;B;C of thetype (A! (B!C)) ! ((A!B)! (A!C)) corresponds to a constant bsuch that b : [(A! (B!C)) ! ((A!B)! (A!C))]: Term variables ofcombinatory logic may be regarded as proof variables in LP, application asoperation \�". A combinatory term t of the type F is represented in LP byan formula t :F . Typed combinatory logic CL! corresponds to a fragmentof LP consisting of formulas of the sort t :F where t contains no operationsother than \�" and F is a formula built from the propositional letters by\!" only.
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There is no restriction on the choice of a constant c in R2 within a givenderivation. In particular, R2 allows us to introduce a formula c :A(c), orto specify a constant several times as a proof of di�erent axioms from A0 {A4. One might restrict LP to injective constant speci�cations only withoutchanging the ability of LP to emulate modal logic, or the functional andarithmetical completeness theorems for LP (below). On the other hand, LPallows us to choose the same constant in R2 all the time.Both LP0 and LP enjoy the deduction theorem

�; A ` B ) � ` A!B;
and the substitution lemma: If �(x; P ) ` B(x; P ), then for any t, F

�(x=t; P=F ) ` B(x=t; P=F ):
Obviously,F is derivable in LP witha constant speci�cation CS i� LP(CS) ` F i� LP0 ` VCS!F .LEMMA 191 (Lifting lemma). If ~s : �; � `LP F , then there is a proofpolynomial t(~x; ~y) such that

~s :�; ~y :� `LP t(~s; ~y) :F:
Moreover, if the constant speci�cation CS in the original derivation is in-jective then the resulting constant speci�cation is also injective and extendsCS.
Proof. By induction on the derivation ~s : �;� ` F . If F = s :G 2 ~s : �,then put t :=!s and use A3. If F = Dj 2 �, then put t := yj . If F isan axiom A0 { A4, then pick a fresh proof constant c and put t := c; byR2, ` c :F . Let F be derived by modus ponens from G!F and G. Then,by the induction hypothesis, there are proof polynomials u(~s; ~y) and v(~s; ~y)such that u : (G!F ) and v :G are both derivable from ~s : �; ~y :�. By A2,~s : �; ~y : � ` (u �v) : F , and we put t := u �v. If F is derived by R2, thenF = c :A for some axiom A. Use the same R2 followed by A3: c :A! !c :c :Aand modus ponens to get !c :F , and put t :=!c. �

It is easy to see from the proof that the lifting polynomial t is nothingbut a blueprint of a given derivation of F . Thus, LP internalizes its ownproofs as proof terms.COROLLARY 192 (Internalization property for LP). If
A1; : : : ; An ` B ;
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then it is possible to construct a proof polynomial t(x1; : : : ; xn) dependingon fresh variables x1; : : : ; xn, such that

x1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An ` t(x1; : : : ; xn) :B :
One might notice that the Curry-Howard isomorphism covers only a sim-ple instance of the internalization property when all of A1; : : : ; An; B arepurely propositional formulas without proof terms.COROLLARY 193 (Necessitation rule for LP).

` F ) ` p :F for some ground proof polynomial p :
Example below shows how to derive in LP vs. S4. Note, that LP su�ces toemulate all S4-derivations, as it will be shown in Theorem 198.EXAMPLE 194. We �rst derive 2A_2B!2(2A_2B) in S4.1. 2A!2A _2B, 2B!2A _2B, axioms;2. 2(2A!2A _2B), 2(2B!2A _2B), by necessitation, from 1;3. 2A!22A, 2B!22B, axioms;4. 22A!2(2A_2B), 22B!2(2A_2B), from 2;5. 2A!2(2A_2B), 2B!2(2A_2B), from 3, 4;6. 2A_2B!2(2A_2B), from 5.And here is the corresponding derivation in LP:1. x :A!x :A_y :B, y :B!x :A_y :B, axioms;2. a : (x :A!x :A_y :B), b : (y :B!x :A_y :B), constant speci�cation;3. x :A! !x :x :A, y :B! !y :y :B, axioms;4. !x :x :A!(a�!x) : (x :A_y :B), !y :y :B!(b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), from 2;5. x :A!(a�!x) : (x :A_y :B), y :B!(b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), from 3, 4;50. (a�!x) : (x :A_y :B)!(a�!x+b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), an axiom;500. (b�!y) : (x :A_y :B)!(a�!x+b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), an axiom;6. x :A!(a�!x+b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), from 5, 5060. y :B!(a�!x+b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), from 5, 500;600. x :A_y :B!(a�!x+b�!y) : (x :A_y :B), from 6, 60.The operations \�" and \!" are present in single-conclusion as well as inmulti-conclusion proof systems. On the other hand, \+" is an operation formulti-conclusion proof systems only. Indeed, by A4 we have s :F ^ t :G!(s+t) : F ^ (s+t) :G, thus s + t proves both F and G. Proof theoreticaldi�erences between single-conclusion and multi-conclusion proof systems aremostly cosmetic. Usual proof systems (Hilbert or Gentzen -style) may beconsidered as single-conclusion if one assumes that a proof derives only theend formula (sequent) of a proof tree. On the other hand, the same systemsmay be regarded as multi-conclusion by assuming that a proof derives all
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formulas assigned to the nodes of the proof tree. As we have seen fromthe introduction, logical identities of single-conclusion proofs alone are notcompatible with normal modal logics. Hence, provability considered fromthe modal point of view corresponds to possibly multi-conclusion proofs.Note, that individual operators \t : ( )" in LP are not normal modalitiessince they do not satisfy the property t : (P ! Q)! (t : P ! t : Q). Thismakes LP essentially di�erent from polymodal logics, e.g. the dynamic logicof programs ([Kozen and Tiuryn, 1990]), where the modality is upgradedby some additional features. Rather the modality in the logic of proofs hasbeen decomposed into a family of proof polynomials.
11.2 Realization of modal and intuitionistic logics by proof poly-nomialsThe formulation of LP and above Example 194 left an impression that LPwas something like an explicit version of S4. The main idea of the logic ofproofs project was based on the observation that proof polynomials appar-ently denoted classical proof objects (cf. Subsection 11.3) and a hope thatLP indeed was capable of realizing derivations in S4 by recovering proofpolynomials for every occurrence of modality. It would immediately delivera realizability-style provability semantics for G�odel's provability calculus S4and hence a BHK-style semantics of proofs for intuitionistic propositionalcalculus IPC. Both facts have been �rst established in [Artemov, 1995].The inverse operation to realization of modalities of proof polynomials isthe forgetful projection of LP-formulas to the usual modal formulas obtainedby replacing all t :X's by 2X's. It is easy to see that the forgetful projectionof LP is S4-compliant. Let F o be the forgetful projection of F . By astraightforward induction on a derivation in LP one could show thatLEMMA 195. If LP ` F , then S4 ` F o.The goal of the current subsection is to establish the converse, namelythat LP su�ces to realize any theorem of S4.DEFINITION 196. By an LP-realization of a modal formula F we meanan assignment of proof polynomials to all occurrences of the modality in Falong with a constant speci�cation of all constants occurring in those proofpolynomials. By F r we understand the image of F under a realization r.Positive and negative occurrences of modality in a formula and a sequentare de�ned in the conventional way. Since we will be using sequent calculuslanguage in the realization algorithm below, we recall the polarity de�nitionfor a modal formula F within a given sequent. Namely, (1) the indicatedoccurrence of 2 in 2F is positive; (2) any occurrence of 2 from F in G!F ,G^F , F^G, G_F , F_G, 2F and � ) �; F has the same polarity as thecorresponding occurrence of 2 in F ; (3) any occurrence of 2 from F in :F ,
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F!G and F;� ) � has a polarity opposite to that of the correspondingoccurrence of 2 in F .In a provability context 2F is intuitively understood as \there exists aproof x of F". After an informal skolemization, i.e. replacing quanti�ersby functions, all negative occurrences of 2 produce arguments of Skolemfunctions, whereas positive ones give functions of those arguments. Forexample, 2A! 2B should be read informally as

9x\x is a proof of A"! 9y \y is a proof of B";
with the Skolem form

\x is a proof of A"! \f(x) is a proof of B":
The following de�nition captures this feature.DEFINITION 197. A realization r is called normal if all negative occur-rences of 2 are realized by proof variables and the corresponding constantspeci�cation is injective.THEOREM 198. Given a derivation S4 ` F one could recover a normalrealization r such that LP ` F r
Proof. Consider a cut-free sequent formulation of S4 (cf. [Avron, 1984],[Mints, 1974]), with sequents � ) �, where � and � are �nite multisets ofmodal formulas. Without loss of generality we may assume that axioms aresequents of the form S ) S, where S is a propositional letter, and the se-quent ? ) . Along with the usual structural rules (weakening, contraction,cut) and rules introducing boolean connectives there are also two propermodal rules: A;� ) � (2))2A;� ) � and 2� ) A ()2)2� ) 2A
(2fA1; : : : ; Ang = f2A1; : : : ;2Ang).Given S4 ` F one could �nd a cut-free derivation T of a sequent ) F .It su�ces now to construct a normal realization r with an injective constantspeci�cation CS such that LP(CS) ` V�r!W�r for any sequent � ) �occurring in T . We will also speak about a sequent � ) � being derivablein LP meaning LP ` V�!W�, or, equivalently, LPG ` � ) �. Note thatall 2's introduced by ()2) are positive, and all negative 2's are introducedby (2)) or by weakening.In each rule in T every occurrence of 2 in the conclusion sequent of therule has one, two or none predecessors in premise sequents: two, if thisoccurrence is in a contraction formula; none, if this 2 was just introducedby a modal rule or a weakening; one in all other cases. We call these
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occurrences of 2 related and extend this relationship by transitivity. Hence,all occurrences of 2 in T are naturally split into disjoint families of relatedones. Since cut-free derivations in S4 respect polarities, in any given familyeither all 2's are negative or all are positive. We call a family essential if itcontains at least one instance of the ()2) rule. Clearly, essential familiesare all positive.Now the desired r will be constructed by stages 1 { 3 described below.We reserve a large enough set of proof variables as provisional variables.Stage 1. For each negative family 2B or nonessential positive family wepick a fresh proof variable x and replace all occurrences of 2B by \x :B".Stage 2. Pick an essential family f , enumerate all the occurrences of rules()2) which introduce boxes of this family. Let nf be the total number ofsuch rules for f . Replace all boxes of f by the polynomial

v1 + : : :+ vnf ;where vi's are fresh provisional variables. The resulting tree T 0 is labelledby LP-formulas, since all 2's have been replaced by proof polynomials.Stage 3. Run a process going from the leaves of the tree to its rootwhich will update a constant speci�cation CS and replace the provisionalvariables by proof polynomials of the usual variables from stage (1) andconstants from CS as follows. By induction on the depth of a node in T 0 weestablish that after the process passes a node the sequent assigned to thisnode becomes derivable in LP(CS) for a current CS.At the initial moment CS is empty. The axioms S ) S and ? ) arederivable in LP0. For every rule other than () 2) we change neither therealization of formulas nor CS, and just notice that the concluding sequentis provable in LP(CS) given that the premises are. It is easy to see thatevery move down in the tree other than ()2) is provable in LP(CS).Consider a rule ()2) of a family f , and let this rule have number i inthe numbering of all rules ()2) from a given family f . The correspondingnode in T 0 is labelled by
y1 :B1; : : : ; yk :Bk ) By1 :B1; : : : ; yk :Bk ) (u1 + : : :+ unf ) :B ;

where y1; : : : ; yk are proof variables introduced in (1), u1; : : : ; unf are proofpolynomials, and ui is a provisional variable. By the induction hypothe-sis, the premise sequent y1 : B1; : : : ; yk : Bk ) B is derivable in LP(CS).By Lemma 191, construct a proof polynomial t(y1; : : : ; yn) and extend theconstant speci�cation to get a new injective CS such that
LP(CS) ` y1 :B1; : : : ; yk :Bk ) t(y1; : : : ; yn) :B:
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Since LP0 ` t :B ! (u1+: : :+ui�1+t+ui+1+: : :+unf ) :B ;

LP(CS) ` y1 :B1; : : :; yk :Bk ) (u1+: : :+ui�1+t+ui+1+: : :+unf ) :B:Now substitute t(y1; : : : ; yn) for ui everywhere in the derivation tree andin the current CS. The latter remains injective after such a substitution,though this operation may lead to constant speci�cations of the sort c :A(c)where A(c) contains c.Note that t(y1; : : : ; yn) has no provisional variables, hence such a sub-stitution is always possible. Moreover, after the substitution there is oneless provisional variable (namely ui) left, which guarantees termination.The conclusion of the rule ()2) under consideration becomes derivable inLP(CS), and the induction step is complete.Eventually, we substitute polynomials of non-provisional variables for allprovisional variables and build a realization of the root sequent of the prooftree derivable in LP(CS). Obviously, the realization r built by this procedureis normal. �
COROLLARY 199 (Realization of S4).

S4 ` F , LP ` F r for some realization r:
The realization algorithm above is in fact exponential in the length of a givencut-free derivation of S4 mostly because of a repeating use of the LiftingLemma. A polynomial time realization algorithm was recently o�ered byV. Brezhnev and R. Kuznets (not yet published).Some S4-theorems admit essentially di�erent realizations in LP. For ex-ample, among possible realizations of 2F _2F!2F there are

x :F_y :F!(x+ y) :F and x :F_x :F!x :F:
The former of these formulas is a meaningful speci�cation of the operation\+", the latter one is a trivial tautology.Modal formulas can be realized by some restricted classes of proof polyno-mials. For example, the standard realization of the S4-theorem (2A_2B)!2(A_B) gives (x :A_y :B)!(a�x+ b�y) : (A_B) with the injective constantspeci�cation a : (A!A_B), b : (B!A_B). The same modal formula can berealized in LP as (c :A_ c :B)!(c�c) : (A_B) with the constant speci�cationc : (A! A_B), c : (B! A_B). However, the idea behind LP design hasbeen to keep its language reasonably general, since realization of S4 is notthe only job the logic of proofs has been created for.
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11.3 Standard provability semantics of LPWe shall work in PA. By �1 and �1 we mean the corresponding classes ofarithmetical predicates. We will use x; y; z to denote individual variables inarithmetic and hope that the reader is able to distinguish them from theproof variables.DEFINITION 200. We assume here that PA contains terms for all primitiverecursive functions (cf. [Smory�nski, 1985], [Takeuti, 1975]), called primitiverecursive terms. Formulas f(~x) = 0 where f(~x) is a primitive recursiveterm are standard primitive recursive formulas. A standard �1-formula is aformula 9x'(x; ~y) where '(x; ~y) is a standard primitive recursive formula.An arithmetical formula ' is provably �1 if it is provably equivalent in PAto a standard �1-formula; ' is provably �1 i� both ' and :' are provably�1. Sometimes, we will omit a G�odel number symbol and write ' insteadof p'q when safe.DEFINITION 201. A proof predicate is a provably �1-formula Prf(x; y)such that for every arithmetical sentence '

PA ` ' i� for some n2!; Prf(n; p'q) holds:
Prf(x; y) is normal if it satis�es the following two conditions:1) (�niteness of proofs) For any k, the set T (k) = fl j Prf(k; l)g is �nite.The function from k to the code of T (k) is computable.2) (conjoinability of proofs) For any k and l, there is n such that

T (k) [ T (l) � T (n):
The conjoinability property yields that normal proof predicates are multi-conclusion ones.EXAMPLE 202. The natural arithmetical proof predicate Proof(x; y)\x is the code of a derivation containing a formula with the code y".is the standard example of a normal proof predicate.Note, that every normal proof predicate can be transformed into a single-conclusion one by straightforwardly changing from

\p proves F1; : : : ; Fn" to \(p; i) proves Fi, i = 1; : : : ; n":
Moreover, every single-conclusion proof predicate may be regarded as nor-mal multi-conclusion, e.g. by reading
\p proves F1^ : : : ^Fn" as \p proves each of Fi, i = 1; : : : ; n":
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PROPOSITION 203. For every normal proof predicate Prf there are com-putable functions m(x; y), a(x; y) and c(x) such that for all arithmeticalformulas '; and all natural numbers k; n the following formulas are valid:

Prf(k; '! ) ^ Prf(n; ')!Prf(m(k; n);  )Prf(k; ')!Prf(a(k; n); '); Prf(n; ')!Prf(a(k; n); ')Prf(k; ')!Prf(c(k);Prf(k; ')).
Proof. For example, the following function can be taken as m:

m(k; n) = �z:\Prf(z;  ) holds for all  such that there arep'! q 2 T (k) and p'q 2 T (n)" .
Likewise, for a one could take

a(k; n) = �z:T (k) [ T (n) � T (z):
Finally, c may be given by

c(k) = �z:\Prf(z;Prf(k; ')) for all p'q 2 T (k)".
Such a z always exists. Indeed, Prf(k; ') is a true �1-sentence for everyp'q 2 T (k), therefore they are all provable in PA. Use conjoinability to �nda uniform proof of all of them. �
DEFINITION 204. An arithmetical interpretation � of the LP-language hasthe following parameters:
� a normal proof predicate Prf with the functions m(x; y), a(x; y) andc(x) as in Proposition 203,� an evaluation of propositional letters by sentences of arithmetic,� an evaluation of proof variables and constants by natural numbers.

Let � commute with boolean connectives,
(t�s)� =m(t�; s�); (t+ s)� = a(t�; s�); (!t)� = c(t�);

(t :F )� = Prf(t�; pF �q):Under an interpretation � a proof polynomial t becomes the natural numbert�, an LP-formula F becomes the arithmetical sentence F �. A formula(t :F )� is always provably �1. For a set X of LP-formulas by X� we meanthe set of all F �'s such that F 2 X. Given a constant speci�cation CS, anarithmetical interpretation � is a CS-interpretation, if all formulas from CS�
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are true (equivalently, are provable in PA). An LP-formula F is valid (withrespect to the arithmetical semantics), if F � is true under all interpretations�. F is provably valid if PA ` F � for any interpretation �. F is valid underconstant speci�cation CS, if F � is true under all CS -interpretations �. Fis provably valid under constant speci�cation CS, if PA ` F � for any CS-interpretation �. It is obvious that provably valid yields valid.PROPOSITION 205 (Arithmetical soundness of LP0).

If LP0 ` F then F is provably valid (hence, valid).
Proof. A straightforward induction on the derivation in LP0. Let us checkthe axiom t :F!F . Under an interpretation �

(t :F!F )� � Prf(t�; F �)!F �:
Consider two possibilities. Either Prf(t�; F �) is true, in which case t� isindeed a proof of F �, thus, PA ` F � and PA ` (t :F!F )�. OtherwisePrf(t�; F �) is false, in which case being a false �1-formula it is refutable inPA. Hence, PA ` :Prf(t�; F �) and again PA ` (t :F!F )�. �
COROLLARY 206 (Arithmetical soundness of LP).
LP(CS) ` F ) F is provably valid under the constant speci�cation CS:
The above provability semantics for LP may be characterized as a call-by-value semantics, since the evaluation F � of a given LP-formula F dependsupon the value of participating functions. A di�erent call-by-name prov-ability semantics for LP was introduced in [Artemov, 1995] and then usedin [Krupski, 1997], [Sidon, 1997]. In the latter semantics, F � depends uponthe particular programs for the functions participating in �.Following [Artemov, 2001], we proceed with establishing an arithmeticalcompleteness of the logic of proofs by building a decidable version of thecanonical model for LP and then embedding this model into PA. As a sideproduct we will get normalization theorem for a Gentzen-style formulationof LP.
11.4 A sequent formulation of logic of proofsAs before, by a sequent we mean a pair � ) �, where � and � are �nitemultisets of LP-formulas. For �; F we mean � [ fFg. Without loss ofgenerality we assume a boolean basis! ;? and treat the remaining booleanconnectives as de�nable ones.Axioms of LPG0 are sequents of the form �; F ) F;� and �;? ) �.Along with the usual Gentzen sequent rules of classical propositional logic,
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including the cut and contraction rules (e.g. like G2c from [Troelstra andSchwichtenberg, 1996]), the system LPG0 contains the rules

A;� ) � (: ) )t :A;� ) � � ) �; t :A () !)� ) �; !t : t :A
� ) �; t :A () +)� ) �; (t+ s) :A � ) �; t :A () +)� ) �; (s+ t) :A

� ) �; s : (A!B) � ) �; t :A () �)� ) �; (s � t) :B
The system LPG is LPG0 plus the rule

� ) A;� () c),� ) c :A;�
where A is an axiom A0 { A4 of LP, and c is a proof constant.LPG� and LPG�0 are the corresponding systems without the rule Cut.By a straightforward induction both ways it is easy to establishPROPOSITION 207. LPG0 ` � ) � i� LP0 ` V�! W�;LPG ` � ) � i� LP ` V�! W�.COROLLARY 208. LP(CS) ` F i� LPG0 ` CS ) F .DEFINITION 209. The sequent � ) � is saturated if1. A! B 2 � implies B 2 � or A 2 �,2. A! B 2 � implies A 2 � and B 2 �,3. t :A 2 � implies A 2 �,4. !t : t :A 2 � implies t :A 2 �,5. (s+ t) :A 2 � implies s :A 2 � and t :A 2 �6. (s � t) :B 2 � implies for each X ! B occurring as a subformula in�;� either s : (X ! B) 2 � or t :X 2 �.LEMMA 210 (Saturation lemma). Suppose LPG�0 6` � ) �. Then thereexists a saturated sequent �0 ) �0 such that1. � � �0, � � �0,2. �0 ) �0 is not derivable in LPG�0 .
Proof. Run a straightforward saturation algorithm, prove its termination([Artemov, 2001]). �
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Note that in a saturated sequent � ) � which is not LPG�0 -derivable theset � is closed under the rules t :X=X and X!Y;X=Y .LEMMA 211 (Completion Lemma). For each saturated sequent � ) � notderivable in LPG�0 there is a set of LP-formulas e� (a completion of � ) �)such that1. e� is decidable, for each t the set I(t) = fX j t :X 2 e�g is �nite and afunction from a code20 of t to a code21 of I(t) is computable,2. � � e�, � \ e� = ?,3. if t :X 2 e�, then X 2 e�,4. if s : (X ! Y ) 2 e� and t :X 2 e�, then (s � t) :Y 2 e�,5. if t :X 2 e�, then !t : t :X 2 e�,6. if t :X 2 e�, then (t+ s) :X 2 e� and (s+ t) :X 2 e�.
Proof. By a straightforward completion algorithm ([Artemov, 2001]). �
11.5 Completeness theorems
In this section we establish completeness and cut-elimination theorems forthe logic of proofs.THEOREM 212. The following are equivalent1. LPG�0 ` � ) �,2. LPG0 ` � ) �,3. LP0 ` V�! W�,4. V�! W� is provably valid in arithmetic,5. V�! W� is valid in arithmetic.
Proof. The steps from 1 to 2 and from 4 to 5 are trivial. The step from2 to 3 follows from Proposition 207 and the step from 3 to 4 follows fromProposition 205. It su�ces now to prove that 1 follows from 5. We assume\not 1" and establish \not 5". Suppose LPG�0 6` � ) �. Our aim now willbe to construct an arithmetical interpretation � such that (V�! W�)� isfalse in the standard arithmetical sense.From Lemma 210 get a saturated sequent �0 ) �0, and then perform acompletion (Lemma 211) to get a set of formulas e�0.We de�ne the desired interpretation � on propositional letters Si, proofvariables xj and proof constants aj �rst. We assume that G�odel numberingof the joint language of LP and PA is injective, i.e.

pE1q = pE2q $ E1 � E220For example, the G�odel number of t.21For example, the code of the �nite set of G�odel numbers of formulas from I(t).
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for any expressions E1, E2, and that 0 is not a G�odel number of any ex-pression. For a propositional letter S, proof variable x and proof constanta let

S� = ( pSq = pSq; if S 2 e�0pSq = 0; if S 62 e�0, x� = pxq; a� = paq:
The remaining parts of � are constructed by an arithmetical �xed pointequation below.For any arithmetical formula Prf(x; y) de�ne an auxiliary translation y ofproof polynomials to numerals and LP-formulas to PA-formulas such thatSy = S� for any propositional letter S, ty = ptq for any proof polynomial t,(t :F )y = Prf(ty; pF yq), and y commutes with the propositional connectives.It is clear that if Prf(x; y) contains quanti�ers, then y is injective, i.e.F y � Gy yields F � G. Indeed, from F y � Gy it follows that the principalconnectives in F andG coincide. We consider one case: (F1!F2)y � (s :G)yis impossible. Since (s :G)y � Prf(k; n) for the corresponding k and n, thisformula contains quanti�ers. Therefore, the formula (F1!F2)y � F1y!F2y also contains quanti�ers and thus contains a subformula of the formPrf(k1; n1). However, (s :G)y � F1y!F2y is impossible, since the numbersof logical connectives and quanti�ers in both parts of � are di�erent. Nowthe injectivity of y can be shown by an easy induction on the construction ofan LP-formula. Moreover, one can construct primitive recursive functionsf and g such that

f(pBq; pPrfq) = pByq; g(pByq; pPrfq) = pBq:
Let (Proof;
;�;*) be the standard multi-conclusion proof predicate fromExample 202, with 
 standing for \application", � for \union" and *for \proof checker" operations associated with Proof. In particular, forany arithmetical formulas '; and any natural numbers k; n the followingarithmetical formulas are true:Proof(k; '! ) ^ Proof(n; ')!Proof(k 
 n;  )Proof(k; ')!Proof(k � n; ')Proof(n; ')!Proof(k � n; ')Proof(k; ')!Proof(*k;Proof(k; ')).Without loss of generality we assume that Proof(ptq; k) is false for any proofpolynomial t and any k 2 !.Let '(~y; z) be a provably �1 arithmetical formula. Without loss of gener-ality we assume that '(~y; z) is provably equivalent to 9x (x; ~y; z), for someprovably �1-formula  (x; ~y; z). By �z:'(~y; z) we mean a function z = f(~y)that, given ~y,
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1. Calculates the �rst pair of natural numbers (k; l) such that  (k; ~y; l)holds;2. Puts z = l.

It is clear that �z:'(~y; z) is computable (though not necessarily total).By the �xed point argument we construct a formula Prf(x; y) such thatPA proves the following �xed point equation (FPE):Prf(x; y) $ Proof(x; y) _(\x = ptq for some t and y = pByq for some B 2 I(t)")The arithmetical formula \: : :" above describes a primitive recursive pro-cedure: given x and y recover t and B such that x = ptq and y = pByq,then verify B 2 I(t). From FPE it is immediate that Prf is a provably�1-formula, since Proof(x; y) is provably �1. It also follows from FPE thatPA `  yields Prf(k;  ), for some k 2 !.We de�ne the arithmetical formulas M(x; y; z), A(x; y; z), C(x; z) as fol-lows. Here s, t denote proof polynomials.M(x; y; z) $ (\x = psq and y = ptq for some s and t" ^ z = ps � tq)_(\x = psq for some s and y 6= ptq for any t" ^9v[\v = �w:(VfProof(w;By) j B 2 I(s)g)" ^ z = v 
 y])_(\x 6= psq for any s and y = ptq for some t" ^9v[\v = �w:(VfProof(w;By) j B 2 I(t)g)" ^ z = x
 v])_(\x 6= psq and y 6= ptq for any s and t" ^ z = x
 y)
A(x; y; z) $ (\x = psq and y = ptq for some s and t" ^ z = ps+ tq)_(\x = psq for some s and y 6= ptq for any t" ^9v[\v = �w:(VfProof(w;By) j B 2 I(s)g)" ^ z = v � y])_(\x 6= psq for any s and y = ptq for some t" ^9v[\v = �w:(VfProof(w;By) j B 2 I(t)g)" ^ z = x� v])_(\x 6= psq and y 6= ptq for any s and t" ^ z = x� y)
C(x; z)$ ( \x = ptq for some t"^z = p!tq)_(\x 6= ptq for any t" ^9v[\v=�w:(VfProof(w;Proof(t; ')!Prf(t; ')) j'2T (t)g)" ^ z = v
*x])
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Here each of \: : :" denotes a natural arithmetical formula representing inPA the corresponding condition. Note that in the de�nitions of M(x; y; z),A(x; y; z) and C(x; z) above, all the functions of sort �w:' are computable,since all the corresponding ''s are �1. Therefore, M(x; y; z), A(x; y; z) andC(x; z) are provably �1. Let
m(x; y) := �z:M(x; y; z); a(x; y) := �z:A(x; y; z); c(x) := �z:C(x; z):

As follows from the above, the functions m(x; y), a(x; y) and c(x) are com-putable. Moreover, Lemma 217 below yields that these functions are total.We continue de�ning the interpretation �. Let Prf for � be the one fromFPE, and the functions m(x; y), a(x; y) and c(x) are as above.LEMMA 213. a) t� = ty for any proof polynomial t,b) B� � By for any LP-formula B.
Proof. a) Induction on the construction of a proof polynomial. Base casesare covered by the de�nition of the interpretation �. For the induction stepnote that according to the de�nitions, the following equalities are provablein PA: (s � t)� =m(s�; t�) =m(psq; ptq) = ps � tq = (s � t)y;(s+ t)� = a(s�; t�) = a(psq; ptq) = ps+ tq = (s+ t)y;(!t)� = c(t�) = c(ptq) = p!tq = (!t)y:b) By induction on B. The atomic case when B is a propositional letterholds by the de�nitions. If B is t : F , then (t :F )� � Prf(t�; F �). Bya), t� = ty. By the induction hypothesis, F � � F y which yields pF �q =pF yq. Therefore Prf(t�; F �) � Prf(ty; F y) � (t :F )y. The inductive stepsare trivial. �
COROLLARY 214. The mapping � is injective on terms and formulas ofLP. In particular, for all expressions E1 and E2,E1� = E2� ) E1 � E2 :COROLLARY 215. X� is provably �1, for any LP-formula X .Indeed, if X is atomic, then X� is provably �1 by the de�nition of �. If Xis t :Y , then (t :Y )� is Prf(t�; Y �). By Lemma 213,

PA ` Prf(t�; Y �)$ Prf(t; Y �):
The latter formula is provably �1, therefore (t :Y )� is provably �1. Sincethe set of provably �1-formulas is closed under boolean connectives, X� isprovably �1 for each X.LEMMA 216. If X 2 e�0, then PA ` X�. If X 2 �0, then PA ` :X�.
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Proof. By induction on the length of X. Base case, i.e. X is atomic orX = t :Y . LetX be atomic. By the de�nition of �, X� is true i�X 2 e�0. LetX = t :Y and t :Y 2 e�0. Then PA ` \Y 2 I(t)". By FPE, PA ` Prf(t; Y y).By Lemma 213, PA ` Prf(t�; Y �). Therefore PA ` (t :Y )�.If t : Y 2 �0, then t : Y 62 e�0 and \Y 2 I(t)" is false. The formulaProof(t�; Y �) is also false, since t� is ptq (by Lemma 213) and Proof(t; k)is false for any k by assumption. By FPE, (t :Y )� is false. Since (t :Y )� isprovably �1 (Lemma 215), PA ` :(t :Y )�.The induction steps corresponding to boolean connectives are standardand based on the saturation properties of �0 ) �0. For example, let X =Y ! Z 2 e�0. Then Y ! Z 2 �0, and, by De�nition 209, Y 2 �0 or Z 2 �0.By the induction hypothesis, Y � is true or Z� is false, thus, (Y ! Z)� istrue, etc. �LEMMA 217. PA ` ' , Prf(n; ') for some n 2 !.Proof. It remains to establish ((). Let Prf(n; ') hold, for some n 2 !.By FPE, either Proof(n; ') holds or p'q = pByq, for some B such thatt :B 2 e�0. In the latter case by the saturation property of e�0, B 2 e�0. ByLemma 216, PA ` B�. By the injectivity of the G�odel numbering, ' � By.By Lemma 213, ' � B�. Therefore PA ` '. �LEMMA 218. For all arithmetical formulas '; and natural numbers k; n,the following is truea) Prf(k; '! ) ^ Prf(n; ')!Prf(m(k; n);  );b) Prf(k; ')!Prf(a(k; n); '); Prf(n; ')!Prf(a(k; n); ');c) Prf(k; ')!Prf(c(k);Prf(k; ')).Proof. a) Assume Prf(k; '! ) and Prf(n; ') . There are four possibilities.i) Neither of k; n is a G�odel number of a proof polynomial. By FPE, bothProof(n; ') and Proof(k; '! ) hold, so Proof(k 
 n;  ) also does.ii) Both k and n are equal to G�odel numbers of some proof polynomials,say k = psq and n = ptq. By FPE, ' is F � and  is G� for some LP-formulasF;G such that F !G 2 I(s) and F 2 I(t). By the closure property of e�0(Lemma 211(4)), G 2 I(s � t). By FPE, Prf(s � t; G�). By Lemma 213 andby de�nitions, PA proves thatps � tq = (s � t)� =m(s�; t�) =m(psq; ptq)m(k; n):Thus, m(k; n) = ps � tq and Prf(m(k; n);  ) is true.iii) k is not equal to the G�odel number of a proof polynomial, n = ptq forsome proof polynomial t. By FPE, Proof(k; '! ) and ' � F y for someLP-formula F such that F 2 I(t). Compute the number

l = �w:(^fProof(w;By) j B 2 I(t)g)
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by the following method. Take I(t) = fB1; : : : ; Blg. By de�nition, Bi 2e�0; i = 1; : : : ; l. By Lemma 216, PA ` Bi� for all i = 1; : : : ; l. ByLemma 213, PA ` Biy for all i = 1; : : : ; l. By the conjoinability prop-erty of Proof there exists w such that Proof(w;Biy) for all i = 1; : : : ; l. Letj be the least such w. In particular, Proof(j; F y). By the de�nition of 
,Proof(k 
 j;  ): By the de�nition of M , PA ` m(k; n) = k 
 j, thereforeProof(m(k; n);  ) holds.Case iv): \s is a G�odel number of a proof polynomial, but t is not aG�odel number of any proof polynomial" is similar to (iii).Part (b) can be checked in the same way as (a).c) Given Prf(k; ') there are two possibilities.i) k = ptq for some proof polynomial t. By FPE, ' � F y for some Fsuch that F 2 I(t). By the closure property from Lemma 211(5) of e�0,!t : t :F 2 e�0. By Lemma 216, (!t : t :F )� holds. By de�nitions,

(!t : t :F )� � Prf(c(t�);Prf(t�; F �)):
By Lemma 213, t� = ptq and F � � F y. Therefore t� = k, F � � ' and

Prf(c(k);Prf(k; ')):
ii) k 6= ptq for any proof polynomial t. By FPE, Proof(k; ') holds. Byde�nition of the proof checking operation * for Proof,

Proof(*k;Proof(k; ')):
By the de�nition of C, in this case PA ` c(k) = l 
 *k where l equals

�w:^fProof(w;Proof(k;  )!Prf(k;  )) j Proof(k;  )g:
By the de�nition of l,

Proof(l;Proof(k; ')!Prf(k; ')):
Therefore Proof(l 
 *k;Prf(k; ')):By FPE, Prf(l 
 *k;Prf(k; '));therefore Prf(c(k);Prf(k; ')): �
LEMMA 219. The normality conditions for Prf are ful�lled.
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Proof. By FPE, Prf is provably �1. It follows from FPE and Lemma 217that for any arithmetical sentence '

PA ` ' if and only if Prf(n; ') holds for some n:
Finiteness of proofs. For each k, the set

T (k) = fl j Prf(k; l)g
is �nite. Indeed, if k is a G�odel number of a proof polynomial, we canuse the �niteness of I(t); otherwise we use the normality of Proof. Analgorithm for the function from k to the code of T (k) for Prf can be easilyconstructed from those for Proof, and from the decision algorithm for I(t),Lemma 211(1).Conjoinability of proofs for Prf is realized by the function a(x; y), since byLemma 218, T (k) [ T (n) � T (a(k; n)): �
Let us �nish the proof of the �nal \not 1 implies not 5" part of Theorem 212.Given a sequent � ) � not provable in LPG�0 we have constructed aninterpretation � such that �� are all true, and �� are all false in the standardmodel of arithmetic (Lemma 216). Therefore, (V�! W�)� is false. �
COROLLARY 220 (Completeness of LP).
LP(CS) ` F i� F is (provably) valid under constant speci�cation CS :

COROLLARY 221.
LP ` F i� F is (provably) valid under some constant speci�cation :

COROLLARY 222. LP0 is decidable.Given an LP-formula F run the saturation algorithm A on a sequent ) F .If A fails, then LP0 ` F . Otherwise, LP0 6` F .COROLLARY 223 (Cut-elimination in LP0). Every sequent derivable inLPG0 can be derived without the cut rule.
Proof. By Theorem 212, LPG�0 ` � ) � i� LPG0 ` � ) �. �
Cut-elimination in the intuitionistic version of LP was established by a syn-tactical method in [Artemov, 1998; Artemov, 2002]. An idea of a semanticalproof of cut-elimination for the whole LP was presented in [Artemov, 2001],a detailed proof was given in [Renne, 2004].
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Decidability of LP follows from the results of [Mkrtychev, 1997]. Thisfact can also be easily obtained from the cut-elimination property of LP.COROLLARY 224 (Non-emptiness of provability semantics for LP).For any constant speci�cation CS there exists a CS-interpretation �.

Proof. An easy inspection of the rules in LPG0 shows that the sequent CS)is not derivable in LPG�0 , thus, LPG0 6` CS ) . Indeed, if LPG�0 ` c :A ) ,then c :A is introduced by the rule (: ) ) from a previously derived sequentA ) . This is impossible, since A is an axiom of LP0, thus, LPG0 ` ) A:should LPG0 ` A ) , we would have LPG0 ` ) , which is impossible, e.g.because LPG�0 6` ) .From LPG0 6` CS ) it follows that LPG0 6` ) :CS. By Theorem 212,there exists an interpretation � such that (:CS)� is false, i.e. CS� is true.�
COROLLARY 225 (Arithmetical completeness of S4).

S4 ` F , F r is (provably) valid for some realization r:
DEFINITION 226. A propositional formula F is proof realizable if (t(F ))ris valid under some realization r.THEOREM 227 (Provability completeness of IPC). For any formula F

IPC ` F , F is proof realizable:
Proof. A straightforward combination of G�odel-McKinsey-Tarksi reductionof IPC to S4: IPC ` F , S4 ` t(F )([G�odel, 1933; McKinsey and Tarski, 1948], cf. also [Chagrov and Zakharya-schev, 1997] Section 3.9, [Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 1996] Sections 10.2and 10.6), and the arithmetical completeness of S4, (Corollary 225). �

Theorem 227 provides an exact speci�cation of IPC by means of classicalnotion of proof consistent with BHK semantics.Why, despite a steady interest in the subject, did the problem of �nd-ing the intended provability semantics for intuitionistic and modal logic S4evade the solution for so long? Here are some challenges that were to bemet.1. The search for the right provability format for modal logic S4 provedlong and di�cult. G�odel's work of 1938 where he suggested such a formatwas not published until the actual solution to the problem, so it did nothelp the process. Solving the problem in a purely modal language could notbe achieved, as was noticed in [Montague, 1963].
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2. The technical part turned out not to be easy either. Many approachescoming from the related areas, such as �-calculus or combinatory logic,had to be reconsidered. Turning from quanti�ers over proofs to functionsrepresenting proofs \�a la Skolem" gives rise to the phenomenon of self-referentiality. A question had to be answered, how to handle expressions oftype t :F (t), where a proof term t may occur in the very formula it proves.The necessary experience in dealing with self-referentiality in a similar con-text was gathered during more than 20 years of research in provability logic,where modality 2F was interpreted as Prov(F ) (cf. the �rst part of thisarticle).

12 MODELS FOR THE LOGIC OF PROOFS
The logic of proofs LP is complete with respect to the natural provabilitysemantics. Still, having a family of convenient arti�cial models for LP couldbe very important for a successful study of LP and its applications.The �rst arti�cial models for LP were introduced in [Mkrtychev, 1997].Let us �x a constant speci�cation CS = fc1 :A1; c2 :A2; : : : g, where each ciis a proof constant and each Ai is an axiom of LP. A Mkrtychev model (M -model; in [Mkrtychev, 1997] these structures are called pre-models) for LP,corresponding to the constant speci�cation CS, is a pair of mappings (�;).Here a witness function � maps every proof polynomial t into a set �(t)of formulas, which admit t as an \acceptable witness." , in turn, is atruth assignment on formulas. The witness function is consistent with theconstant speci�cation CS, i.e. if c :A 2 CS then A 2 �(c). In addition, � isconsistent with the operations of LP, i.e.if (F ! G) 2 �(s) and F 2 �(t) then G 2 �(s � t)if F 2 �(t) then t :F 2 �(! t)�(s) [ �(t) � �(s+ t)The truth assignment  is de�ned by an (arbitrarily) assignment of truthvalues to propositional letters; it is then inductively distributed over allLP-formulas according to the usual laws for Boolean connectives and thefollowing condition for modalized formulas: t :F , F 2 �(t) and  FIn other words, \t :F is true" means that \t is an acceptable witness for Fand that F is true". In principle for any given M -model, it is possible toconstruct another model equivalent to M by restricting the witness func-tion � in a certain way so that the truth value of formulas t :F would dependsolely upon the witness function: t :F , F 2 �(t)
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In [Mkrtychev, 1997], soundness and completeness of LP with respect toM -models established. This result was obtained via the classical method ofmaximal consistent sets of formulas. M -models proved to be a convenienttool for studying the logic of proofs. For instance, they helped to establishin [Mkrtychev, 1997] the decidability of LP.[Kuznets, 2000] obtained an upper bound �p2 on the satis�ability problemfor LP-formulas in M -models. This bound was lower than the known upperbound PSpace on the satis�ability problem in S4. One of the possibleexplanations, why LP wins in complexity over closely related to it S4, isthat the satis�ability test for LP is somewhat similar to the type checking,i.e. checking the correctness of assigning types (formulas) to terms (proofs),which is known to be relatively easy in classical cases.M -models were further explored in N. Krupski's paper [Krupski(jr.),2003], where he constructs the minimal model of LP, which completely de-scribes derivability in LP of \modalized" formulas (i.e. formulas of type t :F ), namely  t :F , LP ` t :FThis yielded a better upper bound (NP) for the \modalized" fragment ofthe logic of proofs ([Krupski(jr.), 2003]). The minimal model is also usedin [Krupski(jr.), 2003] to answer a well-known question about the disjunctiveproperty of the logic of proofs:

LP ` s :F _ t :G , LP ` s :F or LP ` t :G
M. Fitting in [Fitting, 2003a; Fitting, 2003b] gave a description of thecanonical model for LP as a Kripke style model and established the fun-damental fully explanatory property of the model: if F is true in all theworlds reachable from �, then t :F must be true in � for some polynomial t.Fitting gives an application of the canonical model by providing an alterna-tive \semantical" proof for the realizability theorem of S4 in LP, wherebyclarifying the role of operation \+" in this realization.In [Fitting, 2003b; Fitting, 2005] a general de�nition of Kripke-style mod-els for LP was also developed. A frame is a structure (G;R), where G is anon-empty set of states or possible worlds, and R is a binary relation on G,called accessibility. Given a frame (G;R), a possible evidence function E is amapping from states and proof polynomials to sets of formulas. We can readX 2 E(�; t) as \X is one of the formulas that t serves as possible evidencefor in state �." An evidence function must obey conditions that respectthe intended meanings of the operations on proof polynomials. Except formonotonicity, the following have their origins in [Mkrtychev, 1997].DEFINITION 228. E is an evidence function on (G;R) if, for all proofpolynomials s and t, for all formulas X and Y , and for all �;� 2 G:1. Application X ! Y 2 E(�; s) and X 2 E(�; t) implies Y 2 E(�; s � t).
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2. Monotonicity �R� implies E(�; t) � E(�; t).3. Proof Checker X 2 E(�; t) implies t :X 2 E(�; !t).4. Sum E(�; s) [ E(�; t) � E(�; s+ t).As usual in Kripke semantics, truth of atomic formulas at possible worldsis speci�ed arbitrarily.A structure M = (G;R; E ;V) is a weak LP-model provided (G;R) is aframe with R reexive and transitive, E is an evidence function on (G;R),and V is a mapping from propositional variables to subsets of G.Given a weak model M = (G;R; E ;V), a forcing relation is de�ned bythe following rules. For each � 2 G:1. �S for a propositional variable S provided � 2 V(S).2. �? never holds|written � 6?.3. �X ! Y if and only if � 6X or �Y .4. � t :X if and only if X 2 E(�; t) and, for every � 2 G with �R�,�X.We say X is true at world � if �X, and otherwise X is false at �.A weak LP-modelM is Fully Explanatory provided that, whenever �Xfor every � 2 G such that �R�, then for some proof polynomial t we have� t :X. IfM is a weak LP-model, and if the Fully Explanatory conditionis also met, thenM is a strong LP-model.The following completeness theorems have been established in [Fitting,2003b; Fitting, 2005].THEOREM 229. LP is complete with respect to weak LP-models and withrespect to strong LP-models.As it was noted by V. Krupski, LP is complete with respect to the class ofMkrtychev models with the fully explanatory property. Thus, completenessof LP with respect to strong Fitting models is reached on one-element models(i.e. on Mkrtychev models which are fully explanatory). The power ofFitting models became apparent in epistemic logics containing both proofpolynomials and the usual S4-modality, since the accessibility relation doesnot degenerate in these logics (cf. Section 13).A tableau system for the logic of proofs was developed in [Renne, 2004].B. Renne also established a completeness theorem with respect toM -modelsand cut-elimination in the entirely of LP, though cut-elimination in LP withempty constant speci�cations was shown in [Artemov, 2001].The interpolation property of the Logics of Proofs was studied by Ta-tiana Sidon (who later became Tatiana Yavorskaya) in [Sidon, 1998]. Thestandard formulation of the Craig interpolation property for given logic I
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is that, if I ` A ! B, then there exists a formula C (an interpolant ofA and B) in the intersection of languages of formulas A and B such thatI ` A ! C and I ` C ! B. For LP, one can consider two types ofinterpolation: a weak interpolation, where only propositional variables ofC need be common to A and B, and a strong interpolation, where bothpropositional and proof variables of C have to be common to A and B. Aswas shown in [Sidon, 1998], the fragment of LP without functional symbols(also known as P or BLP) enjoys the strong interpolation property. Deriva-tions in LP with an empty constant speci�cation enjoy the weak (but notthe strong) interpolation property. If CS is not empty, then even the weakinterpolation property in LP(CS) may be violated.

13 FROM LOGICS OF PROOFS AND PROVABILITY TOEPISTEMIC LOGIC WITH JUSTIFICATIONS
The results of this subsection were taken from [Artemov and Nogina, 2004],unless stated otherwise. We describe a joint logic LPGL of provability andproofs, which is the arithmetically complete closure of the logic of provabilityGL and the logic of proofs LP. LPGL is a re�nement of an earlier system LPPfrom [Sidon, 1997; Yavorskaya (Sidon), 2002]. We then describe systemsLPS4 and LPS4�, which may be regarded as basic epistemic logics withjusti�cations.DEFINITION 230. Proof polynomials for LPGL are the same as for the logicof proofs LP (cf. De�nition 190).Note, that there are more axioms and hence more choices to specify proofconstants in LPGL, which makes LPGL-polynomials more expressive than thestandard LP-polynomials.DEFINITION 231. Using t to stand for any proof polynomial and S forany sentence variable, the formulas are de�ned by the grammar

A = S j A1 ! A2 j A1 ^A2 j A1 _A2 j :A j 2A j t :A:
We assume also that \t : ", \2" and \:" bind stronger than \^;_", whichbind stronger than \!".The logic of proofs and provability LPGL has axioms and rules as follows.I. Classical propositional logicA standard set of classical propositional axioms;R1. Modus Ponens.II. Provability Logic GLGL1. 2(F ! G)! (2F ! 2G);GL2. 2F ! 22F ;
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GL3. 2(2F ! F )! 2F ;R2. ` F ) ` 2F ;R3. `2F ) ` F (reexivity rule).III. Logic of Proofs LPLP1. s : (F ! G) ! (t :F ! (s�t) :G);LP2. t :F ! !t : (t :F );LP3. s :F ! (s+t) :F , t :F ! (s+t) :F ;LP4. t :F ! F ;R4. ` c :A, where A is an axiom and c is a proof constant.IV. New principles connecting explicit and formal provabilityC1. t :F ! 2F (explicit-implicit connection);C2. :(t :F )! 2:(t :F ) (negative introspection);C3. t :2F ! F (weak reexivity).

As in Subsection 11.1, a constant speci�cation CS is a �nite set fc1 :A1; : : : ; cn :Ang of formulas, where each Ai is an axiom from I-IV and eachci is a proof constant. By LPGL(CS) we mean a subsystem of LPGL whereR4 is restricted to producing formulas from a given CS only. In particular,LPGL(?) is a subsystem of LPGL without R4.The reexivity rule R3 is usually omitted in the standard formulation ofGL, since it is an admissible rule of the latter (cf. [Boolos, 1979b; Boolos,1993]). The same holds here: the rule R3 is derivable from the rest ofLPGL (below). However, we need R3 as a postulated rule of the system toguarantee a good behavior of LPGL(CS)'s. Another curious feature is thefact that the axiom C3 is derivable from the rest of LPGL(?).LEMMA 232. LPGL(?) ` t :2F ! F .
Proof.1. :2F ! :t :2F (contrapositive of LP4);2. :t :2F ! 2(:t :2F ) axiom C2;3. 2(:t :2F )! 2(t :2F ! F ), by reasoning in GL;4. :2F ! 2(t :2F ! F ), from 1, 2 and 3;5. 2F ! 2(t :2F ! F ), by reasoning in GL;6. 2(t :2F ! F ), from 4 and 5, by propositional reasoning;7. t :2F ! F , by R3. �
However, proof constants corresponding to C3 are needed to guarantee theinternalization property of LPGL. There are other innocent redundancies inthe above formulation of LPGL, for example, GL2 is derivable from the restof the system (cf. [Boolos, 1979b]).LEMMA 233. The following are provable in LPGL(?) (hence in LPGL andin LPGL(CS) for any constant speci�cation CS).
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1. x :F ! 2x :F (positive introspection)2. 2x :F _2:x :F (decidability of proof assertions)
Proof.1. x :F ! !x :x :F , by LP2;!x :x :F ! 2x :F , by C1;x :F ! 2x :F , by propositional logic .
2. x :F ! 2x :F , by the previous item of this lemma;:(x :F )! 2:(x :F ), by C2;2x :F _2:x :F , by propositional logic. �

LEMMA 234. LPGL(CS) ` F , LPGL(?) ` VCS! F .
Proof. Similar to Lemma 2.1 from [Yavorskaya (Sidon), 2002], by inductionon a derivation of F in LPGL(CS). The only nontrivial cases are the rulesof necessitation and reection.If F is obtained by the necessitation rule, i.e. F is 2G and LPGL(CS) ` G,then, by the induction hypothesis, LPGL(?) ` VCS! G. By GL reasoning,

LPGL(?) ` 2VCS! 2G:
By positive introspection (Lemma 233.1) and some trivial GL reasoning,

LPGL(?) ` VCS! 2VCS;
hence, LPGL(?) ` VCS! F:If F is obtained by the reection rule, then LPGL(CS) ` 2F and, by theinduction hypothesis, LPGL(?) ` VCS ! 2F , hence LPGL(?) ` :VCS _2F . By the negative introspection (axiom C2) and some GL reasoning,

LPGL(?) ` :VCS! 2:VCS:
Therefore, LPGL(?) ` 2:VCS_2F and LPGL(?) ` 2(:VCS_F ). By thereection rule, LPGL(?) ` :VCS _ F , hence, LPGL(?) ` VCS! F . �
Note, that both positive and negative introspection are needed to reducethe whole of LPGL to its fragment with unspeci�ed constants LPGL(?).LEMMA 235. For any formula F there are proof polynomials upF (x) and
downF (x) such that LPGL proves1. x :F ! upF (x) :2F ;2. x :2F ! downF (x) :F .
Proof.
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1. x :F ! 2F , by C1;a : (x :F ! 2F ), specifying constant a, by R4;!x :x :F ! (a�!x) :2F , by LP1 and propositional logic;x :F ! !x :x :F , by LP2;x :F ! (a�!x) :2F , by propositional logic .It su�ces now to put upF (x) equal to a�!x such that a : (x :F ! 2F ).2. x :2F ! F , by C3;b : (x :2F ! F ), specifying constant b, by R4;!x :x :2F ! (b�!x) :F , by LP1 and propositional logic;x :2F ! !x :x :2F , by LP2;x :2F ! (b�!x) :F , by propositional logic .It su�ces now to put downF (x) equal to b�!x such that b : (x :2F ! F ) �

PROPOSITION 236 (Constructive necessitation in LPGL).If LPGL ` F then LPGL ` p :F for some proof polynomial p.
Proof. Induction on a derivation of F . The only interesting cases arerules R2 and R3. If F is obtained by R2, then F = 2G and ` G. By theinduction hypothesis, ` t :G for some proof polynomial t. Use lemma 235.1to conclude that ` upG(t) :2G and put p = upG(t). If F is obtained by R3,then ` 2F . By the induction hypothesis, ` t :2F for some proof polynomialt. Use lemma 235.2 to conclude that ` downF (t) :F and put p = downF (t).Note that the presented derivation of p :F does not use R2. �
An easy modi�cation of the above argument shows that LPGL enjoys theinternalization property.COROLLARY 237. The necessitation rule R2 is derivable from the rest ofLPGL.Indeed, if ` F then, by proposition 236, ` p :F for some proof polynomialp. By C1, ` 2F .Note that R2 is not redundant in LPGL(CS) for any speci�c CS. Indeed, toemulate R2 one needs to apply constructive necessitation to the unboundedset of theorems, which requires an unbounded set of constant speci�cations.
13.1 Kripke models for LPGLDEFINITION 238. An LPGL-model is a triple (K;�;) where (K;�) is a�nite irreexive tree with a unique root node,  is a forcing relation betweennodes of K and LPGL-formulas satisfying the following forcing conditions:

1. usual modal conditions for 2, i.e.  respects boolean connectives ateach node, a2F i� bF , for all b � a;
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2. stability for every formula t :F either all nodes of K force t :F or allnodes of K force :t :F ;3. LP1-LP4 hold at each node.A formula F holds in a model M if F is forced at each node of M . Theroot node of a model is called root. Put

S(F ) = f2G! G j 2G is a subformula of Fg:
We call a model F -sound, if root  S(F ). Similar conditions on a Kripkemodel could be found in [Artemov, 1994; Yavorskaya (Sidon), 2002]. More-over, each LPP-model is also a LPGL-model. A model M is a CS-model,for a given constant speci�cation CS= fc1 :A1; c2 :A2 : : : cn :Ang, if M isX-sound and X holds in M for each X = ci :Ai from this CS. A formula Fis CS-valid if it holds in each F -sound CS -model.THEOREM 239 (Completeness). LPGL(CS) ` F i� F is CS-valid.
13.2 Provability semantics for LPGLThe provability semantics for LPGL in Peano Arithmetic PA is the naturalblend of those for the provability logic GL and the logic of proofs LP.DEFINITION 240. Let � be an interpretation from De�nition 204. Wede�ne an arithmetical translation of proof terms and LPGL-formulas byinduction as in De�nition 204 with one extra clause:

(2F )� = 9xPrf(x; pF �q):
THEOREM 241 (Arithmetical completeness). For any given constant spec-i�cation CS, LPGL(CS) ` F i� PA ` F � for all CS-interpretations �.
13.3 Basic logics of knowledge with justi�cationsAs we have already mentioned in Introduction, there is a well developedapproach due to [Kuznetsov and Muravitsky, 1977; Goldblatt, 1978; Boolos,1979b] of emulating S4 in GL via strong provability modality �F = F ^2F . This translation could be applied to derive basic epistemic logics withjusti�cations, LPS4 and LPS4�, from LPGL.DEFINITION 242. Polynomials and formulas in LPS4 and LPS4� are thesame as in LPGL. The system LPS4 has the following axioms and rulesI. Classical propositional logic.II. Basic Epistemic Logic S4 (as in Introduction).III. Logic of Proofs LP (as in LPGL).
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IV. Principle connecting explicit and implicit knowledgeC1. t :F ! 2F .LPS4 contains both LP and S4, enjoys the deduction theorem, analogues ofthe lifting lemma, internalization, constructive necessitation. The principleof weak reexivity t : 2F ! F is derivable in LPS4, explicit reexivityt :F ! F is redundant but we keep it listed for convenience.DEFINITION 243. LPS4� = LPS4 together with the negative introspectionC2. :(t :F )! 2:(t :F ).For an alternative formulation of LPS4� one could replace C1 and C2 byone principle of decidability of evidences.As usual, by LPS4(CS) and LPS4�(CS) we understand the correspondingsystems where speci�cations of constants are taken from a given set CS.
13.4 Models for LPS4 and LPS4�The logics of proofs and provability gave us a clear idea how to build Kripkemodels for LPS4 and LPS4�. We will consider here the case of LPS4�.DEFINITION 244. An LPS4�-model is a triple (K;�;) where (K;�) is aconnected S4-frame (transitive and reexive),  is a forcing relation betweennodes of K and LPS4�-formulas satisfying the forcing conditions.

1. usual modal conditions for 2, i.e.  respects boolean connectives ateach node, a2F i� bF for all b � a;
2. stability of explicit knowledge every formula t : F either holds at allnodes of K or does not hold at all nodes of K;
3. LP1-LP4 hold at each node.

A formula F holds in a model M if F holds at each node of M . M is anCS -model, for a given constant speci�cation CS= fc1 :A1; c2 :A2 : : : cn :Angif all ci : Ai 2CS hold in M . A formula F is CS-valid if it holds in eachCS -model.From this de�nition it follows that whereas x2F is understood in theconventional manner as F holds in all worlds accessible from a given x, anassertion x t :F says that F holds in all worlds of the model.THEOREM 245 (Completeness). LPS4�(CS) ` F i� A is CS-valid.It follows from the proof of the above theorem that LPS4�(CS) is decidablefor each constant speci�cation CS.The logic LPS4 is, perhaps, the minimal epistemic logic with justi�cationswhen no speci�c assumptions were made concerning the character of theexplicit knowledge operators. As a formal system LPS4 behaves normally: it
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is closed under substitutions, enjoys the deduction theorem, internalization,has Kripke-style models, is sound with respect to the arithmetical semanticsof the strong provability. Furthermore, LPS4 has some interesting featuresnot present in LPS4. In particular, LPS4 enjoyed the Fitting semantics(De�nition 228) with the standard understanding of x2F ([Artemov andNogina, 2004]). Furthermore, [Fitting, 2004] established the completenessof LPS4 with respect to weak LP-models, De�nition 228.THEOREM 246. LPS4 is complete with respect to weak LP-models.[Fitting, 2004] also built a natural cut-free tableaux system for LPS4.
13.5 Arithmetical semantics for LPS4 and LPS4�Arithmetical semantics for LPS4 and LPS4� is provided by the strong prov-ability operator de�ned in the provability logic as �F := F ^2F .DEFINITION 247. De�ne a translation + of LPS4 formulas into the lan-guage of LPGL: S+ = S; (A! B)+ = (A! B); (:A)+ = :A;(t :A)+ = t :A; (2A)+ = A ^2A:LEMMA 248. If LPS4; LPS4� ` F , then LPGL ` F+.An arithmetical provability semantics of LPS4 and LPS4� is inheritedfrom the one of LPGL: in De�nition 240 the item corresponding to themodality should be altered to the strong provability reading:(2F )� = F � ^ 9xPrf(x; pF �q):THEOREM 249 (Arithmetical soundness of LPS4 and LPS4�).If LPS4; LPS4� ` F , then PA ` F � for any arithmetical interpretation �.An arithmetically complete system LPS4Grz� of the strong provabilitywith proofs can be axiomatized by adding to LPS4� the modal axiom byGrzegorczyk 2(2(F ! 2F ) ! F ) ! F . Kripke models for LPS4Grz�are the special sort of LPS4�-models when the frame is a reexive partialorder.

14 THE LOGIC OF SINGLE-CONCLUSION PROOFS
By de�nition, each single-conclusion proof, also known as functional proof,proves a unique formula. As it was noticed earlier, the modality of provabil-ity corresponds to multi-conclusion proofs, whereas single-conclusion proofslead to modal identities inconsistent with any normal modal logic.In the functional logic of proofs, a formula t :F still has the meaning \t isa proof of formula F ," but the class of its possible interpretations is limitedto functional proof systems only. The mathematical problem here was togive a full axiomatization of all resulting tautologies in the language of LP(without the operation \+" that is inconsistent with functional proofs).
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The �rst step in �nding such a complete system was to give a proposi-tional description of the functionality property of proofs, which states that ifp :F ^p :G then F and G must coincide syntactically. The adequate descrip-tion of this property was found in [Artemov and Strassen, 1992b] using aso-called conditional uni�cation. It was then generalized in [Krupski, 1997;Krupski, 2002] to the full language of the logic of proofs.Each formula C of type t1 : F1 ^ : : : ^ tn : Fn generates a set of quasi-equations of type SC:=f ti = tj ) Fi = Fj j 1 � i; j � n g. A uni�er � ofa system SC is a substitution � such that either ti� 6� tj� or Fi� � Fj�holds for any i; j. Here and below \X � Y " denotes the syntactic equalityof X and Y .DEFINITION 250. (Conditional uni�cation.) A = B (modS) means thatfor each uni�er � of system S the property A� � B� holds.LEMMA 251 (Decidability of conditional uni�cation). A = B (modS) is adecidable relation over A, B, S.DEFINITION 252. (Uni�cation axiom) t1 :F1 ^ : : : ^ tn :Fn ! (A$ B),for each condition C of type t1 :F1 ^ : : : ^ tn :Fn and each A, B such thatA = B (modSC).Logic FLP of functional proofs was introduced in [Krupski, 1997]. Thelanguage of FLP is the language of LP without the operation \+" andwithout proof constants. The axioms and rules of FLP areAxiom schemes:A0. Finite set of axiom schemes of classical propositional logic;A1. t :F!F ;A2. t : (F!G) !(s :F!(t�s) :G);A3. t :F ! !t : (t :F );A4. Uni�cation axiom.Rule of inference:R1. modus ponens.The following result was obtained in [Krupski, 1997; Krupski, 2002].THEOREM 253. FLP is decidable, sound, and complete with respect to thearithmetical provability interpretation based on single-conclusion proof pred-icates.The logic of functional proofs was further developed in [Krupski, 2005],where a logic of proofs with references FLPref was introduced. System FLPrefextends FLP with second-order variables which denote the operation of re-constructing an object from its reference, e.g., determining a formula provenby a given derivation. FLPref may also be viewed as a natural formal systemfor admissible propositional rules in arithmetic.
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15 REFLECTION IN TYPED �-CALCULUS AND COMBINATORYLOGIC

The logic of proofs naturally bridges two domains: the epistemic one, rep-resented by modal logic and the computational one, represented by typed�-calculi and combinatory logic. LP may be considered both as a realizedmodal logic S4 and as a typed combinatory logic with added expressivepower. There is a natural analogy with the Curry-Howard isomorphismwhich states the identity of intuitionistic proofs and typed �-terms under-stood as computational programs. I this section we will discuss what kindof new principles in �-calculi and combinatory logic are prompted by thisnew development in the logic of proofs.The original formulation of the logic of proofs LP was close to the typedcombinatory logic format (cf. commentary in section 11) rather than ina more common format of �-calculus. LP can emulate the �-abstractionoperator, e.g. in Curry-style as is standard in combinatory logic CL! (see,for example, [Troelstra and Schwichtenberg, 1996], p. 17). LP has manyfeatures not typical of �-calculi, such as polymorphism, self-referentiality,capability to internalize its own derivations, etc. Polymorphism is notcompatible with normalization property, and we have to give it up alongwith self-referentiality, which cannot be formulated in a language whereeach term has its own �xed type. On the other hand, the internalizationproperty has had a prototype in �-calculi, namely, the Curry-Howard iso-morphism stated in form: if A1; : : : ; An ` B in intuitionistic logic, thenx1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An ` t(x1; : : : ; xn) :B in �-calculus for some �-term t.In [Alt and Artemov, 2001], some version �1 of a reexive �-calculuswas suggested that has an unrestricted internalization property. �1 hasthe implicative intuitionistic (minimal) logic as a type system, a role ofatoms is played by both usual propositional variables (atomic types) andstatements of form t :F , where t is a term and F is a type. The \term:type"correspondence is a rigid typing \�a la Church", i.e. each term has a uniquetype. �1 has several countable series of term-building operations. Ad-missibility of the internalization rule for �1 is proven as a metatheorem.The existence and the uniqueness of normal forms in �1 all appear to beconnected with the depth of type preservation during reductions, which is anew phenomenon compared to ordinary �-calculus. This theory is currentlyunder development.
15.1 Reexive Combinatory LogicSystems of combinatory logic are usually more compact than their corre-sponding �-calculi. Reexive combinatory logic RCL introduced in [Arte-mov, 2004] is no exception. RCL has the implicative intuitionistic (minimal)logic as a type system, a rigid typing. Reexive combinatory terms are built
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from variables, \old" combinators k and s, and new combinators d, o, andc. The principles of RCL areA1. t :A! A;A2. k : (A! (B ! A));A3. s : [(A! (B ! C))! ((A! B)! (A! C))];A4. d : (t :A! A);A5. o : [u : (A! B)! (v :A! (u � v) :B)];A6. c : (t :A! !t : t :A);Modus Ponens rule. RCL has a natural provability semantics inheritedfrom LP. Combinatory terms stand for proofs in PA or in intuitionisticarithmetic HA. Formulas t : F are interpreted as arithmetical statementsabout provability, Proof(t; F ), combinators k, s, d, o, and c denote termscorresponding to proofs of arithmetical translations of axioms A2{A6.RCL evidently contains implicative intuitionistic logic, ordinary combina-tory logic CL! and is closed under the combinatory application ruleu : (A! B) v :A(u�v) :B :
The next theorem was established in [Artemov, 2004].THEOREM 254. RCL enjoys the internalization property: if A1; : : : ; An `B, then for any set of fresh variables x1; : : : ; xn of respective types it ispossible to construct a term t(x1; : : : ; xn) such that

x1 :A1; : : : ; xn :An ` t(x1; : : : ; xn) :B :
One of the goals of RCL was to introduce a more expressive system oftypes and terms intended for programming language applications. Thus,it is interesting to consider the following natural (though informal) com-putational semantics for combinators of RCL. This semantics is based onthe standard set-theoretic semantics of types, i.e. a type is a set and theimplication type U ! V is a set of functions from U to V . Some elements ofa given type may be constructive objects which have names, i.e. computa-tional programs. Terms of RCL are names of constructive objects, which areeither speci�c (e.g. combinators k, s, d, o, or c) or variable. The type t :F isinterpreted as a set, consisting of the object corresponding to term t. Basiccombinators of RCL are understood as follows:Combinators k and s are borrowed from the combinatory logic CL!along with their standard functional semantics. For example, k maps anelement x 2 A into the constant function �y:x with y ranging over B.The denotate combinator d : [t :F!F ] realizes the fundamental denotatefunction which maps a name (program) into the object with the given name.A primary example is the correspondence between indexes of computablefunctions and functions themselves.
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The interpreter combinator o : [u : (F ! G)! (v :F ! (u�v) :G)] realizesthe interpreter program which maps program u and input v into the resultof applying u to v.The coding combinator c : [t : F ! !t : (t : F )] maps program t into itscode !t (alias, speci�c key in a database, etc.).

16 NEW APPROACH TO THE FOUNDATIONS OF VERIFICATION.
In the following example the provable principle of explicit reection t :F !F from LP is applied to the veri�cation theory. This example shows howthe main idea of the logic of proofs, i.e., replacing quanti�ers over proofs byexplicit functions that realize actual proofs, may result in a more adequatemathematical model.A metatheory for formal (possibly computerized) proof-checking sys-tems, called here veri�cation systems, was developed by Davis and Schwartzin [Davis and Schwartz, 1979]. They consider the following common schemeof building a formal veri�cation system V . First the kernel V0 of the systemis chosen so that this kernel is elementary enough to declare its consistencyevident and thus postulate it; V0 is assumed to be expressive enough to beable to formalize proofs and check their correctness. The system is thenextended with veri�ed inference rules, e.g., with proven facts. Unlike whatis typical in the foundations of mathematics where a theory is extendedwith new axioms to enhance the theory, here the extension of V is aimedat increasing e�ectiveness of the deductive apparatus of V , thereby main-taining the metamathematical power of V at the same level as that of V0 ifpossible.The inference rule �=F is considered to be veri�ed in V , if

V ` 2�! 2F ;
where 2�, 2F are formal statements about provability in V of all for-mulas from � and of F , respectively. Adding the rule �=F to V yieldsV 0 = V + �=F . An extension V 0 of the system V is called stable, if V 0 isconservative over V . The main metamathematical question concerning thisextension scheme is the following: is the theory V always capable of provingits own stability? In [Davis and Schwartz, 1979], this question was answerednegatively. The reason can be explained by the following argument. Sup-pose one wishes to prove that V 0 ` F implies V ` F by an induction onthe derivation in V 0. The essential case of the induction step correspondsto the transition from V ` � to V ` F for an arbitrary instance of theinference rule under consideration, �=F . Internalization of V ` � yieldsV ` 2�; evidently, this step may be formalized in V . Using the fact thatV ` 2� ! 2F one gets V ` 2F , whence it follows that V ` F . The lasttransition, from V ` 2F to V ` F , cannot (in general) be justi�ed by means
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of V because reection 2A! A is not provable in V (L�ob's theorem). Theconclusion in [Davis and Schwartz, 1979] is that the considered process ofbuilding veri�cation systems cannot be justi�ed by initial assumptions of asystem's consistency.The paper [Artemov, 1999] analyzes the growth of metamathematicalassumptions about a theory in a process of its extension according to thedescribed scheme and suggests a new extension scheme free from the limita-tions of Davis and Schwartz's. According to this new scheme, a veri�cationof inference rule �=F is done in an explicit manner by constructing a com-putable term t(x) and a proof of V ` x : � ! t(x) : F . The advantage isthat the stability of the resulting extensions is provable inside the system it-self, which allows us to get rid of additional metamathematical assumptionsabout the given veri�cation system. Here is the general argument show-ing the provable stability of the explicit veri�cation. As before, the aim isto show that V 0 ` F implies V ` F . The essential step of the inductionon the derivation in V 0 is again the transition from V ` � to V ` F forthe rule �=F . Internalizing a given derivation of V ` � in the form of aterm s yields V ` s : �. Using the fact that V ` x : � ! t(x) : F one getsV ` s : � ! t(s) :F and therefore V ` t(s) :F . The provability of explicitreection V ` t(s) :F ! F leads to a conclusion that V ` F .An analysis of examples of implicit veri�cation �a la Davis-Schwartz showsthat to prove \there exists a proof of �" implies in V that \there exists aproof of F ," one usually �rst shows that V ` x : � ! t(x) : F and thenexplicit terms x, t(x) are replaced by existential quanti�ers to satisfy theformat of implicit veri�cation. Thereby a knowledge of the term t(x) wasnot used at all because of a lack of a theoretically justi�ed mechanism forits utilization. Thus, in spite of the more restrictive format of explicitveri�cation, it is reasonable to assume that in practice explicit veri�cationis applicable if and only if implicit veri�cation is.
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